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To listen and respond to ads, call 
1-900-370-2041 
Call CO'I$ $1.99 per minute. 
Must be 18 or older. 
The one you seek is in 
the personals. People 
with all kinds of 
features who'd love 
to hear from you. 
So, call and find the 
one you're looking for. 
UNLEASH Y OUR POTENTIAL 
WITH QUEST CENTER MARTIAL ARTS 
Unique and Effective 





Dynamic and Engaging 
Classes for Children 4 years 
and up, Teens and Adults 
Call . .-
dBl: 772-7763 Ask for 
John or Hahna 
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A CONVERSATION WITH 
KEITH BUZZELL 
Dr. Keith Buzzell hasn't watched TV in 18 years, but 
the Fryeburg-based family practitioner has written two 
soon-to-be published books on the box - "Children of 
Cyclops: The Effects of Television Viewing on the Brain" 
is for educators. A not-yet-titled laypersons' version is 
also forthcoming. 
Where did your research start? 
It had to do with, how does the human brain take in a 
signal from a television screen? Is it the same as reading a 
book? Is it the same as looking out the window? In other 
words, posing the difference between an image that 
comes totally from reflected light in the natural world and 
one that derives not from the natural world at all but is 
preconstructed and then broadcast directly towards y.pu 
from a fixed source_ Kind of like looking at a light bulb. 
No haggle, no hassle lease 
exhaust 
Slowly I got more and more evidence from sources in the 
world and some very, very frightening questions started 
to emerge. 
My mom always used to say, 'Don't sit so close to 
the TV.' What was up with that? 
This is one of the factors behind the Japanese thing 
that happened [some children suffered seizures while 
watching a popular cartoon).' The other was the strobe 
effect. The very, very bright lights. The high action, 
tremendous action, with changes on average less than 
every second. In Japan, they have much larger screens 
than we do on the average and the kids sit very close. 
We cannot think appropriately if our thinking brain is 
not awake and fed. It's got to be fed energy all the time. 














come from the eye. When you sit down in front of the 
television set, your pupil does not move. Your lens 
doesn't have to accommodate for anything. So you've 
taken these three primal reflexes that have to do with 
waking the brain up and you've simply snuffed them out. 
Is there a safe minimum of TV, like an hour a day? 
As far as I'm concerned, it's very difficult to compro-
mise. That's a little bit like saying how much DDT can 
. we really put up with, you know? None! I don't want 
any. If we're talking about introducing something that is 
distorting to the proper growth and development of my 
child's brain or to mine, do I want any of it? 




36-month lease, $1412 due at signing 
No security deposit required 
~. 
Sl\1\RN. 
o Payments baaed on 1998 SL including b.speed transmission, and Irans· 
pertalian. with M.S.R.P. or SI 1.036. Licemic. title. registration fees. 
taxes, emissions chargr and insuranc~ are extra. Primary lending source 
must approve lease. Delivery must he taken by 4130198. 
Browse our entire inventory of used cars and trucks at www.saturnmaine.com 
A DIFFERENT KIND of COMPANY, A DIFFERENT KIND of CAR. 
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distributed free throughout Greater 
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information about display advertising, call 
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Casco Bay Weekly is also on the World 
Wide Web. Feature articles , columns, 
CBW's calendar of events and an archive of 
past CBW stories (with full·text search) are 
available free to anyone worldwide with a 
Web browser. For information on 
advertising on CBW's website, call 
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Some of what the Production Departmerrl 
IlstMMd to while getting this week's 
paper out: 
Groove Collective. "We The People" • Miles 
Oavls, "Kind of Blue· • Nuyorican Soul, self. 
titled. The New York Rock and Soul Revue, 
• Live at the Beacon· 
Casco Bay Weekly is published every 
Thursday by Maine Publishing Corp., 561 
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101. 
Subscriptions available for $49 per year. 
$29 for half·year subscriptions. 
Periodicals postage pending at Portland, 
ME and additional entry offices. Send 
address change to 561 Congress St., 
Portland, ME 04101. 
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I. 
Brother, can you spare a dime? 
If the advocates for campaign finance non-party candidate, Goldthwait doesn't 
reform don't get it, who does? have to make up her mind on seek:jng 
Nancy Oden announced on March 12 another term until June. There are rumors 
that she's running for governor as a "Clean Gov. Angus King wants her to head the 
Maine Independent" candidate. Oden, a Department of Marine Resources, a job 
leader of the Green Party, is a . longtime that would require her retirement from the 
supporter of measures designed to halt the Legislature. If that happens, it's likely the 
flow of special-interest money to politi- 1 GOP would capture Goldthwait's seat, 
cians. To demonstrate her opposition to ! giving the party an outside chance at ek:jng 
that practice, she said she'd pay for her l out a one-vote majority. 
campaign by asking supporters to drop , 
spare change into jars in comer stores. I Along comes Mary 
There's one small problem. ' The Maine Libertarian Party (motto: 
That's illegaL ; "Enjoying Our Insignificance") has 
Maine law requires candidates to keep i announced a surprising speaker for its state 
track of who gives them money - even i convention on April 4 in South Portland. 
very small amounts of money. While only : Mary Adams of Garland will give a talk 
those donors who cough up $50 or more I entitled "Successful Campaign Strategies." 
must be listed on campaign ...... L. ....... It's not that Adams isn't 
finance reports filed with the qualified to discuss the sub-
state , office seekers must ject. The feisty housewife-
maintain a list of less gener- activist began her political 
ous givers, in case those folks and other mistakes career a quarter century ago 
make additional contribu- by spearheading the suc-
tions that put them over the cessful drive to repeal the 
50-buck mImmum. Since state's uniform property tax. 
there's no way to monitor Last year, she was a key 
who puts coins in Oden-for- player in the defeat of Gov. 
Governor collection contain- King's Forest Compact. 
ers, there's no way to tell if So it's not her topic that's 
anyone tossed in a reportable unusual, but her audience. 
sum. In other words, there's After all , Adams is a hard-
no way to tell who's paying core Republican, going so 
for her campaign. far as to make a quirky run 
Oddly enough, that's the • A L D I A M 0 N for the GOP gubernatorial 
problem Oden-like activists nomination in 1994. During 
often cite when they complain about "soft that campaign, she often chastised her fel-
money." That's the unregulated cash given low Republican candidates for neglecting 
to political parties that isn't subject to to mention their party affiliation on posters 
reporting requirements. It's a common and brochures. 
vehicle for lobbyists seeking to buy influ- What's she doing consorting with Lib-
ence on the sly. ertarians? "They were very nice to me dur-
Apparently Oden's reformist zeal hasn't ing the Compact referendum," Adams 
made her sufficiently sensitive to the need said." After all the help they gave me, I 
for full public disclosure of all campaign couldn't say no." 
finances to allow her to get her practice in You haven't found new love among the 
line with her preaching. Libs? "No, of course not, " she said. "This 
Lose again 
Before the March 16 filing deadline, 
RepUblicans were talking confidently 
about regaining control of the state Senate. 
Not anymore. The GOP's opportunity 
went from plausible t~ negligible once the 
party actually had to come up with enough 
credible candidates. 
For starters, Republicans conceded four 
seats in heavily Democratic areas by 
putting up nobody at all. Pachyderm party 
loyalists contend they've almost made up 
for that shortcoming by fielding strong 
contenders for all three seats where no 
incumbent is running. In addition, the 
GOP's Joseph Bigl, a state representative 
from Bucksport, is given a solid shot at 
defeating Democratic state Sen. Richard 
Ruhlin of Brewer. But even if Republicans 
win those four races - and every GOP 
incumbent is re-elected - they'd still be 
one seat short of a majority. 
To tip the balance, Republicans are 
hoping independent state Sen. Jill Goldth-
wait of Bar Harbor decides not to run. As a 
is just friendship." 
Adams isn't the only member of the 
GOP to frolic with fringe groups. When 
the Maine Taxpayers Party held its state 
convention last December: the announced 
speakers included anti-gay crusader Paul 
Madore, a former Republican legislative 
candidate from Lewiston, and Christian 
Coalition director Paul Volle, a former 
member of the GOP state committee. . 
Given the apparent popularity of 
Republicans as speakers at other parties' 
conventions, we wondered how far the 
trend had spread. But according to orga-
nizers, no prominent member of the GOP 
is scheduled to travel to Presque Isle in 
May to address the Democratic state con-
vention. 
Join the Keg Party. Send your application 
to this column, care of CBW, 561 Congress 
St., Portland, ME 04101, or e-mail ish-
maelia@gwi.net. We promise no dull speakers, 
no confusing platf01ms and no ridiculous guber-








HARDWARE, HOUSEWARES. PERSONAL CAU 
111 COMMUCIAL ST., I'OItTLAND I 710·1314 
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No, we hav~n't suddenly started selling 
basketballs , but we are scoring a slam dunk 
with our winter sale. And you know what 
they say here in Maine -- March comes in 
like a lion and goes out like ... a lion. 
So March on down & check out our sale --
up to 45% off on organic cotton jackets, 
sweatshirts, turtlenecks & pants. 
Also, organic garden seeds, 
buy 2 get 1 free! 
Thinking about nanning? 
Get expertise from Pros, not just a 
box filled with nanning shoes. 
~havefheJ. $ st~ 
++++++++++ 
Spii e Spe ecbswmwearp;t ... ! .... 
adiaas 
DeIIVeIs torque on demand through 0 lquId-cooled 45-degee v·twi"l. 
CIeon. classic ~once with chrome from top to bo"om and lot> 01 pIoces In between. 
Modern shaft drive etnnates the hos!Ies ot chain rooIntenonce. • New styiOh two-tone fuellonk. 
TRi SPORTS inc. 
139 Main Street· Topsham, ME • 04086 
1 ·800·291 ·3328 
r~ r "'-
ICE CREAM 
of PortIa ad 
9 pm Sun-Thurs 
10 pm FrI·Sat 
Porl""g Lot Beside Our Shop 
505 Fore St., Portland 
773-7017 
"A raw, emotional pop/rock cocktail 
served up by one of the freshest 
new voices to emerge this year." 
332 Fore ·St Portland 
879-1953 
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LIKE TO PUT THE PEDAL TO THE METAL. 
I confess. When I was just a newbie, I thought my mouse was a foot pedal and my CD-ROM 
was a retractable cup holder. Now that I'm a power user, I depend on JavaNet, my ISP, to get me where 
. I want to go. In the fast lane. Their 100% digital connection, T3 line and DEC Alpha servers are my 
high performance vehicles. And for only $19.95 a month, I get local Internet access and 
technical support from the best pit crew around. 
JavaNet 
IN TOUCH WITH TECHNOLOGY. 
www.javanet.com 
Get the lead out. Visit JavaNet at 37 Exchange Street, Portland and see the latest and greatest in technology. 
Or call 1-800 Javanet for immediate Internet access. 
Order eaters 
I have piles. 
Before you worry I'm sallying close to 
the Too Much Information department, I'll 
tell you the piles of which I speak are junk. 
So great in mass are my piles, they could 
organizer, " 
which "lets you arrange your 
socks in orderly rows and 
keep your undergarments 
UL~""'~..iW~=~"",",""-'l neatly folded." There are 
ELI Z ABE T H PEA V E Y even before-and-after pic-
..................... _ .... _ ..... _ .. 
napkin notes, legal pads and other 
ephemera from my existence, I might con-
sider myself a fairly organized person. I sus-
pect one ofthe reasons I have held but one 
real job (for this paper, by the bye ~ not 
exactly Unum, if you know what I mean), is 
that I could never get far beyond the "How 
are your organizational skills?" question 
during job interviews. I'd lean back-in my 
chair, slip off my glasses (a sign of intense 
earnestness), place the tip of the -bow 
between my teeth and respond in my best 
William F. Buckley Jr., "In practice or in 
theory?" Well, next came the "Are you a 
team player?" question, and that would 
generally wrap up the interview. 
But back to my disorder. I am not con-
tent to call myself a slob and leave it at that_ 
No siree. I constantly strive to become a 
more organized person. For example, I 
received a handsome handmade bookshelf 
from my nephew for Christmas_ Perfect, I 
thought, for Whipping my office into shape. 
One stormy Sunday, I spent the day arrang-
ing it A tasteful assortment of crap - a 
framed photo of my dad, two gargoyles and 
a twirly Cinco de Mayo souvenir from 
Austin, Texas - went on the top shelf. On 
the next, I placed all my favorite books, on 
the third, all my reference books, and on the 
fourth, my travel books and outdoor guides. 
On the bottom two shelves, however, I 
crammed every notebook, file folder 
(labeled "Stuff," "Junk," "Ideas," "Misc.," 
"Misc. Ideas"), newspaper clipping, map, 
tax form and book I do not love, ensuring I 
would never fmd any of these things again. 
Two days later, I had new piles of junk sur-
rounding my desk. But I didQ.'t want or 
need any of that junk. All that junk was 
new. I needed the old junk. Rather than pull 
it all out and PU! it into some sort of order, I 
just heaped the new junk on top .of the old 
and went to take my stove apart and vacu-
um it. Can't say I didn't try, though. 
Speaking of junk, I get a lot of catalogues 
tures to illustrate how this 
organizer can change your life. Now, the 
way I see it is this: If I didn't previously 
keep the drawers in my drawers organized, 
these plastic boxes are not going to compel 
me to do so. Besides, I already have a sys-
tem in place. All my wedgie underwear is 
shoved to the left of my dresser drawer, all 
the comfortable ones are shoved \0 the 
right When the right side of the drawer is 
empty, I do laundry. So, do I need to shell 
out 18 bucks for a set offour panty boxes? I 
think not. 
Nor do I need a belt and necklace orga-
nizer that hangs in my closet ("accessoriz-
ing made easier"); or, from the "woven 
office collection," a "bookcase basket" 
(read: junk holder), an "office box" (ditto) 
or a "magazine butler." There is no descrip-
tion for the latter item, but I might be tempt-
ed to place an order if said butler was a 
gentleman named Jeeves, who would hover 
over me when I'm pounding out Down East 
1 
articles and say things like: "Mop your 
brow, madam?" "A cucumber sandwich, 
milady?" "Organize your undies, your bril-
liantness?" 
No, help for my disorder disorder is not 
to be found in the pages of a catalogue. I 
I, must look within myself to get to the root of this problem. Unfortunately, my inner child 
hurls old Barbie dolls at me every time I try 
to venture into my internal landscape. Con-
trol is not so easily achieved. Maybe she 
just wants a belt and necklace organizer. 
And I'd order her one, if! could only find 
that damn c'!.talogue. 
Jeeves, fetch me an aspirin please. The 
chaos is closing in again. 
Elizabeth Peavey actually wrote a good column 
this week. Unfortunately, the last time she saw it, 
it was stuck to her fifth grade report, "Chile: The 
String Bean Nation!" Guess you'll have to settle 
for this one. 
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Interested in one of these I ittle numbers? 
CALL 1-8oo-JAVANET 
Or visit the cafe at 37 Exchange Street, Portland. 
JavaNet 
IN TOUCH WITH TECHNOLOGY. 
www.javanet.com 
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: I n Scarborough, mosquitoes can vote. : 
• And the people they elect tend, once -
* • .. they're in office, to go buggy. On March * 
.,. 19. the Town Council's finance committee -
* * .. swatted aside complaints from citizens and  
., the news media, and decided they didn't need -
* • to obey the state's Right * 
to Know Law. The -• 
committee voted to hold a • 
• dosed meeting to discuss * 
which law firm Scarbor- .. • ough should hire to repre- • 
sent it over the next year. -• 
Whichever firm wins will * 
: have plenty of work. The Portland Press Herald : 
* promptly went to court, asking a judge to .. 
., -spray Raid on the town's plan to again hide .. • .. .. behind dosed doors at a meeting sched~led .. -• for March 26. But at C6W's deadline, .. 
.. Scarborough officials were still pu~suing their .. · -• original path, like moths to a flame. .. .. .. 
• • 
• • John Hathaway is trying to worm his way * 
: out of his previous contention· that his pro- : 
.. posed new arena for Greater Portland • · .. .. would require lots of taxpayer money. ., 
.. Hathaway, the soon-to-be majority owner of .. .. .. 
• the Portland Pirates minor league hockey .. 
.. team, wants to build a 12,OOO-seat facility to .. .. -" replace the aging Cumberland County Civic • 
: Center. But such a project would cost over : 
" $50 million, and on March 10 Hathaway indi- • .. . 
.. cated he'd need the public to ant-ee up (hee • 
• he~). That made municipal officials a little • 
.. . 
• antsy (sometimes I kill mysel~, so Hathaway • 
" scuttled for cover. "We're not looking for * · .. .. tax subsidies," he told the Pre~ Herald. "We .. 
: can do it privately, as long as we get cooper- : F h 
• ation from different communities and govern-.. ast c eap 
: ment entities involved." But some of those : ,
. 
ILLUSTRATION/MARK KNOTT 
" entities regard Hathaway as if he were a .. 
: cockroach. Portland officials are wary of his ".: and unconstl-tutl-onal '. 
.. plans, fearing Hathaway's elaborate hive will .. 
: :ev:i~d~: o~:~w~~ obsolete cr-ic center in : Maine towns are copying Portland's gay 
: • The spider web of intrigue surrounding : rights ordinance, but the statute may 
: Jackson Brook Institute UBI) in : not pass legal muster 
.. South Portland may soon be torn asunder. .. 
• State mental health officials are asking a judge .. 
.. .. • LAURA CONAWAY 
.. to appoint an independent manager for the .. Several Maine towns are considering 
• private psychiatric hospital and order its par- .. 
.. • passing gay rights ordinance
s using 
.. ent company to open its books. JBI, once the .. , Portland's law as a blueprint for building 
• queen bee of facilities, has lately complained • .. .. protection against discrim
ination . 
: of financial problems. Employees have had to : There's just one hitch: the cit
y's ordi-
.. swarm like gnats to the bank on payday, .. nance lacks a solid legal foundat
ion .. 
: because the company could not always cover : The city has no role in pro
secuting 
" all its paychecks. The Legislature recently .. violations of its anti-discriminat
ion law, 
: passed an emergency bill allowing a state : as it does for every other ordin
ance on 
.. takeover of the hospital because of concems .. Portland's books. Instead, peo
ple who 
: that if JBI retreats Into its cocoon, there : believe they've been the victim
s of bias 
.. won't be enough psychiatric care beds in • because of their sexual orienta
tion are 
: southern Maine. : given the right to take their case
 to cow:t 
.. .. themselves. Portland's ordinanc
e, which · .. .. • The owners of the Maine Yankee are took effect in 1992, instructs judges to 
.. advertising the dosed-down nudear plant for • award damages and legal fees if 
discrimi-.. . 
.. sale as a whole or in parts. Maine Yankee offi- .. nation is proved. 
• cials say the sale will reduce decommissioning · That self-enforcing arrange
ment is · .. .. costs to ratepayers. Before long, nuclear • cheap for taxpayers , because the city 
: industry officials should be scuttling around : doesn't have to pay lawyers to
 try dis-
.. Wiscasset seeking bargains, like dung beetles .. crimination cases. It's easy f
or small 
: on a compost heap. CBW : towns to copy, because it doesn
't require 
.. • adding staff members to negotia
te settle-
ments. But it may also be unconstitution-
al, a hazard that hasn't escaped notice by 
municipal attorneys seeking ways to 
enforce proposed local ordinances. "It . 
will be the unfortunate claimant who 
goes in and finds out the ordinance is 
invalid," said Terry Calderwood, the 
attorney who represents Camden, ~!1e of 
the towns considering a gay rights law. 
"It isn't the city that's affected"" I'm 
not sure that's fair for the person who's 
been discriminated again~t. They've 
spent all that time and money in court." 
Since voters repealed Maine's gay 
rights law in February, five coastal towns 
- Kennebunk, Falmouth, Brunswick, 
Camden and Bar Harbor - have pro-
posed adopting ordinances of their own. 
In each municipality, voters strongly 
favored banning discrimination in both 
the February people's veto and the 1995 
referendum. 
Brunswick activist Sophia Pfeiffer and 
her husband, Timothy, are circulating a 
petition that could place a Portland-style 
equal rights rule on that town's 
November ballot. "[A local ordinance] 
has tremendous moral effect, even if it 
doesn't have legal effect," Sophia Pfeiffer 
said. "It's a statement of principle, which 
is very important." 
Portland attorney Pat Peard, who has 
handled two of the city's four known dis-
crimination cases, said the current gay 
rights ordinance has served as a deterrent 
for bias . Peard said the enforcement 
mechanism may be questionable, but 
noted that so far no one has been denied 
the right to sue. Still, none of the cases 
has actually been tTied, since all the 
alleged victims have opted to settle out of 
court. Peard said plaintiffs' lawyers may 
be settling cases because they 're afraid 
I judges would overturn the ordinance, but 
I she also suggested defense attorneys have 
recognized the strength of Portland's ban 
on discrimination . "All the reputable 
employment lawyers instruct their clients 
about this ordinance," she said. "I think 
people see that it is inappropriate to dis-
criminate under the law." 
But as long as lawyers remain hesitant 
, to try charges of bias in court, Portland's 
gay rights ordinance may be little more 
than an empty threat. "To the extent that 
proponents' attorneys are unwilling to 
use [the ordinance], there's not much we 
cal,l do," said Portland city attorney Gary 
Wood. "Until someone pushes it, we 
don't know how the court's going to 
come down. I just hope they aren't back-
ing off from using it because they don't 
want to cause its repeaL" 
Despite continued debate in 
Portland's legal community over the 
validity of the gay rights ordinance, some 
activists and local officials remain 
unaware of just how shaky the law may 
be . Portland City Councilor Karen 
Geraghty was surprised to learn 
Portland's anti-discrimination rule is the 
only ordinance not enforced by the city 
itself. "Are there any other instances 
where it's like that?" she said. "No? Huh. 
Wow." 
Geraghty, who led Maine Won't 
Discriminate's failed campaign this· year 
to defend the state's gay rights law, said 
she favors shoring up Portland's ordi-
nance. "If it's not enforceable, I'd like to 
cbange the darn thing," she said. 
Geraghty said Maine Won't Discrim-
inate will continue to offer advice to 
, activists trying to pass equal-protection 
ordinances , though the organization 
probably won't finance campaigns or run 
them. Already, efforts to win protection 
in Bar Harbor and Falmouth have 
encountered opposition. In Falmouth, 
some town councilors have suggested 
that since discrimination is obviously 
wrong, there's no need to outlaw it. "It's 
like, oh yeah, everyone knows murder is 
wrong, so let's not have it be illegal ," 
Geraghty said. 
In Bar Harbor, activist Lin Gould said 
finding residents to testify about preju-
dice they've suffered there has been diffi-
cult. "There are a lot of people who say 
there's no discrimination here, and if 
there's no discrimination then why do 
we need this?" Gould said. "And for the 
people who have been discriminated 
against, because it's local, it's very diffi-
cult to come forward." 
According to Gould, the two town 
councilors who proposed the ordinance 
didn't ask gay activists whether they 
were willing - or prepared - to wage 
the kind of extended political battle that 
now seems inevitable. Even if the town 
council passes an anti-discrimination 
law, opponents will likely petition for its 
repeaL Councilors who support equal 
rights "went into this with open hearts 
and no planning," she said. "They really 
didn't know what they were unleash-
ing." 
Though activists have vowed to con-
tinue working for a statewide. gay rights 
law, the number of towns where local 
leaders are taking matters into their own 
hands has continued to grow. A string of 
victories could provide momentum for 
gaining statewide protection, but 
Geraghty said she worried gung-ho sup-
porters will try to pass ordinances in 
places where such measures are doomed 
to fail. "What would we say if the people 
in Millinocket wanted to do it?" she said. 
'''Yeah, go for it? It's probably going to 
take you 20 years but you might as well 
start now?'" 
Pirate radio 
Pop goes Portland 
All '80s all the time on 
unlicensed station 973 
We've got the beat, but we thought it 
would be more fun. 
Greater Portland has its first pirate 
radio station in several years, a low-
power operation broadcasting at 97.3 on 
the FM band. In spite of its outlaw ways, 
the new station isn't eliciting as much 
excitement among fans of alternative 
media as it might, because its format 
consists almost entirely of recycled hits 
from the 1980s new wave. 
"The only person who's mentioned it 
to me is our station engineer," said Rob 
Rosenthal, station manager at communi-
ty radio station WMPG. "That's proba-
bly because the production isn't very 
good." 
The new station - according to some 
listeners, it calls itself "1-97.3" - is 
unique among Portland stations in airing 
almost no talk. It plays a nearly continu-
ous stream of material that sounds as if it 
came off some '80s greatest-hits package 
sold on late-night TV. Blondie's "Call 
Me" is folIowed by "Blister in the Sun" 
by the Violent Femmes, "When Doves 
Cry" by Prince, "88 Lines About 44 
Women" by The Nails and Michael 
Jackson's "Human Nature." Occasion-
alIy the nostalgic flow is interrupted by 
lame comedy routines. One listener 
reported hearing a voice giving an e-mail 
address for the station, but failed to copy 
it down. 
There's also some skepticism about 
whether 97.3 is a true pirate - a station 
operating without a license from the 
Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC). "Pirate radio is usually such an 
ego trip," said Jim Pinfold, CBW culture 
columnist and manager of Amadeus 
Music. "It's hard for me to believe a real 
pirate radio operator wouldn't say some-
thing. I just wonder if it's not a new com-
mercial station playing a lot of music to 
build up an audience." 
The pirate station had 
been broadcasting 
around the clock until 




the operators are con-
cerned about being 
nabbed by the feds. 
Not according to the FCC. A spokes-
woman at the agency's Washington, 
D.C., office confirmed there's no station 
in Maine or New Hampshire licensed to 
operate at 97.3. The closest broadcasting 
outlet at tha t frequency is in New 
Bedford, Mass., and is unlikely to be mis-
taken for the local new-wave outlet, since 
its programming is entirely In 
Portuguese. 
The pirate station had been broadcast-
ing around the clock until recently, but, 
of late, programming has been intermit-
tent, prompting speculation the operators 
are concerned about being nabbed by the 
feds. 
Speculation about the station's loca-
tion centers on the eastern end of South 
Portland. Reception in Portland is spot-
ty, particularly in Deering, but it comes 
in well on the south side of Munjoy Hill 
and on much of the Western Prom. 
Listeners in South Portland's Willard 
Square report the signal is very strong 
and in stereo, but near the Maine Mall 
there are frequent bursts of static and 
interference. According to radio engi-
neers and others who've heard 97.3, it 
appears the new station is operating at 10 
watts or less. By comparison, WBLM 
puts out 100,000 watts. 
Still, the pirate station may be having 
an impact. Just before closing time at 
Bull Moose Musk on Saturday, March 
21, a man and woman, both of whom 
appeared to have spent a considerable 
amount of time sampling the offerings of 
the Old Port's bars, walked in and asked 
for compilations of "shitty '80s music." 
According to sources at the scene of the 
crime, they left with several discs' worth 
of97.3 materiaL 
Obviously, some people are thinking 
they're turning Japanese. 
AL OlAMON 
IT'S FUN TO 
PAINT POTTERY! 
26 Free St .. Portland - 775-)004 
Hours: Tues. - Fri. 11-8 
Sat. 10-6. Sun. 12-5 
MARCH 26, 1998 
AIKIDO 
Come watch a class. 
Call for information 
For men, women and about children's 
children, Aikido is a and beginner's 
unique martial art that classes. 
integrates body, mind 
and spirit. learn self- PORTLAND AIKIDO 
defense and conflict 120 Woodford Street 
resolution skills. CALL n2-1524 
www.coscoboyweekly.com 
Greater Portland's 
Natural Choice ••• 
Now offers an even 
greater choice of: 
• Bulk Food • Vitamins 
• Organic Produce 
• All-Natural Groceries 
Open at new location 
127 Marginal Way, Portland 
Open 7 days a week 
M·F 9-8, Sat 9-7, Sun 11-6 
Call 774·7711 
9 
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Maine's Distributor of: 
• General Hydroponics 
• American Hydroponics 
• Green Air 
• Hydrofarm 
• Diamond Lights 
• Raindrip Irrigation 
aARDEN 
• Bat Guano 
• Worm Castings 
• Rock Wool 
• Coast of Maine Soils 
and Fertilizers 
• Beneficial Insects 
LJat-ITS 
752 Rive.-side St., Pori/""d, ME 04105 
. . . 207 -797-7800 (FAX 7877) 
Exit 8 off Maine Turnpike, corner of Rte 302 (Forest Ave.) and Riverside Street. Call for directions
 
Open Mon-Thurs 9:30am-6pm, Fri 9:30am-8pm, Sat. 9:30am-3pm 
It's not the .Internet, 
but we think it's pretty cool. 
Coffee delivery now available in Portland. 
We deliver free.* 
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-3:30 p.m. 
Coffee, lattes, mochas, pastries, fruit smoothies & more_ .. 
"f7 minimum purchase for delivery within 2 blocks_ 
"flO minimum purchase for deliverywitbin 4 blocks_ 
Portland 773-4415 
15 Temple Street 
Sou1:h Portland 773-3036 
Cornerbrook Mall (Next to Talbots) 
I ,:;:':;:<-' 
I 
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PRODUCED CJfl,SffiStlI!f: '.1': '::.1', PROOUCED CJU, C"eas",'''- : 
BY. c..7~ I :::' _,~; BY' t7~ O~ B . 
PROMOTIONS, INC ,:::lh:::t::;;r~ . PROMOTIONS, INC 
FOR MORE INFO CALL 800-237-6024 FOR MORE INFO CALL 800-237-6024 
With great excitement, we 
have decided to carry Theory 
by Elie T ahari. 
Theory was introduced a year 
ago to critical acclaim, and 
continues to dominate the New 
York fashion ·scene. Soon iShop! 
will become Maine's only 
retailer to carry Theory. 
Come in and try the clothing. 
We think you'll be as excited as 
we are. 
Available April, 1998 




FOR MEN AND WOMAN 
BY NATURE 
URED BY DESIGN 
now arriving at_ .. 
~OSEPH'S 
410 FORE ST. OLD PORT 
10-8:00 MTWTF 10-5:30 SAT. 
APPOtNTMENTS AVAILABLE 
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Other lIves flm·,r 1 .. , ~~,. vei!1s. 
A thousa!1d gll~pses through 
other eyes. 
I ~!1O'\·r I should stop. 
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The word "convenient" stems from the Latin root con venire, meaning to come together or to be suitable. It's a particularly appropriate etymology when one 
is talking about the American institution of the convenience store (a 
phrase, 
according to Webster's, that dates back only to 1965). In most neighborho
ods, the 
local convenience store is more than a place to buy bread or beer or toilet p
aper at 
odd hours. It is a place where gossip is exchanged and worries are shared
, where 
inside and make it all come back. Something had been lost. 
SO 
NOTED 
all the people of the neighborhood come together - drawn by 
necessity, as animals are to a watering hole, and united by 
circumstance. 
But there's good news. Gervais, who decided to retire from the deman
ding 
convenience store routine so he could spend more time with his family, kn
ew the 
store was an important part of the neighborhood, and wanted to sell it to
 people 
who understood that too. Sara Cox, who runs Delilah Pottery - directly
 across 
the street from Gervais & Sun - called up local landlord Dan Peters and told 
him 
he should buy the place. 
And so, on a paper napkin at the Blue Mango, right next door, a deal
 was 
struck. Peters and Steven' Quattrucci will be running the business now, an
d hope 
to open as soon as April 6. Old-fashioned purists can relax - they ' re g
oing to 
keep the wooden floors, and they'll be restoring some wooden counters th
at were 
hiding out in the back. There will most likely be homemade brownies. 
Such a place was Gervais & Sun, the wooden-floored 
sanctum near the corner of Spring and High streets. Owned 
and managed by Steve Gervais and his family, for six years the 
store dispensed brownies, Italian sandwiches and friendly Quattrucc
i has a background that's well-suited to the convenience store biz. 
words day after day. The squeaky screen door opened into a warm an
d cozy 
world where the smells of homemade soup and muffins were often in the
 air and 
good-natured wisecracks were always in ready supply. If you were stoppin
g in for 
a pint of ice cream or a bottle of wine after a lousy day at the office, th
ere was 
usually someone there who'd listen to your belly-aching. It was a very
 decent 
place. 
Like Peters, he's an experienced cook, and his father has been in the 
grocery 
business for many years (the elder Quattrucci is responsible for the metic
ulously 
hand-lettered signs in the window at Paul's Food Center, which is owned
 by his 
cousin). 
Then, on March 16, Gervais & Sun closed its doors. "THANK YOU
 & 
GOODNIGHT!" read a sign taped up in the front window. A letter below
 it said 
the owners had decided to sell the business but would still be hanging aro
und the 
neighborhood. Would-be customers stood outside in the frosty air and g
aped at 
the store's stripped interior, fmgers pressed to the plate glass as if they cou
ld reach 
So what could have been a painful chapter in the life of the Spring S
treet 
neighborhood looks instead like the beginning of something good. We a
re very 
sad to say goodbye to Steve Gervais & Co. - thank you, and goodnight!
 - but 
we are happy that the store they built into an institution will remain conve
nient to 
the people who need it. 
Casco Bay Wtekly wei com .. 
your ItUm. Please keep your 
thoughts to kss tlran 300 wonis 
(longer leerers may be edited for 
space rmsons). and ;ndude your 
address and daytime pirone 
number. fArm, Casco Bay 
W"kIy, 561 Congms St., 
Partland, ME 04101 or via 
~mQil:edjtor@cbw.maint.com. 
Not just a pretty lace 
I guess I realized some time ago that Mark Persky is 
"not the best-looking guy in the world" ("Best of 
Portland," 3.12.98). I just didn't realize it was news. 
It used to be that only women's looks were worthy 
of editorial comment. Now it seems ageist and sexist 
comment on female beauty is reserved for those 
offering Big Tobacco money (see the Winston ad in the 
issue of3.5.98). We've come a long way, baby. 
I guess I didn't realize that the "Best DJ" honor was 
actually a beauty contest. Could you please start 
running pictures of your columnists and reporters so we 
can judge who is your best writer? 
Keep up the good work, Mark. I guess some of us 
just have faces made for radio. 
,c ... L-, 
Mike Danahy 
WMPG-FM 
The Friday Quilting Bee 
Portland 
LETTERS 
I S~! I~~~:~ to the Pavement" piece "Foul shot" 
I. (3.19.98) about the Cheverus-S
kowhegan basketball 
game was inspiring. A real American success story. I 
felt like I was there. It also made my blood boil. 
At first I thought, "Those privileged insolent snobs, 
where do they get off?" Then it hit me. This is not the 
children thinking alone, it is their parents' voices 
echoing in their heads, "You're going to college." 
My generation. I'm almost 42, so I could have a brat 
in Cheverus. I'm one of those that believed in the 
warnings of overpopulation and made a moral decision 
not to make an ego reflection. Deciding to save the 
world's oceans from thousands of Pampers, I remain 
childless. From what I see of today's America, a lot of 
Cheverus parents should've done the same. 
And then there is statistical, study and survey 
minded Frank J. Heller ("School choice makes sense," 
3.19.98). His essay leaves me wondering. With his 
numbers and quotes, we can readily believe that 
sending your child to a Catholic or Christian school is 
worth the sacrifice so you can see him or her soar high 
above the "lower working class." While kids are 
improving their math skills, they can take an occasional 
break to enjoy a school basketball game. And maybe 
take the high moral ground of the student section 
bleachers to jeer at the less fortunate. 




Palpitations over Peavey 
With eager anticipation, heart pounding, smile on 
my face, I jump out of my bed, get dressed and run to 
the nearest package store on my way to work to pick up 
CBW I don't drink coffee or smoke but I suppose it's 
the same kind of feeling - a need or addiction. The 
truth is, I need Elizabeth Peavey in my life! Since my 
last relationship ended (five years ago) I had decided I 
didn't need a woman in my life. Now I find out that 
I've been laboring under an illusion! 
Elizabeth, you are intelligent, witty and an excellent 
writer. Now after the 3.19.98 issue ("That was now ... 
this is then ") I find out you're also very attractive. 
What is a man to do? I would imagine an evening with 
you would be something not soon forgotten. You are 
definitely a "keeper" for some lucky person. 





Reasons we're pleased John Hathaway is the new owner 
of the Portland Pirates. 
y 
. ' 
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• price Is not right: Moine Sunday .. 
.. Telegram theater columnist Cathy .. .. .. 
.. Nelson Price (a former caw .. 
.. reviewer) appears to have tripped over her .. .. .. 
• lines in a column published March 8. In a .. 
.. laudatory piece on Maine Arts' efforts to re- : • • organize in the wake of the January firing of .. .. 
: executive director Burl Hash, Price said .. 
.. Hash's abrupt dismissal "followed years of .. 
: rumblings from many local performers, who : 
• couldn't understand why they were consis- .. .. .. 
.. tendy left out of Maine Arts events." .. .. What Price neglected to mention is that .. .. .. 
• she's a former booking agent for musical per- .. .. 
formers and a Singer her- .. .. 
ear to the 
pavement 
self. On at least two .. .. 
occasions, her group, the .. 
~~ Casco Steppes, was hired .. 
(J ..-~ ~. by Maine Arts for its : 
~ Maine Festival and New - .. ~ . titJ Years Portland events. "I : / ~ .. __ _ assume," Hash wrote in a .. 
• letter to the Telegram pub- .. 
: lished March 22, "Ms. Price is not a disgrun- : .. • tied performer." 
: Price, who still performs with a group : .. • called Parody Tonight, shrugged off the sug- • .. 
.. gestion her dual roles as journalist and enter- .. .. 
• tainer might constitute a conflict of interest .• .. 
.. when it comes to covering Maine Arts . .. 
: "Everything [Hash) says is true," she said, : 




.. • Goodbye Tabitha Jean: The gourmet vege- : .. 
.. tarian delights of Tabitha Jean's .. 
• .. Restaurant are no more. According to .. .. . 
.. proprietor Naomi King, the eatery closed for .. .. 
: good on March 20 "due to market condi- .. 
THE UNDEAD - SWEET, SWEET SARAH - SHOP TIL YOU DROP -
DRUM WIZARD MATI WILSON AND HIS QUARTET-
"WILD THINGS" I THINK I LOVE YOU 
Allen Lowe of South Portland has written a book that claims there Is more to Jazz than previously supposed. PHOTO/ COLIN MALAKIE 
: ~;:~'I:i,n:~;r:s :~d d;:f~:;e:~~;e~~ I~u~ : Popular upr-Is -Ing 
: non profits, including East End Kids Catering, : 
.. which feeds low-income children, and the .. 
.. First Universalist Church in Yarmouth. • : A new book on the roots of American pop music trashes the 
: • Alphabet soup: From the February edition : conventional wisdom 
.. of "Peek into Peaks," the newsletter of the .. .. . 
.. Peaks Island School: .. • JIM PIN F 0 L 0 
: "Shark," a poem by fifth-grader Chris : Allen Lowe has pretty much kicked 
.. Kamp: .. the conventional wisdom regarding the .. .. 
• .. .. 
• .. .. 
Spiracle 




.. roots of American popular music in the 
.. groin. Not just a tap, but a full, stand-.. 
.. back-five-feet, get-a-running-start kick. 
.. Lowe, a historian and musician who .. 
.. lives in South Portland, works in the • .. .. .. highly specialized field of audio restora-"Fred," a poem by fifth-grader Neil .. .. tion of early recordings. But it's his newly 
.. Kinner: .. 
.. There once was a wolf named Fred. 
• 
. " .. .. .. 
• .. 
" • .. .. 
• .. 
Unfortunately, he was shot in the head. 
Now he's a blanket on my bed. 
He used to live in Yellow stone park . 
I bet he used to bark, bark, bark. 
I wish he was back in the park, 
but my dad just had to kill something. 
That's why I'm so mad. 
.. • Posthumous disappointment: In notes for a 
• production of "Culture of Desire," a play .. 
~ based on themes in the life and work of 
: Andy Warhol, Portland Stage Company's 
.. newslecter notes that, "To his dismay, 
• " Warhol's death was not nearly as glamorous 
• or eccentric as his life." Gee, how did they 
• .. get that interview! caw 
.. published book - "American Pop from .. 
.. Minstrel to Mojo: On Record 1893-
• 1956" (Cadence Jazz Books) - that ' s 
• .. likely to win him attention at the national 
• level, for its unconventional take on the 
• .. roots of American pop . The book, a 
.. dense 275 pages, and its companion set .. 
.. of nine compact discS ("American Pop: 
.. An Audio History," West Hill Audio .. 
.. Archives) have taken years to complete, 
.. and Lowe is quite clearly relieved that .. 
.. the project is done and ready for national 
.. distribution. He is also a bit anxious • • about its reception. 
.. Lowe's radical view of American pop .. 
• history tends to reject limiting biases. For 
• years he has been weeding through thou-.. 
• 
sands upon thousands of LPs and CDs 
and "a small library's worth of books and 
articles" that only partially cover the vast 
terrain of American pop. His final prod-
uct is astonishing in its scope and its 
vision. 
"American Pop" is a chronological 
examination of recordings that have pro-
pelled popular music from its earliest 
days - from The Unique Quartette's 
"Mama's Black Baby Boy" (1893) to Ray 
Charles' "I Want to Know" and Buddy 
Holly's "Changin' All These Changes" 
(1956). The author notes not only the 
visionary (Louis Armstrong, Bud 
Powell) but also the obscure (The Two 
Poor Boys, Sammy Price). Lowe, though 
aware there are some sections that may 
ruffle a few feathers, seems naive about 
the volume of response that may soon 
greet "American Pop." 
"I'll tell you where I expect the nay-
sayers," he says. "Some of the blues jour-
nals are very much of a club and very 
ideological. All these guys sort of know 
each other and they have certai~ manner-
isms - such as, they'll ignore whether 
the music is good or not but concern 
themselves with whether the music is too 
commercial or too pop. I may have a bit 
of trouble amongst that crew." 
As in any history, there are facts and 
there are interpretations of those facts. 
For jazz and blues, the interpretation of 
the facts was all but set in stone by the 
early '70s thanks to the political and 
social theorizing of musicians and histo-
rians. The conventional wisdom is this: 
The blues is a direct result of field hollers 
and work (read, slave) songs. Add gospel 
and ragtime, stir, and you get jazz. Both 
musics are direct descendants of Africa. 
Lowe believes this is only partially 
true. His book clearly articulates the 
overwhelming contributions of African-
American culture to the popular culture 
at large. But in "American Pop" he takes 
great pains to demonstrate how other 
musics, such as European classical, 
informed the blues, jazz and their descen-· 
dants - including rhythm & blues, soul 
and rock. 
"It's really a big mess in the late 19th 
and early 20th century," says Lowe. 
"There is no systematic recorded docu-
mentation of African-Americans until 
1920. And there were all these different 
kinds of songs. You can't isolate ragtime 
or spirituals or field hollers or the blues. 
It's a big mishmosh of all kinds of music 
and there is a lot we have to suppose. 
The African-American community at 
that time, suffering from poverty, tran-
sient, moving north, certainly isn't 
spending much time documenting 
itself. " 
Surrounded by the tools of his trade 
- DAT machines, old reel-to-reel tape 
decks, cassette decks, noise reduction 
systems, turntables, and shelves of 
books, records and CDs - Lowe talks of 
this prehistory, jazz prior to 1920. The 
conversational line begins to wind up 
and occasionally swings back on itself as 
he references a dozen musical forms, 
artists, African-American leaders and 
social movements. Lowe, who is largely 
self-taught, slides easily between W.E.B. 
Dubois, Father Divine, "lining-out," call 
and response, The Fisk Jubilee Singers 
and minstrelsy. He pours forth an end-
less stream of mental footnotes quickly 
recalled - the process now effortless 
after years of study . 
"I was abollt 14 when I got into jazz, 
and once I became interested I became 
this sort of jazzaholic," says Lowe. 
"Like many people in the jazz world, I 
became more and more closed to other 
kinds . of mu~ic." Throughout the late 
books 
'60s and early '70s, Lowe lived in that 
"hermetically sealed" jazz world, and as 
he became more insulated he became 
intrigued with the roots of the music, 
which, by that time, he saw as his own 
roots . Until receiving a series of grants 
that allowed him to dig deeper, his own 
knowledge of jazz's prehistory was limit-
ed to what he calls "the big triumvirate: 
field hollers, blues and ragtime." 
As Lowe got more entangled in the .. 
roots of jazz, he became increasingly 
curious about the roots of other forms of 
American popular song. And that curios-
ity, ultimately, led to the book. "Not too 
many people would be as obsessed as I 
was with 50 different kinds of American 
music before 1970," says Lowe. "But I 
do think people who give this book a 
chance and read it will find it worth their 
time." 
They probably will. Neither the book 
nor the CDs can capture the effect Lowe 
makes in person, with his high-speed 
musings about American music sifted 
through his "own intellectual filter." But 
they do make a point about the complex-
ity of American culture as reflected in 
music. "These are not just academic 
issues," Lowe says. "They are personal 
and social, intellectual and emotional 
interests, and I wanted to make all this 
accessible, so you didn't have to have a 
Ph.D. hiding out in a musicology depart-
ment to think about it." He has succeed-
ed at that. caw 
Frenchin' the boogie 
LET THE GOOD 
TIMES ROLL! 
Pat Nyhan, Brian Rollins and David Babb got turned down by 11 publishers and 21 agents before decid-
ing to publish "Let tne Good Times Roll: A Guide to 
Cajun & Zydeco Music" themselves. "They said, 
'Wonderful idea, too specialized,'" says Nyhan, who 
didn't know much about the music when she first 
offered her writing skills to help Babb and Rollins turn 
their love of Louisiana music into a book . 
Their zeal is paying off. In the month since "Let the 
Good Times Roll" hit bookstores they've already sold 
half the 3,000 books they printed. But Nyhan, Babb 
and Rollins aren't surprised. They did their homework, 
taking the tremendous growth in Cajun and zydeco 
recordings and reissues in the past few years as'a 
sign. The user-friendly, roughly 2OD-page guide has 
biographies and reviews of virtually every Cajun and zydeco artist on the planet (as of January 
'97) and offers plenty of tips on where a beginning collector should start. It doesn't hurt that 
Beausoleil's Michael Doucet wrote a rave foreword and zydeco luminary Steve Riley 'says they 
"got it right. " 
While the three are confident they'll make their money back, the process of writing the book 
_ conversations with beloved musicians and trips to Louisiana filled with dancing and chowing 
down on Cajun delicacies - sounds like a reward in itself. "It's a dynamic sort of powerful 
music," says Rollins, "You don't see people frowning at a zydeco dance." 
"Let the Good Times Roll," published by Upbeat 
Books in Portland, is available at Amadeus Music 
and Borders Books and Music for $16.95. 
• ZOE S, MILLER 
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Now thru April 5 ~Portland Stage Company 
207-n4-0465 
2SA Forest Ave 
''culture 01 Desire is iust 
one of those shows you 
have to see!" -Portland Pr ••• Herald 
Andy Warhol voyages into a fantastic world 
obsessed by objects, wealth & fame . 
Sporuon 
ltacllison Eastland Hotel 
Ion L. leaull ... & Carnp«ny 
Season Sp omors 
L.L._n 
Tuft, Health 'Ian 
PESTICIDES? 
Not on our fruit. .. IT'S ORGANIC! 
ROYAL RIVER NATVRAL FOODS 
881 US R..OUn ONE· YAR..MOUTH 
207-846-1141 • FAX 207-846-1121 






TAN 0 RAMA! 
775-))18 
287 MARGINAL WAY· PORTLAND 
DEEP, DARK, EVEN TANS 
8ULBS CHANGED OFTEN 
CLEAN & FRESH BEDS & BOOTHS 
CONVENI,ENT HOURS 
FRIENDLY PROFESSIONAL STAFF 
FREE PARKING 
EASY TO GETTO 
THE MORE OFTEN YOU VISIT, 
TH E MORE YOU SAVE! 
18 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
OLD POKf TAVERN 
BOWDOIN COLLEGE ACTIVITIES BOARD PRESENTS 
S~RA GEFOLK 
FF-.lD)"'Y, APF-.IL 3, 1998 
DOO~S 8:00PM - SHOW 9:00PM - TICKETS $12 
}vIOf1..f1..ELL CYMNASIUM - BOWDOIN COLLEGE· Bf1..UNSWICK, }v
iE 
TICKETS ON SALE NOW! 
Roadhouse Restaurant & Premier Entertainment Venue 
• The Pub Downstairs· "A Sportin' Bar" -
865 Forest Ave • Portland • 773-6886 
T (kpt~ avo lob ~ ut StrawbeHle~ CD Authonty & Amodpus 
Prime cut 
Thirty-two-year-old New York.IJased jau drummer Matt Wilson has spent the last two yea
rs charming 
critics from Jau Times and Downbeatto The Nation and the New York Times. 'What's m
ost exciting 
to me is seeing what happens when a group of people play together," says Wilson. 'Surp
rise. That's 
the buu for me. " That buu has put him on stage and in the studio with jau luminaries
 like Dewey 
Redman, Cecil McBee and Lee Konitz. Wilson's current ensemble, The Matt Wilso
n Quartet, 
released its debut, "Going Once, Going Twice" in March. With the aggregate experie
nce of Joel 
Frahm on tenor and soprano saxophone, Andrew D'Angelo on alto sax and bass clarinet 
and Yosuke 
Inoue on bass, the buu should be strong April 1 at free Street Taverna, 128 Free St, 
Portland, at 
9 pm. Tix: $5. 774-1114. 
thursday 26 I friday 27 
Asylum Asylum 
Retro ,)Os diSCO niOrt (9 pm/no OJ Steady (R&B. t;pllop and reg. 
co.erl gae/9 pm/53) 
TheBaemeot The Basement 
1)Tah's Orooge (9:30 pm/52) Motel Brown Oam rock/9:3O 
The Bitt .. EJId pm/52) 
The Moter(ata B..-.I (roots lock/9 The Bitter EJId 
pm/no cover) Brol<en Clown ..-.I1lecon (9 
W>100 pm/51) 
TJthe OJ spins Top 40 (9 prn.l Cklbl00 
am~adies' n~t) TJ too OJ s~ns Top 40 (9 prn.l 
The Comedy ComectIoo am/no co.er) 
The 5th annual Portland's funniest The Comedy ComectIoo 
Professional Contest with Geooge Cllris McGuire and Brian Kior 
Hamm (sem>finals/8:3O pm/S6) (8:30 pm/$8) 
ConnorciaI Stnel Pull 
Karaoke (9 pm/no CO'Ief) 
F ... StlftlTavema 
Jeff Aomuller (10 pm/52-53) 
_UWIn 
Karaoke (8 prl)-I am) 
The Moon 
CoI~ge N"og1ltwith OJ Dale '0. 
Dre<ld' IJorsette (Top 40 hipllop 
dance/8 prn.l am/no co.er) 
Old PoIITmm 
Strange Pleasure (rock 'n' roll <i1I-
ers/l0 pm/no COYer) 
Play ... Pull a Niglltclub 
North Shore Comedy Productions 
(4-5 comedians per show) 
R .... •• 
COOijl \\1lee~r (folk/S 
pm/12O/$17.50 advance) 
TIlt Rocli 
Open m~ with Bub (9 pm~ad~' 
n~t/oo COYer) 
Siv .. _T .. ern 
Ken Grimsley and Friends (classic 
rock) 
Slot ... 
CounlIy line daoci~ (8 pm/no 
co.er) -Mal)' MIJ1lhY D. (9 pmmidn~l/no • co.erl 
SquilO MorpI'. 
SIl.." and Jinmy live (9 pm/no 
COYeII 
• Stone Coast BIOWirC C_ 
Reggae Cowboys (10 pm/551; 
Coocen karaoke with Greg PrIwI!rs 
(9:30 pm/downstairs/no co.er) 
The Under(IoInt 
OJ Bob look's All Request Night 
('70s. '80s ..-.I '90s dance h~s) 
Zootz 
Jazz Night w~h OJ Moshe (9 prn.l 
am) 
F ... _T ...... 
Gluestick (10 pm/52-531 
Geno·. 
Fam~ Je .. ~ ..-.I t.1eat Depressed 
(9:30 pm/$4) 
_UWIn 
foil City Roasters ijazz/9 1111\'1 
am/no cover) 
The Industry 
CoI~ Niglit (OJ JIljCe spns ~!> 
hop and dance/18+/10 prn.3 
am/21+. $3/18+. 55) 
Motropoh 
Chem-free party with OJ Thunder 
(hipllop and Top 40/8 prn.l am 
/ 56) 
The Moon 
House party (OJ Da~ '0. [)re<ld' 
Dorsette spils t;pllop and 
dance/8 prn.2 am/53 after mi<f. 
niOrtl 
Old PoIIT ..... 
Strange P~asure (rock 'n' roll <i1I-
ers/l0 pm/no co.er) 
PIaytrI Pull Alflglrtdali 
OJ Mr. Earl (Top 4O;;poop and 
dance) 
The Rock 
Call aooad (9 pm/oo co.er) 
Slot ... 
Ilandng (guest DJ/8 pm/no cooer) -Joe Villilli (piaoo/8 pm.l iIIfl/no COYeI) 
Stone Coast BIOWirC Coonpony 
Spanky Franklyn (Cllucklehead 
s~IK>f1/10 pm/oo cover) 
The Under(IoInt 
I.ndy·s Weekand Pally (9 prn.1:3O 
am) 
V.rrtIo·, 
Call aooad (9 pm/no """') 
Zootz 
UrIlan Dance with OJ Mosht\ (hi!> 
hop. tripllop and ac~ jazz/9 prn-3 
am/$3 after 11 pm/~l-ages after 
1:15 am) 
saturday 28 I 
Asylum 
Goods Thumb. Rotors To Rust. 
Atom~ Brtch W" and 12 Rods (aU 
rock and hard rock/9 pm/55/18+) 
TheBloement 
Neptune Ensemble (9:30 pm/52) 
The_End 
lola T<Jn (9 pm/51) 
BriMllIonl 
Rakish Paddy (traditionallrish/9 
pm) 
Clllbl00 
TJ the OJ spins Top 40 (9 pm-l 
am/oocover) 
The Comedy COIIlOCIloo 
CIIos McGuire and Brian KiOy 
(7:45 ..-.19:45 pm/$8) 
CommerdaI Stnel Pub 
Jeff Aumuller (blues and rock/9 
pm/no cover) 
F,..StnelT ..... 
Je~ Jumpstart (llIueWass/l0 
pm/$2-$3) 
Gtno·. 
fi1teenth anniversary pally with 
H""", Factor. 8 Niiio. Big Moat 
Hammer and Go Button (9:30 
pm/$4) 
HudoUW,. 
Marl< KIe~haut (jazz/8 prn.l iIIfl) 
no InduItry 
OJ t.tixx spins Top 40. h~ and 
techno (IS+/10 pmJ am/21 +. 
53/18+. $8) 
MotropoIiI 
'70s disco explosion ladies ' night 
(disco..-.l Top 40 dance m~/g 
pm.4 am/53 men/WOmen get in 
free) 
The Moon 
Dance pally (OJ Dale 'Da Dre<ld' 
Dorsette spins hipllop to slow 
jams/S prn-3 am/$5/$3 after 1 
iIIfl) 
otdPortTmm 
Str~e Pleas"e (rock 'n' roll CIN-
ers/l0 pm/oo cover) 
O'R ...... •• 
Windowz (9 pm/no fXlIOer) 
ThePavIkn 
OJ Shane Stap~s (Top 40 dance 
hits/53) 
Pflyen Pub a Niglltclom 
OJ Colossus (R&B ..-.I hiJ>OOp) 
R .... •• 
Eric Jelardi (blues/9 pm/$6) 
The Rock 
C~I ""'ad (9 pm/no co.er) 
51_ 
Dancing (guest OJ/8 pm) -Joe Villani (piano/8 prn-l am/no COYer) 
Stone Coast lkewiIIC CompIIIY 
Percy HIli uam rock/9:3O pm/16. 
21+/18.18+) 
The Undefground 
Andy's Weekend Party (9 prn.1:3O 
am) 
Verrillo'. 
C~I ahead (Top 40/9 pm/no 
cOYer) 
Zootz 
Decades of Dance (·70s. '80s. 
'90s dance with OJ ~ 0ne/9 prn-3 




lien Grimsley and Friends (dassic 
rock) 
_1Ionl 
An GOan (Irish tradfflonal/3-6 
pm/no cover) 
The CGtnedy CGMectIGn 
George Hamm's Comedy ShoV.tase 
(6 oomics/S:3O pm/$8) 
F ... StnelT ...... 
Deep Water (10 pm/oo cover) 
6ritty MeM. 
Pam Baker (b1ues/6-10 pm/no 
cover) 
OIdPortT ..... 
OJ Danein' Don Cormill (10 pm/no 
co.er) 
The Rock 
Karaoke with Erich Krueger (9 
pm/oo cover) -Marlene Daor (piano/8:JO.l am/ooco.er) 
St ... Coast BrIwioC Coonpony 
Rustic Overtones (funk rocic/9 
pm/57. 21+/$9. 18+) 
The tJnderOMd 
Andy's Weekend Party (9 pm-l:3O 
.m) 
ZooIz 
Free Fall Sunday with OJ Moshe 




Open m~ with Ken Grimsley 
FreeStnelT ...... 
Open m~ with Bert (10 pm/no 
cover) 
otdPollT ..... 
OJ Oanein' Don Corman (10 pm/oo 
cover) 
R .... '• 
Open blues jam (8:30 pm/no 
cover) 
ThL listings above ar< for Ii .. entertainmmt and dancing. Bars and clubs may be open on addi
tional nights. Submissions for 
this section should be received the Friday prior to publication, including dottS, times, ClJst and 
type of m .. ic. Send listings to 







Stone Coast, 4/9 
Squirrel Nut Zippers 
Colby College, 4/10 











Dominate the Species (golhic indus-
tri~ dance and fetish nigIrt/91l'}1 
am/S3); open mic in the R.., Room 
(91l') 1 am/,.. cover) 
tuesday 31 
Commercfaf Slteet NI 
Acoustic open mic (9 pm,Ino 
cOYer) 
TIle Basement 
SIlipyard night with lazy lightr;ng 
(Dead cOYers/9:30 pm/$11 
r,..StnelT ....... 
Call aooad (10 pm/oo OO'Ier) 
GrItty McOufI'. 
Diesel Doog ..-.I too long Haul 
Truckers (~rock/8 pmmllj-
n~t/no CO'Ief) 
Old PlItT ..... 
Call ""'ad (10 pm/no cover) 
PIayoro PrIll a ..... 
OJ Colossus (R&B..-.I~) 
R .... •• 
Anything goeS open m~ with OJ 
landry (8 pm/no cover) -K<raoke with I.any & larry (9 prn. 1 am) 
Medeskl, Martin 
& Wood 





State Theatre, 4/26 
10,000 Maniacs 
Stone Coast, 4/27 
Foo FIghters 
• State Theatre, 5/11 
Green Day 
Central Maine Civic 
Center, 5/12 




Stone Coast -nc ~ 
Chronic FtrII (10 pm/51) 
.ednlldn 1 
Asylum 
OJ Da~ 'Da Dre<ld' Oorsene (hi~ 
hop. ","",/9 pm/no co.er) 
Thes-! 
Actual so. (9:30 pm/$I) 
Cornonerclal StfIII Pub 
Jeff Aumul~1 (9 pm/no co.er) 
FIOe_To. .... 
C~I ahead (10 pm/no co.er) 
GrittyMcM. 
Zen lunatic (8 pmm~night/no 
CIM!f) 
otdPortT ..... 
Karaoke t.~t contest witll OJ 
Danein ' Don (10 pm/no cover) 
The PootIon 
ladies' nigllt with OJ SIla1e 
Sta~s (Top 40 dance 
hits/$3/1adies free) 
ZooIz 
Stuck t.1<io. Rotors To Rust and 
Sl<in lab (hard rocic/5 pm/$7/w.~ 
ages) 
club directory 
ArcIe'.121 Commercial St. Portand. 7738593. 
As!kn 121 Center SI, Portland. 772-8274. 
TIle a...ent 1 ElcImge St. Portland. 828-1111. 
no lilt. End 446 Fore Sl Port..-.l. 874-1933. 
_ 1Ionl57 Center St. PortI..-.I. 78().1506. 
a"uoo Roote 100. Graj. 758-2374. 
The CGtnedy ComectIoo 
6 Custom House WIlarf. Portand. 774-5554. 
ConnorciaI_ NI Commercial St. Portland. 761-9970. 
The Forgo 42 Wh<rf St. {'ortIand. 773-9685. 
""" StrtotT ...... 128 Free SI, Portland. 774-1114. · 
Gtno's13 Brown St. Portand. 712-7891. 
Gritty MeM. 396 Fore St. Portand. 772-2739. 
Hudo U WIll 27 Forest AYe. Port..-.l. 774-1100. 
no IrIMlrJ 50 WIlarf 51, Portland. 87~5. 
lM.·.13 Exch""" St. Portland. 761-5637. 
....... 1037 Forest AYe. Port..-.l. 797-3781. 
no _ 427 Fore St. Portland. 772·1983. 
Old Poll T ..... 11 Moulton St. Port..-.l. 
O'IIaIItoe', UMioC 175 PiCl<ett St. So. Portland. 767-3611. 
no _188 Middle St. Portland. 773-6422. 
RaN'. 865 Forest AYe. Port..-.l. 77J.6886. 
The Rock 365 Forest AYe. Portland. 772-6693. 
SI¥w Holle T .... 340 Fore SI, Portland. 772-9885. 
Sioton 45 Danforth St. Port..-.l. 774-1505. 
s-wt.o 117 S!lfire St, Port..-.l. 871·9169. 
Squn MoIpn'. 46 Market 51, Port..-.l. 774-5246. 
S .... Coast IIewtiC Ctnopony 14 YorI< 51, Port..-.l. 773-2337. 
TIlt ~ 3 Spring 51, Portland. 773-3315. 
V ..... •• 155 Riverside St. Portland. 77~36. 
ZooIz 31 Forest AYe. PoltJand. 773-6187. --IIIOd, ........ ,.._n"2l,...., •. 
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Squirrel Nut Zippers 
Colby College 
Waterville, ME 41 I 0 
Tickets Available At: 
7iiEkAif~~ 
~ for info: 207.775.333 I 
. rr?J Bull lloose lIusjc 
Brunswick· Lewiston· N. Windham 
Portland· Portsmouth, NH 
Tr~ Bl(i.~·sFresh HIes 
Fresh Ales Currently On Tap: 
Brandy Pond Blonde A Light-Bodied American Wheat Ale 
Old Church Pale Ale Malty, Copper-Colored, Dry-hopped 
Pleasant Mountain Porter Rich, Dark, Malty and Moderately Hopped 
Mount Olympus Special Ale Dark, Hoppy, Unique 
Muddy River Bog Brown Ale Smooth and Mild 
Bray's Brewpub & Eatery 
Join Us for lunch Dr Dinner 1 Days a UJeek 
HIe . 302 & 35 . naples , maine' [2011693-6806 
PORTLAND'S 
JAZZ & BLUES CLUB 
NO COVER 
FRI MARCH 27 
BLUES NIGHT WITH 
THE FULL CITY 
ROASTERS 
SAT MARCH 28 
THE MARK 
KLEINHAUT TRIO 
WITH MARK KLEINHAUT ON GUITAR 
SAM SHERRI ON BASS 
STEVE GROVER ON DRUMS 
TICKETS $17.50 AVAILABLE AT THE COLBY 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE. ALL --1; .. -. 




The AII-America~brew Showcase 
. every thursday in March and April 5 to 9 pm. 
Thursday J/12 Gritty McDuff's, Portland & Freeport, ME. Join Richard & Ed with special 
guests as they introduce Motor Booty Ale. Also Black Fly Stout and Pale Ale. 
Thursday JIJ9 Oak Pond Brewing Co., Skowhegan, ME. Join the folks from Oak Pond with 
their Nut Brown Ale and other selections . 
Thursday 4/9 Cask Conditioned Beer Night Featuring Ofd Thumper, Geary's Pale Ale, 
Red Hook and Sheepscot Valley 
540 Forest Avenue. Portland, ME • 772'()300 • 
April 26 
. 6:30pm Doors / 7:30pm Show 
All Tickets $2250* 
MARCH 26, 1998 21 
Dick Dale 
_ / King Mernph:is 
Our Lady Peace 
wI Blacklab Tix on sale 3.27 
with special guest 
AOC:KE I FAOM 
THE C:AYPT 
State Theatre 
609 Congress St. Portland, ME 
May 11 
6:30pm Doors / 7:30pm Show 




On Sale Fri 10am 
h=~==~iiiiii:iri ••• I~TiC~ke~ts~av~ail~ab~le ;;;at~all-;Str~a l'<lle:;:r~rie~s M~U:Sic:st:ore~s and NEXT tidet outlets, .or with no sePlice charge at Stonecoast Brewing Company. 
Tickets available at State Theatre Box Office night of show only .• An additional convenience charge Will be paid to and retained by 
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Best Source for ... 
Imported, Deleted, 
hard .. to .. fmd CDs 
A delicious blend of organic 
flaxseed oil. evening primrose 
oil, flaxseed. and soy 
phytohormones - ingredients 
that are healing and beautifying. 
The Essential Woman 
Super nutrients for women 
- ON SALE NOW -
Lois' Natural 
152 US Rt Onl. Scmorough (In thl Swborough HarkltplaCl) 






Week of ~ri16 
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"To bring to life, not kill; to give, not lakt 
away; to reward, but /lot pun;s/.; thtst aft tht 
actions in accord wilh Iht stas!", of spring." 
- }H/,IW Empl'rllr ~ C/'l.((j( 
,l lll ll'fIllll,\/l'll iri,w 
We have doubled our crafters' showcase! 
And we're celebrating on April 4th, IO-6pm 
Drawings to win handcrafts all day long! 
Psyanki Demonstrations (Ukranian art of egg dying) 
Refreshments 
(ome on in and browse awhile! 
Accepting New (rafters • call for info 
87 Hark.! It. Portland 761 .0991 
Thursday, March 26, 2:00 p.m. 
Tour MerriO Auditorium 
Free - Cali 874-8200 FMI 
Saturday, March 28, 8:00 p.m. 
PCA / Great Perfortnllnces 
The Cyrus Chestnut Trio 
Tuesday, March 31, 7:30 p.m. 
, PSO 
The Aswuritling WJices of Brahms 
For Qcu.. or 00... infenn.tioo. pk ... caII'the PonT .. Bos ot&e" (20n 842·0800. PonT .. i. OJ"" M
ooday throop Sanuday, from ooon .0 
6:00 PM. E""," .... subjea to~. For oddirionaJ information coli th, Public As..mbly Fociliti .. 
Dimioa. City of Ponland. (20n 87 .. 8200. 
1998 Wedding 
Band Exhibit 
February 28 - March 28 
Over 100 unique hand-crafted 
wedding bands designed by 
America's finest goldsmiths. 
Our gift to you: 
20% off rings ordered 
during show dares. 
NANCY MARGOLIS GALLERY 
367 FORE ST., PORTlAND, ME 04101 
775-3822 
GAllERY HRS: M,SAT 10-6 & SUN 11·5 
agape 
Calling the Circle 
with Christina Baldwin 
FrUkly, March 27, 8 pm, 
Stale Street Church, Porlland 
tick.eb $10 advance. $13 al door 
Men, Women, & Gentler 
Exploring the Mystery of Gentler 
Saturday, March 28, 9 - 3 pm 
agape, $60-90 sliding scale 
call to pre-register 




Ulliversity of New Ellgland 
BethallY Hays, M.D. 
Susan Fek.ety, C.N.M. 
WPKM 106.3 
(/~(JI'C CCI//i I' 657 C()II~rc" 
l'"r/11II1I/7S0-/5()(J 
.-
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DNN 
1..&,., 
• Monday & Tuesday 
Nights 
2 for 1 Pizzas & $1 Light Drafts 
4pm-lam 
1160 Forest Ave., Morrill's Corner 
Portland, ME 
797-6924 
~ upscille fOod in II refl/Xed atmosphere 
~ Now flcctpting Major Credit lArds E 
wakeup! 
~o breakfast rig/'lt with a 
fresh, wholesome bite ••. 
teriyaki tofu on an English 
muffin with soy cheese! 
BLA BLA OMAlElTA WRAP 
Grilled onion and scrambled eggs with 
~ feta cheese and tomato, on spiced home 
fries with scallions and .. lzalziki sauce 
TOFU SCRAMBLE 
Sauteed onion, mushroom, roasted red 
pepper, zucchini with curry-spiced tofu 
GRILLED VEGGIE BURGER 
Who needs bacon? 
SOY CHEESE 
Ask and you shaH receive. 
BREAKFAST SERVED SATURDAY 
AND SUNDAY IN PORTlAND 
5iG Congress • 8C,- from 111& museum • n5-0833 
.. PIeasa1t • just off MaN St. • Brunswick • 729-5526 
AMERICAN 
NATASHA'S. Portland 's newest restaurant featur. 
ing New American·style menus for 'brunch, lunch 
and dinner prepared with the freshest ingredients, 
including pastas , local fish, grilled meats, and 
many vegetarian selections. Lunch Tu·F, 11.2:30; 
Dinner Tu·Th, 5·9 ; F -Sa, 5·10; Brunch Sa-Su, B. 
2:30. 40 Portland St., 774·4004. Handicapped 
accessible. I 
OLD PORT TAVERN, Try our delicious daily spe-
cials & usual mouth·watering fare. Thurs Prime or 
Adam's Rib only $11.95. Visa , MC, Am Ex. 11 
Moulton St., Portland. 774-{)444. 
STONE COAST BREWING COMPANY. Full service 
restaurant, great for a quick lunch or a night on the 
town. From fresh lobster & steak to a range of veg. 
etarlan Items, and fresh soups made everyday. 
Stone Coast has something for everyone. Open 
everyday at 11:30am serving till 10:00 Sun .. Thur. 
11:00 Fri & Sat. Plenty of free parking. 14 York St , 
Gomam's Comer, Portland. 773-BEER. 
SEAFOOD 
J'S OYSTER, Enjoy white linen quality dining in a 
relaxed atmosphere with a lovely view overlooking 
Portland's working harbor. Savor our specialty 
shellfish and pasta dishes and mUCh, much more. 
MC/ Visa/ Discover accepted. Parking in adjacent 
lot 5 Portland Pier, Portland. 772-4828. 
8 REA K F A S T fJ L U N CH 
CHRISTINE'S DREAM, Offering the finest in break. 
fast and lunch fare prepared from the freshest Qf 
ingredients. Enjoy home made muffins and baked 
goods, home made so.ups, and much more! We val. 
idate parking! Open every day but Tuesday 7am. 
2pm. Breakfast available all day, lunch served 
11:30-2.419 Congress St, Portland. 874-2499. 
C'A F E 
BARBARA'S KITCHEN AND CAFE, Acclaimed So. 
Portland destinat ion offering appetizers like 
coconut shrimp w/ ginger & lime beurre blanc 
savory entrees like chicken breast Sluffed w/ fruil 
stuffing & topped w/ apricot glaze. Fresh vegetable 
pnmavera w/ garhc pesto, seafood and vegetarian 
fare. Breakfast and lunch, Tue-Fri , 7a-3p; Sat.Sun, 
8a-2p; Donner T~ur, Fri and Sat, 5p·l0p. 388 
Cottage Rd., 767-6313. 
. Sonoran Style 
Mexican Restaurant & JUice Bar 
Celebracion de Curnple 
Mos de Cesar Chave~ 
Cuando: DOmingo ~o 29, 1998 
Tiempo: 1:30pm 
Donations: $10 includes lunch 
Billetes en Mesa Verde 7'74-6089 
Our Champion of Civil Rights 
618 Congress Sf., Portland 
(Across from the State Theatre) 
774-6089 Take Out Available 
r FRESH MARkET 
II $ ~~~ce~~;.\~.uce.~ bread & butter and fountain drink I I (with this coupon • expires 4-11-98) I 
43 exCHANGE ST· 60 MARKET ST. OLD PORT. 773-7146 
- "4,.1141 «";G d :t4i 1., i i [1)..,41 i § di¢tc. 
BINTLIFF'S AMERICAN CAFE, (Daily 7am.2p) 
Experience signature items, custom omelettes 
wraps, tortillas, and other American Fusion Cuisine ' 
Selective dinner menu (5:30~9p) will please th~ 
Simplest of cravmgs to the most discriminating 
palates. Homemade desserts, full bar and exten. 
sive wine list in Greek Revival surroundings. 98 
Portland St. (across from the post office). 774. 
0005. 
BLACK TIE. Now in the heart of the Old Port! Stop 
by and expenence our simple satisfying fare or our 
elaborate cUlsme. Heart~ soups , delicious sand. 
wlches and always a tempting lunch special. Take 
home dinners ava ilable. Catering speCialists on 
site. Hours M-F 7:30-3:00. Free delivery available in 
the Old Port area. 188 Middle St. (off Exchange 
behind the Pavilion) 761-6665. 
BLUE MANGO CAFE. New owners have trans. 
formed the old Woodford's Cafe into a four star 
lunch and dinner eatery with full bar. Featuring 
G"Ued Haddock with Eggplant Sauce, Creamy Basil 
Shrimp, Bayou Chicken. Fresh seafood, soups, 
breads, dreSSings, and desserts. Listed by Holiday 
Inn Preferred Restaurants. Credit Cards accepted. 
Open Tues·Sun, 11a·11p. 129 Spring St. 772. 
1374. 
FRIENDSHIP CAFE. Enjoy breakfast and lunch in a 
friendly, casual atmosphere . For brunCh, over. 
stuffed omlets, fresh quiche, pancakes and more 
served all day. Lunch includes a wide variety of 
soups and sandwiches. Daily lunch and brunch spe-
Cials also available. Specialty coffee drinks. Open 
Mon-Sat, 7am·3pm; Sun 7 :30am-3pm. 703 
Congress SI. on Portland. 871.5005. 
THE MUSEUM CAFE (PORTLAND MUSEUM OF ART) 
Tasteful luncheon Items, desserts, and pastries 
served in a distinctive setting. Tues-Sat 11:30a-3p, 
Sun 12~3p. Seven Congress Square. 775-6148. 
SWEET ANNIE'S TEA SHOP, Stop in for lunch and 
have one of our hearty sandwiches on Borealis 
bread or a tasty roll·up. If Afternoon Tea is more 
your style, pick from Our menu of delectable baked 
goods and Portland's widest assortment of tea by 
the cup, ounce or pound. Open Tues.·Fri. 11:30-
6:00, Sat 12:00·5:30, Sun ·12:00·5:00 . 642 
Congress SI. , Portland. 773-3353. 
J A PA N ESE 
TIM'S JAPANESE TAKE OUT. Fresh Japanese 
Foods To Go! Authentic Japanese foods served 
fresh, quick, and healthy for dining in and to go. 
Enjoy Yakitori, Gyola, Tonkatsu , Curry, Ramen, 
ThiS is a habanera pepper. 
II IS lhe hottesl pepper in 
the world. Hoi enough 10 
bum the forked tongue of 
capllalism you wield SO 
carelessly from 9 to 5. 
Oh, you don'l think SO? 
We're open Iii 9. 
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SUShi, and ·much more. Open Mon·Fri , 11:30am-
9 :00pm. 10 EXchange SI. Mall in the Old Port, 
Portland. 780-1359. 
SUS H I 8 A R I 1 A PA N ESE 
PHNOMPENH 8. TOKYO, Sushi Lunch Specials : 
California Roll $3, Green Mussel $1.75, Smoke 
Salmon $1.75 (until 3/30) . Now serving 
Cambodian entrees at lunch (Mon, Tues, Thurs & 
Fn). Every Wed. night - all you can eat SUShi only 
$20. 265 Saint John St. , Portland. 775-7622. 
DINER 
BECKY'S ON HOBSON'S WHARF, Scrumptious 
homemade desserts in an authentic style diner. 
Breakfast, lunch and now serving dinner Tues-Sat 
evenings until 9pm. Hours: Tues-Fri 4a-9p, Fri mid-
nlght·Sat 9p, Sat midnight Sun lp, Mon 4a-2p. 
Parking. 0. 390 Commercial St. Portland. 773. 
7070. ' 
CARI88EAN I CA1UN 
SEVANAH'S. Come and eat "Something Different." 
Our authentic cuisine is sure to spicen up your 
taste buds. Selective caribbean and Cajun dishes 
Includes Rotl, Curry Shrimp, Jerk Chicken , 
Jambalaya, Gumbo and much more. Caribbean 
atmosphere, Dine-ln or. Take-Out. Now Open. Tue.-
Fri . Donner 5p·l0p, Fri. 11:30a·2:30p Lunch 
Fridays Happy Hour 5~7p, Sat. 11:3Oa-l0p, Sun: 
1~8p. 144 Cumberland Ave., Portland. 761.7654. 
WRAPS 
FEDERAL SPICE, Original four·star conceptuer serv-
Ing the best in wraps with multi-elhnic and heart. 
healthy ingredients from around the world. All under 
$6! Everything available to go. Delivery available 
11:30a-2p, Mon·Frl. $2.50 Micro Pints after 5 pi 
Open Mon-Sat 11a-9p; Sun liHlp. 225 Federal St" 
Portland. 774-6404. 
THE KITCHEN. The Kitchen prepares fresh, whole-
some Ingredients in creative, interesting ways for 
people who love food, but don't have time to cook. 
Try our homemade Falafel or Souvlaki, Jamaican 
Jer.k. or Thai Chicken Wraps. We make Vegetarian 
Chili dally and have a Tofu Teriyaki Stirfry you ' ll 
come back for. 593 Congress St., 775-0833. 4 
Pleasant Street in BrunSWick, 729.5526. 
HAPPY HOUR MON-FRI 4-7PM 
Daily Draft Specials &-$2.50 Well 
Drinks 
Free Pizza ThursdaLf & FridaLf 
Fun & Funky. 
Food from around tho world, 
***112 Food **** Service 
- Maine Sunday Telegram, "Ta.to&Tell" 
Tuesday·Sunday 11 a.m ·11 p.m. 
LIGHT FARE 
HEADS U WIN. Offering delicious sandwiches, sal-
ads, chili & soups in a relaxed, friendly atmos-
phere. Experience our delicious homemade dally 
specials. The perfect lunch spot, only 40 steps 
from Congress St. Take out available. Great Happy 
Hour specials Thurs, Fri & Sat Mipm. Free buffet 
on Fridays! 27 Forest Ave . (behind the Radison 
Motel) 774-1100. 
ECLECTIC 
ASYLUM, Looking for fantastic food & excellent 
entertainment? Seek Asylum. Scrumptious soups, 
sexy salads & sophisticated sandwiches. Daily spe-
cials , fresh desserts & homemade bread. Happy 
Hour 4~ 7p, Mon·Fri. Free Buffet Thurs·Fri. 121 
Center St. , Portland, ME. 772-8274. 
THE BARKING SQUIRREL - CAFE IN THE PARK, 
Deering Oaks Park. Portland's answer to ."Tavem 
on the Green. " Enjoy lunch, candlelit dinner or 
Sunday brunch next to our huge, cra~kling fire· 
place. Homemade, multi-ethnic and American cu~ 
sine starting at $1.50. Kid 's menu. Beer & Wine. 
Serving Lunch & Dinner Thur:Sat, Brunch Sat 'til 
noon & Sun 'til 3p. Parking. Visa & MC. 774-5514. 
'BRAY'S BREWPUB 8. EATERY, Serving lunch, din· 
ner, pub-fare, and fresh Bray's ales brewed on the 
premises. Occupying a 120-year-old Victorian farm· 
house, Bray's emanates a comfortable atmosphere 
of old-fashioned charm and simplicity. Open year· 
round. 45 minutes from downtown Portland on RI. 
302 at Rt. 35 in Naples. (207)693-6806. 
. CAFE UFFA, Multi-ethnic vegetarian and fish spe-
cialties including applewood grilled salmon , pan-
IBarbara's. 
Featured Wines 
Hahn Merlot Rodn~ Suong ~rnet Sauvignon 
David Bruce Pinol Noir OUanti Oassico Reserva 
Enjoy Our Eclectic Fare 
CATERING FOR ALL O CCASION S 
CAFE AVAIL'.BLE FOR PRIVATE PARTIES 
Breakfast/Lunch Tues-Fri 
7a-3p, Sat-Sun, 8a-2p; 
Dinner Thur, Fr; and Sat 5-10p 
767-6313 • fax 799-5037 
388 Cottage Rd .• So. Portland 
Saturday starting at 5:00. 10 Cotton St., Portland, 
behind Brian Boru's. 775-3222. 
GREAT LOST BEAR. Full bar - now featuring 50 
beers on tap . Extensive menu . .. sandwiches , 
soups, salads, platters. Lunch or dinner in the mys-
terious Woodfords area. MC, Visa, Amex accepted. 
Parking. 540 Forest Ave. Portland. 772-0300. 
KATAHDIN, Spring & High Streets • 774-1740. 
Featuring Portland's most eclectic and best tasting 
menu. Great food~ made with only the freshest of 
ingredients . Come in and enjoy the fun atmos· 
phere , nationally published recipes, and award WIn-
ning desserts. Open Tues·Thurs 5p-9:30p, Fn & Sat 
5~10:30p . 
MOZON MIDDLE. A culinary melting pot emphasiz· 
ing a combination of native and modem American 
ingredients blended with classical techniques . 
Enjoy a unique selection of wines and liquors high-
lighting Bellini Cocktail. Open for dinner Tues-Sat at 
5p. Convenient Mid-Town location with parking. MC, 
V, AE, D. 47 Middle St. , 774-9399. 
PERFETTO. Funky flavors of the Mediterranean by 
Chef Scott Pelletier. Entrees include grilled meats 
and fish , local seafood, fresh pasta, and our 
famous shrimp raviolis ($12-$16). Approachable 
wine list and full bar. Lunch Mon·Fri , 11:30a·3p; 
Dinner starts at 5p seven days. Sunday Brunch 
10a-3p. 28 Exchange St., Portland. B28-0001. 
PORT BAKE HOUSE, Take-out fresh baked pastries 
and great lunches. Summer seating on the deck. 
Soups with pizzazz, creative deli sandwiches and 
healthy salads. All our decadent European cakes 
and tortes available Fri & Sat evenings by the shce. 
Enjoy them on our romantic deck. 205 Commercial 
St. , Portland. 773-2217. 
seared Casco Bay scallops, fresh ravioli and fish SAMUEL'S BAR 8. GRILL, We feature a full menu 
sausage. Hand'picked wine and beer selection, and are known for our outstanding selection of dinner 
including ten wines by the glass, Geary ' s specials ranging from $8.95-$10.95, Wed·Sat 4· 
Hampshire and Pyramid Ales. Breakfast Wed-Sun, 10pm. 2 for 1 pizzas and $1.00 Drafts Man-Tues 4pm 
Dinner Wed·Sat. Visa and Mastercard accepted. until closing. We open daily at 11:30 am offering a 
190 State SI., Portland. 775-3380. large lunch menu. 1160 Forest Ave. , Portland, open 
COTTON STREET CANTINA, Our -food from the nightly until 1:00am. No reservations. 797-6924. 
sun" includes delicious meals for lunch and dinner. VICTORY DEU 8. BAKE SHOP. Hearty breakfast, 
Lunch includes: Key:Lime Chicken Ceasar; Aztec mouth watering baked·from·scratch breads and 
Baked Burrito with Buttery Spaghetti Squash . pastries, freshly prepared soups, stews, salads, 
Dinners inc lude: Maui Calamari with Teriyaki pasta and vegetarian specialties, delicious sand-
Pineapple ; Bobo de Camarao Grilled Shrimp. wiches. Beer & Wine . Monument Square, 299 
Specials Daily with Lunch and Dinner. Lunches Forest Ave . and One Portland Square. MC/VISA 
Tuesday·Friday 11:30'2 :30. Dinners Tuesday· accepted. 772·7299, 772·3913, 772-8186. 
ZEPHYR GRILL The Zephyr Grill sets an inviting 
mood with rich colors & pinpoint spotlights over the 
tables that give alluring islands of light. The menu 
changes regularly, but always includes vegetarian, 
seafood & grilled meat entrees. A sampling . of 
recent daily specials : crisp corn tostada With 
smoked duck, Cilantro, corn & cheddar; potato, 
com and squash empanada with crisp greens; slow 
wood roast pork loin with cannellini beans, mashed 
potatoes and grilled vegetables. Dinner 7 nights 
starting at 5:00. Sunday Breakfast 9 ;30-1:30. 653 
Congress St. , Portland. Free Parking next door 
beghind Joe's. 828-4033. 
ZYGOT BOOKWORKS 8. CAFE, Inviting and friendly 
service. Inspired and inventive food. Reasonable 
prices. Described as a place that "not only nourish-
es your body but actually changes your state of 
mind." Specializing in vegetarian soups, chilled 
noodle dishes & great sandwiches. Open Mon-Fri 
8a-7p, Sat 10a-3p. Closed Sundays. 61 Pleasant 
St. , Portland 775-4121. 
NATURAL FOODS 
THE WHOLE GROCER, For lunch or dinner: all nat· 
ural, vegetarian meals to go including wholesome 
soups, vegetarian roll·ups, sandwiches , and SUShi, 
home made muffins and cook ies, and a wide 
assortment of fresh juices. Open M·F l<H3, Sat 9-7, 
Sun 11·6 . Located at 118 Congress SI. (atop 
Munjoy Hill) in Portland. MOVING TO MARGINAL 
WAY ON MARCH 16TH!!! Call 774-7711. 
VEGETARIAN I VEGAN 
LOIS' NATURAL DEU, Daily specials: rich flavorful 
soups made with organic vegetables . Satisfying 
sandwiches like our broc.coli reuben or a roll-up 
made with our own organic hummus; eggrolls. 
Always a wheat free, fat free or dairy free choice 
from our daily baked muffins, scones, carob brown· 
ies. Take home a dinne["of roasted pepper 
lasagna. M·F 9-7:30, Sat 6-6:30, Sun 11-5. 152 US 
Route 1 Scarborough 885-0602. 
MARKET, CAFE fJ 
CAT E R I N G C O. 
AURORA PROVISIONS, **** Fresh baked scones, 
Hercu lean coffee, morning music .. . seasonally 
inspired soups , sandwiches, and Chef CherYl ' s 
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Open 7 days a week 
"Mr. BlnUi ff is Back" @ 774-0005 
(Across from the Post Office) 
renowned gourmet dinners to go. Outstanding wine 
and beer select ion , unique housewares, fresh pro-
duce and sundries. Tues-Sat 7:3Oa-7:3Op, Sun 8a-6p, 
64 Pine Street in Portland's West End, free parking. 
871·9060, MC V AE. 
WOOD GRILL 
RACHEL'S WOOD GRILL, Inventive cuisine deli· 
cately seasoned with wood smoke and cooked the 
way God intended - over flame . Elegantly unpre 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 26 
"Functional Food 
for Functional Folks" 
420 Fore St_ • Portland 
761-0751 
Mon-Thurs 11am-10pm 
Friday 11 to 12 
Sat 12 to 12· Sun 12 to 9 
;i1···§_.{_:&#4_({i_~Jii;:·r·'II';'t1·ti:Djj.f •• a;w~#ij}"'$¥.~f; 
773-8646 
3 7 Wharf St. • Portland , Maine 04101 
Eat it raw at G'vanni's 
Free Oysters at the bar 
5 to 6pm 
Monday thru Friday 




Utnner e)er~ m~kt Sunda~ bThalgast 
828-4033 T~~~~~~bil>~!fOO 761-6665 
Treat Yourself 
Full Espresso & Juice Bars 
Breakfast Brioche Sandwiches, Pastries & Morel 
188 MIddle St. • OpeD M·F 7:30am-3:0Opm 
(off Ellchatlge SL behiDd PavUloD) 
j 
J 
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10 Exchange Street Mall · Portland 
Open . Mon-Pri 1l:30am . 9:00pm 
MEDITERRANEAN CUISINE 
Perfetto invites you to 
join us fOT a special 6 
COUTSe dinneT featuring the 
wines of Italy on ThuTsday, 
MaTch 26th. Reception 
fTom 6 to 7pm, dinneT to 
follow. 
SEATING IS LIMITED SO CALL 
TODAY FOR INFORMATION 
fJ RESERVATIONS 
828-0001 
28 Exchange St .• Old Port · . 




"ABBIAMO VINTO!' (We Won Again) 
VOTED "BEST DINN·ER IN PORTLAND" 
Under $10 
3 YEARS RUNNING 
* MILE HIGH LASAGNA 
* CHICKEN ANTHONY 




* PASTA PAVARon 
* zm WI MEATBALLS 
* CHICKEN MARSALA 
Ope,n 7 days till 9 p.m_ 
Beer & Wine· Free Parking After 5 p.m. and Weekends 
Major Credit Cards Accepted 
151 Middle St., Portland. 774-8668 
"A Lot of Italian For Not Much American" 
Thank You CBW Readers for Voting Us 















Best New Restaurant 
-ow 
r.. 40 Pof'lIO(>d St . 'Pof'l10(>0 
~ 774-4001 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25 
tent ious atmosphere. 25 wines by the glass. Lunch 
Tues·Fri 11:30a-2:30p, Dinner Tues·Thurs 5:30p-
9p, Fri & Sat 5:30p-l0p. MC. Visa. 90 Exchange St. 
(upper Exchange) Portland. 774-1192. .. 
PillA I PlllERIA 
RICETTA'S. Scrumptious & creative entrees & 
lunches like you've never tasted! Pasta dishes, ca~ 
zones, antipasto, salads, soups, sandwiches , pizza 
& delicious desserts - or try our tasty lunch buffet. 
What makes us unique? Wood-fired, brick oven 
cookin '! Call for delivery. Open Sun-Thurs 11:30a-
lOp, Fri & Sat 11a-11p. 29 Western Ave, S. 
Portland, 775-7400. 
ITALIAN 
ANTHONY'S ITALIAN KITCHEN. Voted best in 
Portland 2 years running! Pizza - pasta · sandwiches 
- beer & wine. We make the best wraps in town! Try 
our mile-high lasagna!! We sell 3000 slices of pizza 
. a week! Come in and see why. ' Portland 's best 
cheap eats. ' Visa, MC, AMEX. Parking, handicap 
accessible. 151 Middle St., Portland. 774-8668. 
FRESH MARKET PASTA. Voted 'Best homemade 
pastas and sauces' in Portland 3 years running. 
Open for lunch, dinner. Italian wine and beers. 
Espresso, Cappuccino, Desserts . Bring the family! 
MC, VISA and Amex accepted. 43 Exchange SI. 60 
Market 51. , Portland. 773-7146. 
MARIA'S RISTORANTE. The Napolitano Family we~ 
comes you to try Portland's finest Italian cuisine. 
We offer dishes originating from all parts of Italy. 
Great vegetarian selections, homemade bread & 
desserts & a unique & wonderful wine list. 
Featuring owner/chef Anthony Napolitano Sr. Since 
1960. Lunch $5-8, dinner $10-20. 337 
Cumberland Ave, Portland. 772-9232. 
BAR-B-QUE 
NORM'S BAR BQ. 'Portland's Best New 
Restaurant" featuring Norm's Wicked Good Sauce, 
Smoked Ribs, Fried Chicken. Black Bean Soup, 
BBQ Sandwiches, Catfish and daily Tapas. Beer & 
Wine available. Lunch and Dinner WecHhur 12p-
lOp, Fri & Sat 12p-11p, Sun 3p·9p, Closed 
Mondays & Tuesdays. No cedit cards. 43 Middle 




Casco Bay Weekly 
A lot of clout for a little paper 
UNCLE BillY'S BBQ. Saint Laurents original Billy's 
Souihside BBQ restaurant reincarnated in funky 
new eastside digs at the foot of Munjoy Hill (one 
block east from Village Cafe) . Bone sucking, 
smoked spareribs, brisket, shoulders, sausage, 
gumbo, jambalya, soul food & death by chocolate. 
Wood grill/ vegetarian available. Tues-Sun 5pm· 
close. 69 Newbury St. 871·5621. Take out, cater· 
ing available. No credit cards. 
MEXICAN 
GRANNY'S BURRITOS. 420 Fore St., Old Port, 
Portland. 761-0751. Preparing all of your Mexican 
favorites: featuring Portland's Best Burritos, 
Quesadillas, Nachos & more. Functional food for 
functional folks. Hours: M·Th llpm·12am, Fri 
llpm-12am, Sat 12pm-12am, Sun 12am·9pm. 
MARGARITAS' MEXICAN RESTAURANTS. 2 great 
locations In Portland! 242 51. John Street at the Union 
Station Plaza, 874-6444 and 11 Brown Street, oppo-
site the Civic Center, 774-9398. These amigos know 
how to serve up huge, oversized meals and colossal . 
sized drinks I Happy Hour starts at 4p with free hot 
appetizers and great drink specials. 
MESA VERDE. Ravorful , healthful Mexican dishes, 
NATURAL FOODS AND HEALTHY JUICE BAR. Happy 
• Hour Mon-Fri , 3p . 6p. Enjoy fresh juices, fruit 
shakes, smoothies, juice combinations, fresh fruit 
margaritas , rum smooth ies and other frozen 
delights. Casual atmosphere. Serving lunch & din-
ner. Take·out available. 618 Congress Street 
(across from the State Theatre) 77 4-6089. 
TORTILlA FlATS. A memorable experience in fine, 
affordable Mexican cuisine. Chili Happy Hour Mon-
Thu, 4-7, free chips, salsa and chili. Open Sun 12p-
9p, Mon·Thur 11:30a-close, Fri-Sat 11:30a-11p. 
Free par1<ing. VISA, MC, AM EX, and Discover. 1871 
Forest Ave .. Portland, between Riverside and the 
I Turnpike. 797-8729. 
ICE CREAM IDESSERTS 
Q'S ICE CREAM. Q's own homemade superpremium 
ice cream, made exclusively on the premises using 
only the finest ingredients. Also serving Green 
Mountain Coffee, cappuccino, espresso, baked goods 
& other inspired desserts. Relax in a wann, friendly 
atmosphere. Open until9pm Sun-Thurs, 10pm Fri-Sat. 
505 Fore St. , Portland. 773-7017. 
Wake Up With Black Tie 
Full Espresso Bar 
Juice Bar 
Homemade Brioche - Fruit, PlIStries & Morel 
.) --
188 Middle St. • Opea M·F 7:30am.3100pm 
(off E.dumge St. behlad PuDloa) 
761-6665 
/ ~~f z4_7ie 
Love lor sale 
The latest from Portland Stage and Mad Horse 
• JASON WILKINS 
"I don't think people die," says Andy 
Warhol in his blank way at the start of 
Portland Stage Company's latest show. 
"They just go to department stores." It's a 
lucky guess. In "Culture of Desire, " the 
King of Pop Art takes a trip through the 
afterlife, and discovers that helI is a shop-
ping malI. 
When Warhol (Will Bond) is shot, he 
. finds himself thrown into a remake of 
Dante's "Inferno." His guide through 
helI is not aRoman epic poet, but fashion 
editor Diana Vreeland (played in drag by 
Barney O'Hanlon) . Together they 
encounter the disembodied spirits of dead 
shoppers, who cavort in a glittering baIlet 
of grocery carts. 
Virgil/Vreeland explains that these 
poor souls are condemned to exist in 
death as they did in life: forever trying to 
satisfy spiritual needs through the pur-
chase of material objects. They lived in 
order to work in order to buy the amusing 
things that made working life bearable . 
Now they haunt the caverns of hell , bleak 
of brain but passionate as K-Mart shop-
pers at a blue-light sale, rattling off the 
mantras of advertising the way mystics 
recite scripture. They cannot be satisfied. 
Thus director Anne Bogart and the 
members of Saratoga International 
Theater Institute (SIT!) choose to explore 
the consumer culture we all live within. 
The program asks, "When did we trans-
fonn from citizens of the United States of 
America to consumers of the United 
States of Amnesia?" An excellent ques-
tion, though it is just as hard to get an 
American to question the assumptions of 
consumerism as it is to get a fish to ana-
lyze water. So Bogart throws subtlety out 
the window. and "Culture of Desire" hits 
the audience like a mind bomb. 
The script is clearly a group effort: one 
by one, members of the cast step forward 
and do riffs on the theme of buying and 
selling. Whole monologues consist of 
nothing but ad slogans delivered with 
orgasmic passion, demonstrating pow 
silly and empty such slogans are. A high-
light comes when an Elvts looi-alike 
(Jeffrey Frace) drops his draw"ers and 
dully mouths a stream of suggestive tag 
lines: "Mmm mmm good ... bet you can't 
eat just one ... melts in your mouth, not 
in your hand ." 
There are mini-lectures on the strate-
gies of advertising and on Warhol's art, 
most of which is simultaneously a cri-
tique of and a part of consumer culture. 
.. Bogart tries to compensate for these static 
doses of flat data by filling most of the 
show with movement, loud rock music, 
light effects and yet another interesting 
PSC set design (this one by Neil Patel). 
"Culture of Desire" is more interesting 
than compeUing. Its ideas are vital, but 
the show flogs them to death despite its 
brevity . And in Andy Warhol , a man 
seemingly allergic to emotional attach-
ment , SIT! has chosen a problematic 
hero. If Warhol cannot bring himself to 
care about anything or anyone , why 
should we? "I just can'~ get to know one 
more person," he says. No doubt we are 
to take his hollowness as a symbol for 
what consumer culture is doing to all of 
us. Fine. Yet it's rare for an audience to 
learn anything while bored. 
Hard-luck love 
Moving on to 
another sort of 
desire , we come 
to "Frankie and 
Johnny in the 
Clair de Lune," 
in which Mad 
Horse brings 







both the fear and elation that a new love 
affair can bring. Perfect example: the 
scene in which Johnny asks Frankie to 
please open her robe so he can see her 
naked once again. She relents, but reluc- . 
tantly. While Johnny gazes with awed 
puppy eyes at her body, Frankie chatters 
nervously about her 
looking for love: Kathleen Weddleton and Michael Kimball In 
"Frankie and Johnny in the Clair de Lune" 
begins with more than a minute of comi-
cally passionate coital moans from the 
title characters. Terrence McNally is one 
playwright who knows how to get your 
attention. 
As soon as the sex is ove!" and the 
lights come up, Frankie (Kathleen 
W eddleton) starts wondering how to get 
Johnny (Michael KimbaU) out of her bed 
and out the door. She is not, as they say, 
looking for a commitment. Unfortunately 
loathing for parakeets - she'll do any-
thing if it means he'll go away and stop 
frightening her with talk oflove. 
Weddleton is so good as Frankie that 
one can see from the start how hard she is 
working to hide her vulnerability. and 
guess how badly she must have been hurt 
in the past. Kimball is so likable as 
Johnny that even though lie sometimes 
talks like a potential stalker, you believe 
that he is reaJIy just bowled over with 
(or maybe not) for her, 
Johnny is energized with 
love and quickly announces 
his wish to marry Frankie 
and have a bunch of kids. "CULTURE OF DESIRE" 
He wants to drown in her; :~~~~~~~~~t~~~:A~~, 
love and determined to 
make Frankie admit that 
she might feel the same 
way. The actors have fine 
chemistry fogether, no 
doubt aided by director 
Joan Sand and her assis-
tant director J ,D. Merritt. 
she thinks he must be shal- 25A FOREST AVE. TIX: $18-
low, or must have gone off $29, 7740465. "FRANKIE 
the deep end. "You don't AND JOHNNY IN THE CLAIR 
know me," Frankie tells DE LUNE" RUNS THROUGH 
him, meaning: If you did, APRIL 11 AT OAK STREET 
you couldn't possibly want THEATRE, 92 OAK ST. TlX: 
me, so why not avoid all the $16-$20, HALF-PRICE ON 
nastiness before it starts? THURSDAYS. 775-5103. 
Johnny will not quite take 
These two characters 
have a lot of mileage on 
them, and are living with 
the ache of love ' s loss. 
Frankie is too afraid of fur-
ther hurt to open up her 
heart. Johnny slowly con-
no for an answer, and plies her with 
romantic enthusiasm. "There is no us!" 
she cries. "I'm workin' on it," he replies. 
"Frankie and Johnny" is a minor mir-
acle: a full-length two-character play that 
never becomes dull for a moment. The 
script veers from one mood to another 
with great speed and agility, capturing 
vinces her that it's better to risk pain than 
to feel nothing but fear and loneliness. 
This production of "Frankie and 
Johnny" is enough to convince you he's 
right. After all , what are you going to do 
with your life if you don't fall in love -
go shopping? 
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In silk tussah 
by KISHORI. 
for Unusual and 
Wonderful Clothing! 
AMARYLLIS 
41 Exchange Street· Portland, Maine 
We 're in the Old Port, 
(207) 772-4439 
opro 10-6 Daily, 
10-8 Fri 6- Sat, 12-5:30 Sun 
28 CASCO BAY WEEKlY 
ope.lng. _ CoIIoIo _ 01 
Art 9400 College StalJon. 
BMswick. Openine .... ptions 
10( ·Sally Mann: Stil TIme: 
60 stilll~es and poItraits 
taloln between 1971 and 
1996. and ·Picturil'4! 
Creativity: Portraits 01 Artists. 
1860-1960: leaturil'4! pnnts 
and photos 01 VIsual anists. 
literary ligures. musicians. 
aclors and dancers by Degas. 
WhlSIIer and Kiisebier. amGI'4! 
0Ihers. April 2 from ~ 10 pm. 
Both ellhibrtions show AprIl 3-
May 31. Ho ... : Tues-Sat 10 
am-5 pm. Sun 2·5 pm. Free. 
725-3275. _ a-, 34 OanIorth 
St. Portland. Openil'4! rae.,. 
!ion fer .~1ntiYeIy 
Spoakil'4!.. textile sculptlfts. 
wall pieces, ~s and 
works II metal and plaster by 
USM seniors Susan Bemen. 
Ella Misener and Jean 
T-..ey. Marth 27 from 57 
pm. Shows through AprIl 12. 
Hours: Thurs-Sat 1-8 pm. 
775-6245. _ FHz,obIck -., 112 
High St, Portland. Openil'4! 
.... ption lor assemblages by 
Lisallrunelle. a dtsplay 01 
incongruous ~ems glOUflOd 
together in various fashions . 
Marth 27 front 57 pm. Shows 
..,. through April 11. Hoon: 
Tun·Sat 1I00I>5 pm. 
772·1961. 
_In \110 W" _ """ 
Route 302. Raymond. ()pertiI'4! 
.... plions lor ·Handmade 
Paper Art· by Cyndi Mylynne 
and Jeff Adams. 
·Contemporary Baskets· by 
Judith B.tes. ·little House 
Ceramic: W.II Reliefs· by 
Rebecca Wright·Wheeler and 
·Primni .. s.· jewelry by lou 
Mastro. AprIl 3 from 6-9 1"1). 
Exhibitions show through May 
19. A group show 01 paintings 
and sculpture shows through 
1. Hours: Thurs-Sat 9:30 
am5:3O pm. Sun 9:30 am5 
pm. 6554952. _oI __ yArt 
MECA Buildil'4!- 522 Co.ss 
51. Portland. Entries 10( the 
Maine SChool Art I CompE,ti'tii'In show Marth 27 
April 4. Hours: Tues-
pm. Thurs 11 
879-5742. 
USM. and ·TabIe Manners: 
senior Ben Michaud's sculptur· 
aI installation. inSfllred by the 
commun~ and ritual 01 the 
lamily meal. AprIl 9 at 4 pm. 
Both elhlbitions show April 7 tIvoufI April 19. Hours: Tues-
Fri 11 am4 pm. Sat 14 pm. 
780-5009. 
Ifallerie. 
..... a-, 164 Middle 
51. Portland . • African Images: 
a collection 01 spirit masks. 
healine vessels and paintil'4!S 
by Igbo and YoMa artists 
front the 1711>2Oth century. 
shows through June 30. 
Hours: Mor>Sat 10:30 am 
7:30 pm. Sun Iront noor>6 
pm. 772-8646. 
_ 102 Maine St. 
BMswick. A ~p show 01 _ by 12 artists. Oreoire. 
Hours: Tllurs-Salll am4 pm. 
7~5841 . 
ArtW ..... MECA Building. 97 
Spring St. PorU.rd. M.ine 
College 01 Art·s sales g.llery 
leaturil'4!jewelry. photography. 
sculpture. handmacle books 
and pottery cre.ted by MECA 
alumni and students. as well 
as members 01 the Maine 
Cralls Association. ~ 
Hours: Tues-Sat 11 am-
5:30 pm. ThIIS 11 am8 pm. 
7755098. 
..,.. a-, 75 Market St, 
Portl.rd. Wortcs by gallery 
artists Scott _ . TIna 
Il'4!'"ham. Phil Stevens and 
Cttartotte Scot show through 
Apri 14. Hoon: Mon-Sat 
9:30 am5:3O pm. 773-3007. 
_~a-,81 
West Commercial St. Poniard. 
Sculptures by John Ready and 
drawings, collages and sculp-
tures by Hamilton South show 
through April 1. Hours: Mon-
Sat 10 .... 5:30 pm. 
7752202. - .. ~ CoII~., Art 148 High 
St. Portland. ·New to Town: 
a collection 01 diverse media 
and Stbjects by 12 Maine 
artists dellutll'4! in Portl.rd. 
shows through AprIl 11. 
Hours: Tues-Sat 11 am-5 pm. 
780-0766. 
- FIIzpIIJtck a-, _~654
Co"4!ress St. Portland. 
· Unadorned." new abstract 
paintil'4!S by 000 Voisine. 
shows Uvough AprIl 18. 
Hours: WecISat noon-5 pm. 
772·1961. 
,..,..... a-, 4 Clinton St. 
Portland. Intemationalloll< art, 
08xacary wood c-..s. black 
pottery and crafts 01 ~ 
nous peoples. 0r1I0inC- Hours: 
by .ppoinlment. 781·2563. 
a-, 7 49 EJoc:haI'4!e St, PortIand.·_Faces:_ 
includirC basI<eIs. clay. fumi. lin. glass, miIed rnecIa. _ 
ond sculptlnd metal and jew-
elry by 10 Maine_. 
~ Hours: Mor>Wod 
10 ~ pm. Tht.nS8I10 am 
8 pm and Sun 0001>6 pm. 
761-7007. __ 146 
_ St, Portland. ·Is k 
5pr1I'4! Ye\?· • """" cISflIarf 01 pmIous and _ works by 
gallery Milts. ~ Hours: 
Mor>fIi 10 am5:3O pm. Sat 
10 am5 pm. 772·2693. 
"'CnllR, •• , All 19_5t. __ 
pointirCs by Riley _ 
and Martha Groome "'-II1IoUI/I April 11. Hoon: 
Mon-fri 1·5 pm. Sat 14 pm. 
7258157. 
UIIIo SoIIoIt a-, .. -765 _ Tnail. Windham. 
_ by goler) anists. 
Ongoil'4!. Houts: Mkln-ThIIS 
10 ~ pm. fri.Sat 10 am 
5 pm. 892-8086. ..... ,--, 
ot MiCA 522 C ...... St. Portland. MelIiean _ by 
I 
Claude Montgomery. 0I'4!0ing. 
Hours: Tues-Sat 11 am4 pm. 
Thurs 11.rn-8 pm. Free. 
7755098. 
--c..pa-, 
100 Oak St. Portland. ' The Plastic Camera Show." _ 
by photographers using toy 
cameras. shows through April 
12. Hours: lues-Sun 10 am-
10 pm. 774-1900. __ CCIIIoctIvo 
52 Pleasant St. Poniard. 
·Men 01 Steel: steel sculp. tlftS and __ s by Jay 
Villani. Ray Tourigny and Sandy 
Macleod. shows ~ April 
5. Hours: Wed.fn 4-8 pm. Sat 
nooo6 pm. Sun 1I00I>5 pm. 
761-7909. 
SlIt a-, Salt Center to< 
Documentary fteld Studies. 
17 Pine St. PorUand.· ·Dancil'4! Cays Are _ 
Done: photographs docu-
menbog popular forms 01 
dance in Maine. shows 
through AprIl 25. Hours: Wed 
and Fri 2-6 pm. Sat 10_1 
pm. 761-0660. 
TlIo SIMI -., 20 Milk S~ 
Portlard. ·New WOfk/ OId 
Frierds.· featuring the _s 
0112 Stein Gallery MISts. 
shows through May 15. Hours: 
Mon-Sat 10 am-6 pm. Sun 11 
am-6 pm. 772·9072. 
TIde'. _ a-, 140 Main 
St. Freeport. Paintings by Bob 
Ilesaw. OI'4!oing, Hours: 10 
arn-6-pm d.ily. 8659655. 
lIu.eum. _ CoIIoIo _ 01 
Art 9400 College Station. 
Brunswick. Hours: Tues-Sat 10 
am-5 pm. Sun 2·5 pm. Free. 
7253275. 
• "Art'" lII8ln IfIe AncIent _ ... _ " WOfk span-
ning the 4th century ~.D. 
W.lker G.llery. Ongoing. 
• "AI_ Art" A selection of 
decorati", an objects from the 
permanent coliection. 
Ongoing. 
• "PortaIts .. American portfat. 
ture. dating from the 18th cen-
tury to tum of the century. 
Ongoing. 
• "'WIIdIS" .. TrBlllfonMd: 
-~ P11lnltne.· • group Showil'4! by 
various artists. shows thro"", 
May 31. ·OW __ ... 
_ P_: U00018OO," 
a collection of illuminated 
manuscripts. prints. medals 
and portnails honool'4! female 
artists .rd patrons. 'shows 
~AprlI5. __ oIArt 
7 CoI'4!ress Sq. Portland. 
Hours: Tues. Wed. Sat 10 .... 
5 pm. Tltufo.frj 10 am-9 pm. 
Sun noon-5 pm. Admissi4ln: $6 
($5 students and seniors/$1 youth). _ is free--r 
Fri from 59 pm. 775-6148 or 
1-800639-4067. 
"ADer_-"24 
p/IoIoCnIphs 01 the artist . 
taken by Jean CCCIeau on Ale 
12. 1916. shoWs through 
June 28. ._-" _-".retro-
spectMo 01 absIract works by the l.ewistDn _. shoWs 
tIvoufI April 26. ' __111_ 
1110 CIIt&III 01. J ... A . 
complete .......... 01_ 
art front earty irnpressioniom 
tIvoufI Neo-ImpressiooU tD 
FllMsm. Clr1goiI'4!. 
• ........ y_Art 
-'" • collection 01 works 
by art students living in Maine. 
shows through • 
Marth 31. 
• 'A_oIlIIt_' 
Paintil'4!S by R_I Kent. 
OI'4!Oing. 
'_01\110_ __ "-1IIINIte 
C.II .. ..,15Y...," Judith T ....... ·s black ard _ pho-
tographs 01 the structure's 
interior before it was occupied, 
shows through June 2B. 
• "T1Io Woold In lilt E-.,· 
featuring more than 25 .... nt 
lardsc."..ln waten:oIofs. 
pastels and acryIic:s by Jules 
O1itski. shows through AprIl 2. 1110 SpdnC __at 
Southem Maine T echnic:al 
College. Fon Rd. So. Ponland. 
· Keepers 01 the Past.' an 
extensive display of the muse-
um's historical and maritime 
artifacts. Ongoing. ·Portlard 
_.18651900: M.king. 
LiviI'4! In StDnny Times.' • per. 
manent exhibition on the clip-
per ship Snow Squall. HaIlS: 
Sun 14 pm and by appoint· 
ment. Cost: $2 (kids ~ .. ). 
799-6337. 
o th e r yenue. 
"'""" ConIN 657 CoI'4!fOss St. Poniard. Paintings. draw-
il'4!S •• ssemblages .rd goo. 
mancies by Zoo Cain show 
through March 31. Hours vary. 
7801500. 
... W ..... 15 Temple St. 
Ponland. An ellhiMion 01 co~ 
lages by Zoo C.in shows 
through Marth 31. Hours: 
Mon-Frl6:3O am-6 pm. Sat 
6:30 am-5 pm. Sun 6:30 am-
4 pm. 879-2425. 
c..ByDeslp 
620 Co[fJess St. PorUand • 
· R~uals,· ._.eICh, 
bition by louise Philbrick. 
shoWs thnJug!1 April 19. 
HaIlS: _ 7 arn-8 pm. Sat 
8 am-8 pm. Sun 8 ~ pm. 
772·5533. 
c.. By DesIp Monument 
Sq. PorUand. ·Handmade 
Paper T.pestries.· • dISplay 01 
unique works by third gener .. 
tion papermaker Padi Mayhew 
Bain. shows through April 19. 
Hours: Mon-Fri 7 arn-6 pm. Sat 
10 an>4 pm. 761·2424. -., _ DesIp 153 U.S. 
Route 1. Sc.rborough. 
Photographs by George Riley. 
Ongoil'4!. Hours: Mon-fri 
8 am-7 pm. S.t 8 .m-5 pm. 
8855903. 
8eoICe'. 21 Pleasant St. 
Portland. O~ paintir'4!S by Kari 
Van TIne. Dl'4!Oil'4!. ours: Man-
Wed 510 pm. Thurs-Sat 5 pm. 
1 am. Sat·Sun 9 am- 1 am and 
Sun 9 .m-l0 pm. 774-5260. 
~ 106 High St. 
Ponland. Paintir'4!S by Amy. 
Stacey Cunis show through 
May 16. Hours: Tues-Thurs 
59:30 pm. Fri and Sat 5 
10:30 pm. 774-1740. 
~ Colo 486 Core-ess S~ 
Portland. ·Painted MirrOfS· by 
Deb locldtal1 shoWs tIvoufI . Apri 15. Hours: _ 
9 am4 pm. Sat 11 arn-3 pm. 
767-8213. 
........................ 1242 
St. John St. Portland. Original waten:olors by _ Brown. 
0I'4!0irC- HoIIs: 4-11 pm daily. 
874-6444. --Clllllbitn 7 m ..... 415 CUmberland Ave. 
Portland. An exhibition 01 _ ~ by Pemaquid 
artist JtJie Babb shows 
tItn>uIfl May 10. Hoon: Mon-
Sat 9 am5 pm. 774-3791. 
...... '.1. twwt28 
EJoc:haI'4!e St. Portland. ._ E_.· paintirCs by !(ate __ er..rc. 
Hours: Mon-Sun 11 .... 11 pm. 
82&0001. 
....... 1006 Forest Ave. 
Portland. ·Vision in the Dust. • 
ell:hir'4!S on Blblcal themes 
and contemPOfary society by 
TOfO Lewis-8orbeIy. Or'flOirC-
Hours: Moll and Sat 11 am 
3 pm. Tues-Fri 10 ,,",5 pm. 
87~5040. 
_~RDMIIIC 
 111 Commercial S~ Ponland. _ by 8J. 
Danforth. IJI'4!oing, Hours: 
6:30 am5:3O pm daily. 
772·9044. _ """*' 118 
Wasl)ington A ... Portland. 
A display 01 student teapots 
shows through April 14. Hours: _ 9 ,,",5 pm. Sat 10 • 
am4:3Opm. 
7724334. _'. ___ 110 
29 Western A ... So. Poniard. 
'Maine l.rdsc.pes.· 14 pho-
togr.phs by Doug Wilber. 
shows through June 18 . 
Hours: Mon-Thurs 11:30 am-
10 pm. Fri and s.t 11:30 am-
11 pm. 7757400. - -ph'. CoIIoIo Wellehan Ulrary. 278 WhOe's 
Bridge Rd. Standish. Paintir'4!S 
by Ric:hard Ga...,. show 
through April 5. Hours: 
Mon-Thurs 7:30 am-11 pm. 
Fri 7:30 am4 pm. Sat 10 am-
S pm. Sun noon-l0 pm. 
872-6766. 
115M _ Mop UInry 314 
F1>rest Ave. Portland. "Africa: A 
Continent R .... Ied: • history 
of European mapping of Afiica 
from Ptolemy's 1513 atl.s to 
the present. shows through 
May 16. Hours: Wed 14:30 
pm .rd 6-8 pm. Thu's 9 am-
12:30 pm and 14:30 pm. Sat 
9 am-12:30 pm. 7804850. 
C a lis for,rtl artists 
_In lilt W" S_ 
seeks SCUlptOfS lor .n outdoor 
ellhtl~. June 26-Sept 30. 
Deadline: May 15. Sen-d slides 
.rd/ or photos to: Hole in the 
W.II Studiowor1<s. 1544 
Rooseve~ Tr.il. Raymond. ME 
04071. 6554952. __ 698 
Artists of all media are inVited 
to SUbmit worlc;s for the Soho 
group exhibition to be held in 
Sept. First prize is $1000. 
Deadline: May 30. 1'<" a 
prospectus. serd • SASE to 
Slowinski Gallery. Intemation.1 
Showcase. 215 Mulberry St. 
NY. NY 10012; e-mail request 
to slowart@hol .com or visit 
their webs~ at http://users 
.aoI .com/ siowan/ anist.htm. Mlino _ Ct)()p GaIety 
invites submis~s tOf' the 
1996 g.lIery schedule. For 
more info or to schedule a 
portfolio review. call Donna 
Lee Rollins at 774-1900. 
_ The Maine Photo C0-
ot> saeks eJqlOrienced models 
lor inclusion in the C<>Op's 
Models Oatabase. MopeIs are 
needed to< classes ard_· 
shops on the figure. For more 
info. call Coma Lee Rollins at 
774-1900. __ oIAliis 
ac:ceptIl'4! _fa Its ._.-.-re.-_front artists 1M", 
in Maine. Deadline: April 24. For 
an application form. call Julia 
IIirby at 775-6148 X24O. ---Aun liaR ifMt.es artists to _ works 01 all media to< • -.-. Portfolios are duo the 14th 01 
each rnonIh. For more info. 
caII·BIenda at 874-8793. _ ....... Ulnry5 
_ Sq. Portland. _ artists tD __ 
fer a on&month elhlbltion in 
the l_ GalIery •. 87H758. ---_Invites artists tD elChtlt framed works in their therapy 
center. For more info. caM 
Morrin GroIrnan at 767-1385. ~01 __ _ 
invites new members. For 
details. write to UMVA, He 62 
80x 224. BristDl ME 04539. 0( 
call Polly at 244-5746. 
-fIetIoooI __ announces 
a competition tor artMM'k to be 
commissioned for the voca-
tional school additions and 
renovations, scheduled to be 
completed in 2000. For • 
prospectus. send • SASE to 
Shann-on Brom. Percent fa Art 
Competition. Westbrook 
Regional Vocational Center. 
125 Stroudwater St. 
Westbrook. ME 04092. by 
April 3. 
ed.cation Apope GaIety has _. 
shoPS. ellhlbitions .rd lec· 
tures on African tribal an and 
ctAture at 164 Middle St. 
Portl.rd. 772-8646. Art _ Photography ard 
draWir« lor adults .rd children 
are offered at ACTS. 341 
Cumbe~.rd Ave. Ponland. By 
appointment only. 761·2465. IIooIunoI<InC Z!I!ot _s 
& Cale offers classes on book 
rep.ir .rd book .rd portfolio 
making at its bindery at 61 
lIIe.sant St. Portland. Classes 
limned tD 6 (8 in calligraphy). 
For more info, call Scott at 
7754121. " __ v_ 
W""" C_to< Kids" April 
21·24. Artists ages 6-12 c.n 
choose ~OfO ·P.intil'4!s: The _s 01 M.rsden Hartley: 
• Jumpin' Jewels N Art to Wean·. ·Drawing Ide.s from 
the Museum" and "ScLApture: 
What. Relien" Classes meet 
Tues{ThIIS and Wed/Fri at 
the Portland Museum of Art. 7 
Congress Sq, Portland, from 
10 .m-12:3O pm. Cost: Sl5 
per cl.ss (SlO members). 
775-6148. 
C .. _ R_ Cont" 
offers programs for kIds of aU 
ages. In -Bunnies, Bears and 
More'- young artists create 
collages of animals using 
die<:ut shapes and other 
materials. Class meets 
Thurs. April 2·30 at 1103 
Forest A ... Portland. ~OfO 
3:304 pm. Free. Space is 
lim~ed. 797·9543. 
"DocuntIIary Work In lilt 
DICJbI ,.,." The 5ait center 
lor Documentary fteld Studies 
otters a summer program in 
the documentary techniques of 
interviewi~, recording sound, 
research and digital archiving, 
editil'4! and more. June 25July 
29: The program is open to 
urdergraduate. graduate and 
non-traditional students and 
educators. Cost: $2950. fmancial aid __ . C8II 
Pamela at 761-0660 or vlsII 
the_at 
http:/{www.sa1t.edu. ..,-,-_ .... 
ElIOIiIC': AprIl 3. Explore the 
WOfId 01 pastel drawirC and 
paintil'4! at the Portland 
Museum 01 Art. Takil'4! cues 
front !'MA's exhibition, ·The 
WOr1d in the Evening: 
landscapes by Jules O1~i.· participiorts create their _ 
pastel works. At the PMA, 7 
~ss Sq. front 5:3().7:3O 
pm. Free. 775-6148. 
_ tIfIIp Maine Photo c0-
OP seeks an In<IvIckIaI with 
organizational skllo and gener. aI ollic:e experience tD _ 4-
12 hotn per _ In 
."har'Ce lor dartooom. lab 0( 
studio time. For more info. call 
00008 Rollins at 774-1900. 
Maine Artists' Space{llanlorth 
Gallery. 34 Danforth 51. 
Portland. aI .. seeks interns to 
coordinate ellhib~ion. and lor 
general gallery managemenl 
WOfk description can be to> 
Iored to sw appIicant·s inter· 
ests. 775-6245. ---Registrations accepted lor .lter school dtawil'4! class on ' 
Thurs ~om 3:304:30 pm and 
f.,the·An in the Moming' 
group. Classes held at Stone 
Soup Artisans. Maine S~ 
Brunswic:k. 721-8634. _ c..-WotIIIIIott 
offers classes in decoratiw 
painting. steocifmakil'4!. kids 
crans. pressed flower pictures 
and canoonil'4!. ·Begiooers 
Decorative Paintif1- meets 
Tues. May 5June 9. ~OfO lo. 
11:30 am. Cost: $57 includine 
materials. -Intermediate 
Decorative Pajnti~~ meets 
Thurs. May Hune 11. front 
lo.11:30 am. Cost: $68 
including materi.ls. At 87 
Market St. Portland. For .fuK _Ie. call 761-0991. 
PlooIoCI..., c...._ 
W",,",- The Maine Photo 
Co<>p offers _erd war!<· 
shops on hand<:oloring ph0-
tos. photography and the law 
and basic: lighting techniques. 
as well as numerous classes 
for absolute beginners and 
those who are more expefi. 
enced . Plus seminars by 
Polaroid and the Palladia 
Company. At Maine Photo Co-
op. 100 Oak St. Portland. FO( 
more info, call Donna lee 
Rolltns at 774-1900. 
PoIIary _ Spril'4! cl .... 
es at Sawyer Street Studios 
begin April 6. Adu~ classes 
are Mon. Tues and Wed 
evenil'4!S. Children's cI.sses 
.re Wed and Thurs afternoons. 
At 131 Sawyer St. So. 
Ponland. 767-7113. PotIt.ry 
workshops are available at 
Ponland Pottery. 
"Bookmaking; Creatil'4!. 
Photo A1bum ~ with Marianne 
Marrone meets on Wed. April 
1·22. at 118 Washington Ave. 
Portland. from 6-9 pm. Cost: 
$95. 7724334. 
Gr-,R_ .... 
_po Pemaquid Group 
of Artists offers a scholarship 
for tuition to a certified art 
instruction program, available 
to students ages 10 .rd up. 
Deadhne: May 1. 677-3459. 
The Maine Arts· Commission 
oilers grants and 5efVices to 
assist arts organizations, 
artists and communities in Vel· 
ious projects. Call 287·2724 
or visit www.matnearts.com. ___ offers drawing 
and painting classes lor adults. 
beginner or expenenced and fun 
art classes for kids in kitemak-
ing and papermakirw, Private 
MOfS also available. first 
month: $80. 7752653. 
... _ Scholl offers a 
broad rarce 01 arts and craI\s , woH<sttops. AprIl 19: Ilnm 
makil'4!. At 99 WOOdsIde Rd. 
BMswick. front 9 .... 5 pm. 
Cost: $100. 729-8616. 
............ a-n 
available at Treemeodous. 
lDrCfeIlow Sq. Portland. To 
register. call NomIand at 
780-9627. 
y .... ot Art Judy Faust oilers 
... usuaI art _'0( kids 
ages 513 and their perents in 
Cumbef1and, Falmouth and So. 
Portland. ·Stories In Clay· 
begins April 6 ard ·DrawirC TIqs On the _. begins 
April 8. 80th _ cI ..... 
are held at South Portland 
R ..... ation Center. 21 Nelson 
1111. front 3:3().5 pm. Cost; 
$56 includine matertals. 761· 




Share jOUI' creative process 
and products (olwhatever 
form) in a sale and supportive 
environment. ~)'Ou wish tD 
share. plan on 5-10 minutes. 
Meets the first Wed 01 the 
month .t Agape. 657 
Congress St. PorUard •• t 7:30 
pm. Suggested donation: $5. 
780-1500. 
ARCHtrAU locbn_ 
The Portlard Museum 01 Art 
.rd the ARCHITALX lectUle 
Committee host appearances 
by lour leadil'4! arth~ects and 
designers from aruun-d the 
country and the wood. March 
26: • Art Space. ilwellil'4! 
Space. Spiritual Space' w~h 
Fred Rsher. AprIl 2: 
·Constructing! 8uilding" with 
Bridget Shim: April 9: 
·HoriZons: Inhabiting 
Constructed landscapes' with 
leslie Gill. April 16: ·Paper. 
SciSSOfS. Rock" with TOfO 
Balslay. At the!'MA. 7 
CoI'4!fOss Sq. Portland. at 7 
pm. SLIII!Osted donation: 53. 
774-6148. 
Tho c-.. _ F_ 01 
PIIoloClopllf holds meetings 
the first Tues and third Wed 01 
each month. At the Creative 
Photogr.phic: Arts Center. 
Bates Mill Enterprise Arts 
Center. 4th IIoor. 59 Canal St. 
Lewiston, from 7·9 pm. 
782-1369 • "1110 CuIIuntI __ 01 
W_1oo lilt _. is a Iec· 
ture series designed to facil~ 
tate an infonned diSCUSSIon 
on feminism and women·s 
contributions to the ans. April 
17: ·The Space 01 Experience: 
Collisions Between Mird .rd 
Maner' at 7 pm. All lectures 
are held at the Institute fer 
Contemp"'ary An. MECA 
Building. 522 Congress St. 
Portland. Free. 879-5742. Dr. by _ March 28. 
The photographer presents 
two muhi-media shows: ~The 
Sae of Creativity.· highlighting 
the ·how to" 01 Guillette's 
images. at 10 .m. ·The Gilt 01 
light.' a three-projector pre-
sentation with music, featuring 
Guillette's liWldscapes and 
studio images. at 1 pm. At the 
Portland Musuem 01 Art audito-
rium. 7 Congress Sq. TIx: 54 
($3 advance). 854-3763. 
MECA Open _ 1 .... Vis~ 
Maine College 01 Art's studio 
space the first Tues of every 
month .t noOf at the MECA 
Building. 522 Co_s St. 
PorUand. Next tours: April 7 
ard May 5. RSVP 7755098. 
MECMosI April 4. A day 01 stu-
dio demonstrations. an sales. 
information on _Ions. 
panel discussions with admis-
sions staff. laculty. _ 
and alumni. plus an art<naking 
area fer kids and the ~
tD view SatIIday School classes. 
Information also ..-on the 
Master in Studio Arts and Early 
College jJIograms. SaIIJday 
School and ConIinuirC Studies 
classes and the Maine Stmner 
institUte 01 GrapIic 0esIjpI. At 
the Maine College 01 An 
Building. 522 Corcress 51, 
Portland. from 10 .... 2 pm. 
Fn!e. 7755098 . 
Opon -1IWIt The Union 01 Maine Visual Artists _ 
artists. craI\spaOpIe and 111ft 
one interested to attend an 
open slide night the second Fri 
01 each month 111 Jay YOfk __.58_ 
St, Portland. at 7:30 pm. BIIrC 
slides lor dIscuuiOn{laod-






University 01 Southern Maine 
Dept 01 Art sponsors a n_ 
01 performances and/or Iec· 
tures and discussions. All are 
located on USM's Gorham 
campus. April 16: 
Photogr.pher. 100IIIOOst and 
writer Roger Manley discusses his _ and elperienc» at 
Bailey Hall. ROOfO 10. at 4 pm. 
780-5409. 
Portland's Newest & Most 
Elite Eyewear Boutique 
Eye exams, contact lenses 
with individualized care 
A Unique Alternative 
Brother & Sister 
Dr" Philip Poulin, Optometrist 
Trudy Poulin, Optician 
Tues·Fri 10am·6pm; 
. They're 
all here in To listen and respond to ads call: 
the personals. 1.900·370·2041 
The funny ones, the Call costs $1 .99 per minute. Sat 10am·5pm 
87 Exchange st. • Portland 
871·7553 
shy ones, the clever 
ones. Pick a personality 
and call them today. 
Must be I B or older. 
Public Notice 
Store Closing 
The Warehouse that served our Portland store was recently sold. Not being able to find a suita~le alternative, we, regretfully, have decided to close. 
It has been our pleasure to serve the Portland area for 8 years. Efforts are under way to find a new location, and we may reopen sometime in the near future. 
Prices have been drastically reduced to expedite the immediate liquidation of all inventory by April 30. . . We urge you not to miss this rare opportunity to buy the fmest m classic and contemporary furnishings at a fraction of their original price. 
All major credit cards accepted. 
All sales final. 
Monday· Friday 100m' 5:30pm 
Saturday 100m' 5pm 
Sunday 1 2 . 4pm 
Sincerely, 
~~p~ 




~ 100 Commercial St. 
Portland 
~ ____ L-____ ~==============~-L-1~ 
774-1322 Dimillo's 
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HAl REMOVED 
PERMANENTLY. & SAFELY 
Debra S. Lamson, 
Licensed Electr%gist 
formolly IraiMd in the 'Blend", the newf!I, rwoet eflectivr modality 
• Complimentary Consultation 
& Trial Treatment 
• Private, Professional Office 
7 Oak Hill Terrace, Scarborough 
Less than 5 minutes from Portland · Exit 2, 295 
883-2991 
'Eric C{apton • 'B{ues 'Trave{er 
'Mitc!t.e{{ • 'Ifie 'fretfdy Jones 
Petty • Vire Straits 
• 'B06 'Madey • 'The 
• 'Van 'Mo rrison 
• 'Iori 5tnws • 
• John 
Thank you Portland for voting us 
Best Temp Agency 
To Work For. 
Call us & find out why ... 
193 Middle Streer, P.O. Box 7040, 
Portland, Maine 04112 
207-773-4749 FAX 207-773-2645 
email: accprof@mindspring.com 
• 'R.,'E.'.M. • Counting Crows • J,tJni 
'Band • Sfiawn Corvin • 'Tom 
• !}{ootie .9IJu{ tfie 'Bfowjish 
Vave 'Matthews 'Band 
•. 9{ata{ie 'Mercfiant 
Corrective Sour 
!}{iatt • Sour 
51. s y { u • 'The Pofice 
• 'B 0 n n i e :J(aitt • (jin 
'B{ossoms • Warren Zevon 
• 10,000 'Maniacs • 'l12 • Indigo (jids 
• 'Muddy Waters • :R.pffi1l[f Stones • 'Bruce 
Coc!(fturn • Peter • 'Bruce !}{orns6y • 1(p6ert 
Cray • Jack§on 'Browne • Stevie!l(p.y 'Vaughn. Steefy 
Van • 'B.'B. 1(jng • Crash 'Test Vummies • 'Mefissa 'EtfierUfge 
If You Think We Look Good ... 
By now, Sarah Mclachlan has become synonymous with Lilith Fair, last summer's super·suc· 
cessful all-women tour. While some griped that the tour was ghettoizing women artists, others 
declared a new era for "women's music: McLachlan offered the requisite soundbites but 
seemed somehow above the fray, greeting the sea of admiring fans with a smile and her sweet, 
sweet voice. McLachlan just gets it. Her piano-filled pop songs resonate with the' inSights of a 
wise and self-aware friend. And she always manages to give something to her live performances 
that you don't get on the albums. Maybe it's her charming banter, but more likely it's the emo-
tional depth of McLachlan's voice - it renders this whole silly debate about "women's music" 
pointless. April 1 at the Civic Center, Portland, at 7:30 pm. Lisa Loeb opens. Tix: $25-$32.50. 
775-3331 or 7754358. 
dance 
"A Dance ThrougJl TIme'-
April 6 and 7. As pa~ of the 
youth conce~ for kids in 
grades ~, dancers from 
Po~land's New Dance Studio 
perform to the music of 
Bach, Haydn and Prokofiev 
played by the Po~land 
Symphony Orchestra. At 
Merlill AuditOrium, Po~land, 
at 9:30 am and 11:30 am. 
nx: $4.50. 77~128. 
Spring Dance Concert March 
27·29 .. Under the guest 
direction of Lionel Popkin, 
the Bates College Modem 
Dance Company performs 
works whose inspiration 
ranges from personal jour-
neys to the relationships 
between siblings and par· 
ents. At Schaeffer Theatre, 
Bates College, Lewiston. 
March 27 and 28 at 8 pm, 
March 29 at 2 pm. Tix: $6 
($3 seniors). 786<;161. 
musIc 
"The Astounding Voice of 
Brahms" March 31. The 
PorUand Symphony 
Orchestra presents a concert 
featuring Brahms' "German 
Requiem~ and composer 
Derek Holman's new "Two 
Poems. " The Choral Art 
Society Masterworks Chorus 
and soloists JajOO West and 
Zehng Zhou join the orches-
tra at Merlill Auditorium, 
Portland, at 7:30 pm. Tix: 
$21·$47. 842-0800. 
"A Beethoven !'rimer" 
April 4 and 5. The Portland 
Symphony Chamber 
Orchestra, featuring principal 
trombonist Nicholas Orovich, 
performs works by 
Beethoven and his teachers, 
including Mozart and Haydn. 
At Portland High School 
Auditorium, 284 Cumberland 
Ave. April 4 at 5 pm, April 5 
at 2 pm. Tix: $2S-$39. 
842-0800. . 
"Beethoven and the 20th 
Century" Apnl 2. PCA Great 
I Performances presents the Emerson String QuaMt in a 
conce~ featuring the works of 
Beethoven and Shostakovich. 
At Merrill Aud~oriuin, Po~land, 
at 7:30 pm. Tix: $16-$30. 
842.Q800. 
The Boy Singe .. of Maine 
March 28. Kim Block 
emcees' A Little (Forbidden) 
Nighi Music: a conce~ of 
show tunes that Incorporates 
dancing, at The Woodlands, 
39 Woods Rd, Falmouth, at 
8 pm. Tix: $18 ($30 per cou-
pie). 797-6354. 
The Cyrus Ch.stnut Trio 
March 28. The acclaimed 
jazz pianist performs with 
bassist Kengo Nakamura 
and drummer Tony Jefferson. 
Presented by PCA Great 
Performances. At Merlill 
Auditorium, Portland, at 
8 pm. Tix: $22·$30. 
842-0800. 
Cui de Sal March 28. The 
local saxophone qUMet pre-
sents "No TranSCriptions,' a 
conce~ featuring works by 
Everett Gales, Paul Pieme, 
J.B. Singelee and others at 
Startlird Music Shoppe, 525 
Forest Ave, Po~land, at 7:30 
pm. Ti" $5 ($3 seniors/kids 
under 12 free). 767-1754. 
"A Day at Ibe Beach" 
Klnderkonzert March 28. 
Percussionists Nancy Smith, 
Mark Worgaftick and Jerry 
Leake of the Po~land 
Symphony Orchestra perform 
a concert for kids ages 3-7 
and their parents, featuring 
traditional, ethnic and home-
made instruments. The per-
formance is narrated by 
cellist Debbie Oabczynski. At 
the theater at Cole-Haan, 
One ColEHiaan Dr, 
Yarmouth, at 10:30 am 
and 11:30 am. Tix: $2. Paid 
reservations required. 
77~128. 
John Gorka March 27. The 
contemporary acoustic 
Singer and songwriter deliv-
ers his folk music to the 
Chocolate Church Ms 
Center, 804 Washington St, 
8ath, at 7:30 pm. Tix: $15 
($13-advance).442-8455. 
"In the Beginning W .. the 
Beat" April 3. Discover your 
sense of mythm in an 
evening of interactive music 
led by drummer Ken 
Williamson. Pa~lclpants are 
encouraged to bring along 
drums or other percussion 
instruments for this musical 
celebration of individuality. 
At the Agape Center, 657 
'
I Congress St, Po~land, at 
7:30 pm. Tix: $5. 78()'1500. 
I "Jazz: Movln' the Spirit" 
April 4. The five-piece BeBop 
Jazz Ensemble dishes out 
the sassy soup of Thelonius 
Monk, Miles Davis, John 
Coltrane, Art Blakey and oth-
ers at the Agape Center, 657 
Congres~ St, Portland, at 
7:30 pm. Tix: $8. 780-1500. 
Otchestral PeIfonnance 
March 26. Lawrence Golan 
conducts a pelformance by 
the USM Orchestra and the 
Community Orchestra of the 
Portland Symphooy, featur-
ing wO<1<s by Grieg, 
Schumann and others. At 
Corthell Concert Hall, USM 
Gomam campus, at 8 pm. 
nx: $4 ($2 seniors, stu-
dents and kids under 12). 
780-5555 
PCM Noonday Concerts 
Presented by the Portland 
Conservatory of Music. 
March 26: Eugene Carinci, 
saxophone. April 2: Nancy 
Wines-llewan, organ. A(Jfil 9: 
DaPonte Qua~et. At First 
Parish Church, 425 
Congress St, Portland, 
from 12:15-12:45 pm. Free. 
775-3356. 
Portland Chamber Musk: 
Festival April 6. Two violin-
Ists, a violist, a cellist and a 
baritone perform the works 
ofTelemann, Uster, Barber 
and Mendelssohn at Ludcke 
Auditorium, 716 Stevens 
Ave, Portland, at 8 pm. Free. 
797·7261 or 800-32(}{)257. 
RatDog March 26. The 
Grateful Dead spin-off, fea-
turing Rob Wassenman and 
Bob Weir, plays at the State 
Theatre, 6D9 Congress St, 
Po~land, at 7:30 pm. Tix: 
$25.767-6398. 
South Portland Centennial 
Celebration March 3()'April 
4. South Portland celebrates 
100 years with a variety of 
musical entertainment 
March 30: The Casco Bay 
Chapter of Sweet Adelines 
and the CaSC() 8ay Chorus. 
March 31: South Portland 
High School, Mahoney 
Middle School and Memorial 
School Choruses. April 1: 
Mahoney Middle School and 
Memorial School Bands. 
April 2: Musical perfor-
mances by the elementary 
schools of South Portland. 
April 3: South Portland High 
School Jazz Ensemble. April 
4: MUSical groups from Holy 
Cross School. All events at 
the South Portland High 
School auditOrium, 637 
Highland Ave, at 7 pm. 
. Suggested donation: $1. 
Strangefolk April 3. The folk· 
rock and bluegrass band 
from Vermont performs at 
Morrell Gym, Bowdoin . 
College, Brunswick, at 9 pm. 
Tix: $12 ($5 students). 
725-3375. 
USM,IFleet youth Ensemble 
Solo RocHal. April 6. 
Thirteen musicians selected 
by audition and ranging In 
age from 1()'18 perform at 
Corthell Concert Hall, USM 
Gomam campus, at 7 pm. 
Free. 780-5555. 
WlIdeIt o.e- April 1. The 
worldbeat band from Boston 
performs at Ludeke 
Auditorium, 716 Stevens 
Ave, Po~land, at 7 pm. Free. 
797·7261. 
Ui8ter 
"Alice tn Bed" April 4-May 9. 
Acom Productions presents 
Susan Sontag's exploration 
of the roles of women in 
society and the nature of 
genius by Iookit'€ through 
the Iffe of Henry James' sis-
ter, Alice. (Professional Non-
Equity.) At Oak Street 
Theatre, 92 Oak St, 
Portland. Thurs at 7:30 pm, 
Fri-Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 5 
jlm. Tix: $14 ($7 students). 
Thurs and April 17 are half-
price. April 19 is pay-wtlat· 
yoo<:an. 775-5103. 
"All of You W .. Singing" 
March 28-30. The Portland 
Stage Intem Company (Jfe-
sents four adaptations of 
folk tales from various CUl-
tures, including the Aztec 
creation myth "All of Vou 
Was Singing' and an 
Eastern European version of 
"Rapunzel.· At the East End 
Children's Workshop, 10 
Mayo S~ Portland. March 28 
and 29 at 8 pm. March 30 
at 5 pm. Free. 774-1043. 
"Culture of Desire" Through 
April 5. The Portland Stage 
Company presents An~e 
Boga~'s play following Andy 
Wamol on a spirttual joumey 
through the world of objects, 
wealth and fame. 
(Professional Equity.) At the 
Portland Stage Company, 
25A Forest Ave·. Tues-fri at 
7:30 pm. Sat at 5 pm, Sun 
at 2 pm. Tix: $18-$29. 
774{)465. 
"The Deuglrt .. of the 
Regiment" April 4. The New 
Vork City Opera National 
Company stages Donizettl's 
comic opera about Marie, an 
orphan girl raised by French 
soldiers. Presented by PCA 
Great Performances. At 
Merlill Auditorium, Po~land, 
at 8 pm. nx: $28-$54. 
842-0800. 
"Family VoIc.s" April 6. 
Using both actors and man-
nequins, Out of Cake per· 
forms Harold Pinter's dark 
comedy about three family 
members and failed commu-
nication. (Professional Non-
Equity.) At the Portland 
Performing Arts Center, 
29 Forest Ave, at 7:30 pm. 
Tix: $5 (students free). 
874-0285. 
"Frankie and Johnny In the 
. Clair De Lune" Through 
April 11. Mad HOI'se Theatre 
Company stages this tale of 
a waitress and a cook look· 
ing for love in the Big Apple. 
(Professional Non-Equity.) At 
the Oak Street Theatre, 92 
Oak St, Portland. Thurs at 
7:30 pm, Fri and Sat at 8 
pm, Sun at 5 pm. Tix: 
$18/$16 students and 
seniors (Sat tlx: $18-$20). 
March 29 is pay-what-you-
can. March 26 and April 2 
are 2-for-1. 775-5103 . 
"NlgIrt of 100 Stars" March 
28 and 29. A hundred actors 
and singers come together 
for an evening of entertain-
ment benefiting the Portland 
Players. Highlights Include 
music by Leonard Bemsteln 
and Rodgers and 
Hammerstein. At the 
Portland Players theater, 
420 Cottage Rd, So. 
Portland. March 28 at 8 pm, 
March 29 at 5 pm. Tlx: $15. 
Reception Sat at Snow 
Squall restaurant ($20 with 
performance). 79S-7337 or 
799-7338. 
Peler Ind tho Wolf Man;h 
27. L/ A Arts (Jfesents the 
classic Russian folk tale, 
performed by the National 
Marionette Theatre of 
Vermont. At Lewiston Middle 
School, 75 Central Ave, 
Lewiston, at 7 pm. Tix: $6. 
Reservations required. 
782-7228. 
"Storyteller', E_1n« with 
_ PIIIIIt" March 27. 
Pa(Ont spins yams for the 
whole family. Presented by 
the International Domestic 
Education Programs. At the 
Embassy Su~es, 1050 
Westbrook St, Po~land, at 
7 pm. Tix: $6 ($4 kids). For 
reservations, call 874-9076. 
"VI •• Espaiia" April 4. 
Manos Productions presents 
a flamenco cabaret show 
with music, dancing and 
poetry at Stale Street 
Church, 159 State St, 
Portland, at 7 pm. Tix: $10 
($5 seniors and students). 
1;154-2075. 





Call David A. Lourie 
Attorney At Law 
20 years experience 
now going on! 
Jiner ryointes 
41oSilver.$/. 
MUNICIPAL LAW AND 
ZONING DISPUTES aLi 'Yorl, 'Yortl.od 
207-772-8180 
Chronic sinusitis, bronchitis or ear infections? 
David A. Lourie 
799-4922 
IS ALLERGY THE CAUSE? 
Appointments available to treat Food-Maid-Dust & Pollen Allergy 
David S. Hurst, MD 
Certified in Both Allergy 
and Ear, Nose & Throat Surgery 
'lJl Auburn St., Portland, 878-5510 • RI. 133, Fannington, 778-3535 
"Patients should be Symptom Free and Drug Free" 
· ,. easiest way 
to 
Introducing Minutes to GO~M 
the prepaid Cellular One8 card with 
• No contract 
• No monthly fee 
• No credit check 
Minutes to GO" is the first prepaid cellular phone card 
that lets you enjoy all the convenience of Cellular One ... 
without contracts or commitments. 
Whether you're on a budget or looking for a great gift, 
Minutes to GO" is the ideal way to gol 
• Use your own cellular phone 
" Buy minutes as you need them 
" Cards available in $25, $50 and $100 amounts* 
• Get S5 worth of free talk time when you sign upl 
There's never been an easier way to go cellularl 
Get Minutes to GO at the convenient Cellular One 
locations listed below ... or call for details: 
1-800-999-2369 
Clearly the One. 
__ ('07): _Coo«,eo.r..--725-9l5O" E-.180BHichSo-oot-667-1.90· __ 1Iowo 1 -91>-_ 
No.W1ndhom.76511owo 1Ol-8n-5750' ""- 1" ...... 50'0«-81'1-7080·885 """""' .......... - m·m7 
Soco, 35 Sammon So-oot -182 ... 705· _ ....... MoI- 32 .. 5711 • ~ ....... Rood c...., - n .. 5845 
$ouCh ""-Mono Mol - 879-5678' M. c...I< 5hopprc "'" - 767-7366 • ;0, John """"" Rood - m-9805 . 
_Locadon.aiddefoni -284-m2· .......... -725-_ '~-"Il-0811 
NEW ~ (IOJ): RoctlreItw, UIac Mal. Route 125 - 3lC)..()09.4 • Somenworth, "97 Hi&h Scmt - 7 .. 2-6500 
WIIIrnart Locations: Rochester - )]2·7$48' SOI,KIIWOI1h 692·2929 
BUSlfriESS SERVICES DlMRTMINT: 1-8(0.999·2169 










































legged, healthy DWF, 28, 
5 '8 ", 1401bs, long golden-
brown/ baby-blue, college 
student, mom of one, hon-
est, loyal, vast interests, 
drug-free, social drinker, 
smoker. Seekin9 rugged, 
blue-collar, country boy, 30-
45, 5 '10"+ , with similar qual-
ities, for LTR . 1!' 5715 
Winners of the Personal of the 
Week receive a gilt certificate 
courtesy of Harmon's & Bart 
Florist. All Casco Bay Weekly 
personals are entered. Send 
your personal ad 10 : Casco Bay 
Weekly Personals, P.O. Box 
1238, Portland, ME 04104 
RELOCATED TO PORTLAND 
Beautiful, classy, educated Catholic, 29, 
NIS , enjoys stock market, travel, d ining 
and exercising, seeks non·smoking pro-
fessional male. 11'5673 
AFRICAN QUEEN 
GIDDY UP 'N GO 
SWF, 36, bIondeibrown, H.IW proportion-
ate, enjoys canoeing, biking and walking 
my critter on the beach. Seeking a tittle 
hitch in my giddy up. Values an honest 
man who works with his hands, heart and 
soul. Sense of humor a must. 11'5716 
SLEEK SLOOP 
Graceful 1958 model with long classic 
fines. Elegant yet practical. Smart, quick, 
responsive , environmentally friendly. Fair 
Coltege·educated, strong, independenl maiden 01 the seas seeks intellgent. che-
SBF. 29, 57-, with a mellow attitude and ertul navigator for smooth sailing. Must be 
beau1i l\Jl sense at h~mor, S:Geks educated. ' emotionally/fi nancially secure, verballyl 
lall SM. 23-35, lor Inends/llp. 'lr5675 physically fit . NlS. Casco #Say area 'Ir 
FUN & INTERESTING =56:.:84..:.... ________ _ 
This SWF, 30 years old, is iuS1 Ioo~ng lor NOK-SMOKING SCORPIO WONDERS.,. 
someone who's lun and interesting. All 
calls answered I'm worth the call. I'm the 
one for you. 'D'5651 
SINGLE PARENT 
Easygoing, aHractive single mom, 31 , se-
eks male soulmate, e· ... , 200lbs't , to enjoy 
mountain biking, outdoors. reggae lest on 
Peak's Island with family and friends. 11' 
5553 
READY FOR SPRING 
Full- ligured SWF, 30, browniblue, enjoys 
movies, reading , book stores, k>cal sport· 
ing evenls , muSl'c, spending time With lam-
i ly and friends. Seeking male for friend-
ship, relationship, companionship . tr5589 
ROSES ARE RED 
violets are blue, .• II my pets like you , and I 
do too. We can our pets logether. and 
enjoy life's pleasures. SWF, 25, medium 
bui ld, redlblue. Seeking SWM, 25-35, who 
enjoys living Ue to the fullest. tr557S 
THE BOY NEXT DOOR 
Fun·loving, active , attractive, average 
buik! SWPF, 31, blonde/green, NlS, new to 
area, seeks honest SWPM, 30-40, has a 
good sense of humor, who enjoys the out· 
doors, clever conversation, movies, dining 
out , music, and dancing. 'D'5597 
CALL TODAY I 
What are you wait ing for? Your one 
temale may be out there right now! Just 
call 900-370·2041 and select the box 
number you to hear, They may be the 
one I! CaUs cost $1.99 per minute, 18++. 
SPRING IS COMING ••. 
so is romance. SWF, 36, mother of one, 
enjoys walking the Boulevard , car racing, 
mOVIes, dancing, music and holding 
hands. Seeking SlDWM, 28-40, 'Nith son, 
for friendship, possible LTA. Portland area 
'lr5718 
NOTHING IS .. , 
logical about a biological clock. Tick Todd 
DWF, 39, short and very sweet. real w0-
man: no make-up, smokes cigarettes, ~kes 
'60sIR&R. You voted -no", are we ll·toned 
on inside, chem lree. A bit older and wid-
e r? No problem. 11'5678 
if you are ti red 01 users, bimbos or ab-
users? How about a dale with an int.rest· 
ing woman who cares how you feel? I'm a 
54 year·okj , vivacious and curvaceous 
lady. I wof1( in the legal field and enjoy con-
versation. Please, call. 1S'S719 
TRIED BEFORE BUT 
I will not give up. I'd ~ke to throw away the 
empty memories and replace them with 
new ones. Attractive, petite SWF. 37 years 
young , seeks man. 35-45 years young, 
who is mentallylphysically capable of an 
LTR. No baggage allowed. 'lr5692 
GET WHAT YOU WANT 
Short sklrtslhigh heelslbad attitude. DWF. 
47, petite, returned Portland native. Seeks 
adventurous, intelWgent , extremely mascu-
line SIOWM, entrepreneur, for LTR. Extra 
consideration given for good mannerslfast 
cars/beautiful voices. 11'5680 
MEDITATIVE EXPLORER 
Bicoastai spirit appreciates Midwestern 
character, fine craftsmanship, Asian de-
sign , Buddhism, IIy fish ing. slow boating, 
Islands, focused high energy, Feng Shui. 
the simple ~fe. Elegant, slender form, 5'8", 
weir- nourished soul, caring, open, 4Os, 
seeks coastal match, 40+, NIS, playful and 
curious. LTR. .. ? tr5668 
FRIENDS FIRST 
Warm, outgoing DWF, 53, slim. enjoys r0-
oking, dining out, hiking, motorcycles, and 
fairs . Seeking caring, honest, SIOWM, 
45+, with old-fashioned values. Southern 
Maine area. 'D'5672 
HEAT UP YOUR WINTER!! 
SWF, brownlbrown, top-heavy; hot fta~an 
satisfadion guaranteed tor 8 gentleman 
indeed. I'm 5'9", nice and tun. You're taller, 
nice. and not on the run . Please be 25-39. 
single and whilel1t5442 
32 YEAR-OLD BEAUTY 
DWF, enjoys cooking, watching movies, 
traveling, seeks SM, race unimportant. for 
going out, or quiet times at home_ Call and 
see whal happens. 'lr551 3 
SOMEWHERE IN TIME._ 
we've met , are meeting, or will meet in the 
futu re. Why not now? Uved hall my life 
wailing, wi ll spend the other looking. Let's 
make history when we meet. 1t'5 our turn. 
Attractive, intel~gent, and.,. '0'5618 
YOUR MUSE TO BE? 
Charismatic, intel~gent , outgoing, sponta· 
neous SWF, 23, seeks intelligent, attrac-
tiv_e, open·minded SWM. 22·30, to debate, 
explore , read, wineldine with , to learn, and 
share with. tr5630 
IN MY DREAMS 
You are rugged, hard-working, commUted, 
JHsyful. intelligent, wddly, honest, spirnual, 
into personal growth, creat ive, emotional, 
loving, open, caring, accepting , respectful , 
and love chik!ren and lamily. l'm 41 , devot· 
ed mom, and other than rugged, all of Ihe 
above. '11'5647 
SF, FORTIES 
"Though somewhat frugal In his nature, the 
country mouse opened his heart ... in honor 
of an old lriend. There was not... a morsel 
ihat he did not produce from his larder ... to 
please Ihe palate of his city bred guest.· 
Recogrize it? 'D'562O 
SOS 
SWPF, 46, 5'9", enjoys hiking , camping, 
gardening, cross-country skiing, skating, 
pets , laughter. Seeking tall , easygoing SM, 
43·53, NlS , sense of humor, for significant 
other. Greater Portland. tr5637 
4 CUDDLE TIME 
Hopelessly romantic, affectionate SWF, 
39, 5'8", red/green. searching 4 available , 
kind, loving, supportive 8M, late 30s·40, 
who is Intellectually stimulaJing, and able 
to woo me as weH . lor warmth, laughter. 
and snuggle time. 11'5628 
PASSIONATE IN PORTLAND 
Looking lor dates, lriendship, or LTR? I am 
too .... lnte!ligent, soft-spoken SPF, 25, 
black/green, en}oys music of all kinds of 
bookstores, watching movies, cuddled on 
couch. and dancing, Looking for sincere, 
open-minded, N/S, sweet SM. with hon-
esty and sense of humor. tr5611 
TRULY YOURS 
Bright, cute, quirky, bodacious, outdoorsy 
beauty, eally 3Os, never married. Seeking 
a spring companion to partner with for hik· 
ing, biking, dog walking, dancing, and din· 
ing out. A real friend who wants to share 
all of lile's activities. MJst be inteligent and 
truly honest about himsell. 11"5613 
HAPPY & HONEST 
Intelligent, caring, romantic, attractive , he-
aHhy. self·sufficient DWPF, mid-30s, NlS, 
single mom, enjoys cooking, conversati-
ons, walks on the beach, exercise, music, 
quiet dinners, lamily, laughter. Seeking 
SIOM, 3O-mid-40s, NlS, with similar inter· 
ests and qualities, for friendship, LTR, 
Portland area. 11'5462 
place YOUR fRee peRSONal aD 
call 24 HOURS a Day, 7 Days a week 
1-800-710-8726 
to RespOND to aNY aD 
caLL 1- 900 - 370 - 2041 
ISH . SI.99/ mIN. roUCH ·toNe pHOl'>(e ONLy 
SEEKS MR. RIGHT 
SWF, 37, 5 '9-, large build, enjoys dining in! 
out, dancing, car racing, reading, quiet ey. 
enings, and music. Seeking s/oWM, 26· 
45. medium to large build, lor friendship 
and LTR. 'lr5566 
CRACK ME UP! 
I dare youl Smart, funny, sNm. attractive 
OWPF, 39, 5'8", writer, part·time mom. 
loves film, music, comedy, the ocean, live-
ly discussions and more. II you're e: lall, 
articulate, worktly wacky, confident PM, 
37·45, ready 10 play ball. So oome on, 
make me laugh I 'D'5582 
RRST-TIMEAD 
SF. 43, a lot of fun , with great sense of 
humor, enjoys intellectual pursuits, cultural 
enter1ainment, take long walks, hanging 
out, talking. "5583 
SEEKING MYSTERY MAN 
SWF, 22, with child, likes dancing, hors. 
back OOng, holding hands, going oul , and 
romance. Seeking SWM, 23·35, gentle-
man, who loves children, Smokers and 
social drinkers welcome. 11'5585 
FRIEND NEEDED 
Widowed female, 43, spent last year+ car-
ing lor husband, now needs to get out 
again, enjoys movies, walks, ta lks, cook· 
ing, Iravel, Ilea maf1(els. Seeking SM, 34+, 
for friendship, possibly more. 1S'5566 
ENJOY A CHALLENGE? 
Young·thinking, attractive, hard-working, 
independent, direct. honest. seml·intelJi.. 
gent, opinionated, not necessarily fit, HJW 
not propor1ionate , 49 year-old DWF, with 
sense of humor. Seeking kind, thoughtful 
man with sense 01 humor, who wants 
down·to-earth, genuine woman with varied 
interests. 11"5496 
MARRIAGE.f.tINDED 
Honest, attractive, sensnlve. adventurous 
woman, mid-40s, seeks life- long, commit-
ted partner, attractive, unselfish, oompro-
mising, creative, problem-solving sou l-
mate, N/S. Only marriage-minded need 
apply. 'lr5535 
OLD HIPPIE. .• 
sought by former flower chi ld, 44, NIS. 
Must possess a kind heart, gentle soul , 
and a rebel spirit. 115538 
LIVELY SENIOR 
Easygoing, plump, great sense of humor, 
warm, sensitive , in my 60s. Full 01 li fe, likes 
music , friends, conversation , family and 
quiet times. Retired, working part·time, 
much more. 1t5689 
SEEING IS BELIEVING 
Attractive, slim, personable, Intelligent . 
creative , Irlendly, considerate, very young-
looking SWF, SO, smoker. Seeking similar 
qualities in a man , 4Q.-53. I like books .. the 
arts, culture. I'm a liberal. Hoping to find 
charm, attradiveness, as well as depend-
ability, honesty. 'D'5681 
TRUE GENTLEMAN 
Honest OWF, 68, brownlblue, medium 
build. enjoys dancing, movies, walks, long 
drives on Sundays, having lun, and social-
izing. Seeking a gentleman, early 60s-70s, 
NIS, NID, lor friendship. trS652 
TIME FOR A CHANGE 
My routine: get up, go to work, go home. 
TIme for a new routine, Down·to·earth , 
inteHigent, fun·loving, positive SM, 33, 5'9', 
220lbs, seeks intelligent, attractrve , posi· 
tive SF. Let's have lun. 11'5643 
THAT MAN YOU WANT 
is here? Just pick up the phone and call! 
You'll never know it you don't tryl 900· 
370·2041 , calls cost $1.99 per minute, 
18++. 
RU CHRISTIAN? 
Attractive, sincere SWCM, 32, 5'9", nice 
build, funny, easygoing, never married, no 
kids, enjoys outdoors, reading , beaches, 
seeks SCF, 30-45, looks unimportant , just 
honesty. Portland area. 1J'561e 
TUNE IN ••• FADE OUT 
Renaissance man of 38, NIS, NID, enjoys 
the arts, creative energy, auto enthusiast, 
discourse lan, simple but passionate liv· 
ing, tunny bone, aspiring writer. Proud 
Franco would enjoy sharing microscopic 
truth about Ue's many mysteries with car· 
ing, open, confident friend, for possible 
L TR. 'lr5540 
THE AMERICAN DREAM 
Muscular, honest OWM, early 30s, 5'11", 
21Slbs, NlD, the very last nice guy, seeks 
American dream. passionate, Inerate , fit, 
employed female. 11'5581 
READ BETWEEN THE LINES 
If you still enjoy the highs in tife, and like to 
smile and laugh with good company. Then 
we are seeking the same. We're ;"st a call 
apart. DWM, 37, 6', 180lbs, seeks female, 
35-50. 'lr5587 
WHITE TRASH SOUGHT 
Honest , success lui , sincere, semi·shallow 
SWM, 40, 5'10·, 170 Ibs. seeks caring, frio 
endly, strong-minded, youthful, intelligent, 
alfectionaJe SWF, 28-37, kids ok, who e-
njoys being treated like a real INOman 
should and looks good doing h, Loo~ng 10 
take care of you for a Jiletime. 11'5523 
HONEST MALE 
DWM, early 30s, NlS, NJDrugs enjoys c0-
oking old and new adventure movies, re-
ading , quiet evenings, country living. S. 
eking honest SJOF, 25-38, lor possible 
L TR. 'lr5524 
fRee 40 WORD aD • fRee VOIce {;ReetIN{; • fRee RetRIeval eveRYDay! 
SUBmit YOUR fRee 40 WORD aD tODay. Simply fill out tHe COUpON aND mall It Back to US at: peRSONals p.O.BOX 1238, pORtlaND, me 04104, caLL US at 
1-800-710-8726. DeaDLINe, tHURSDay, we'LL seND you aLL tHe INfOlUnatiON you NeeD to kNow ON HOW to ReCORD YOUR fRee vOice {;ReetIN{;, 
~eHeaouNe: ______________________________________________ _ 
fRee 40 WORD aD: 
categ>JUe5c fIdt ONe - 0 'WOIIIEN " meN 0 meN ... 'WOIIIEN 0 v.aneN "" womeN 0 meN go meN 
all fa.ee • week aDS. 0 otJB5 0 fuetm5 fiJ.st 0 last souls 0 SINGle rueMS 0 spcm eNIHIIsIasI3 
t:UIDel.INes: Free Personals ads are aVai~1e for sl~le people seeki",9 .relation~~lps. Ads seeki ng ~ buy or sell Sexual Services wiN be refused. No 
full n,ames, SIr.eet addresses or pho~e numbers WID be published, Ads contaimng explicit sexual or anatomical language wid not be published. We reserve 





(we caN't pRINt yoUll aD WItHout It) 
HAVE MY BABYI PROFESSIONAL - MUSCULAR 
SWM, 37, seeks future best friend, wife Tall, dark, athletic, attractive, educated, ad-
and mother of my children. I've been wait- venturous WM, 44, 6'1 -, HfW proporu· 
lng all my life for Ihe right woman to find onate. N/S. social drinker, en;oys mu$tC, 
me, now I'm looking lor her. Please be 25- dancing, moonlit strolls, travel. Seeking 
35, prolessional, independent, attractive, lady with nice ligure who would Hire 10 be 
and fun. 'lr5495 treated like a princess. Agel race open. 1l' 
5686 
HERE I AMI 
Where are you? I'm a SWPM, brownl CREATIVE AND ADVENTUROUS 
Honest, sincere , SWPM. 41,6" " , 1701bs, 
brown, athletic, cute, charming, many in, 
lereSIS from music. sports. arts, cooking, 
fit. NIS, NIO. with sell· respect, values, 
communication , willing to be vulnerable. 
and anything in between. Please be a pret-
tv lemale, 25-34, HIW proportionate, NlS, 
enjoys the ocean. sailing, biking, skiing, 
secure, sense 01 humor. Let's be best frio 
skating, canoeing, dancing. Seeking ad· 
ends and more. "Z1'5539 
venturous woman, 30-45, to share lun, 
and grow towards LTR. 'U'5677 
SEEKING A ROSE WHERE'VE YOU BEEN? 
SWM. 31 , 5'7", 140lbs, medium build, brown! 
hazel, NlS, dean-cut, en)oys little things in 
SWPM, 29, 6'2" , 1901bs, has been looking 
lor you. You're 24·30, professional, outgo-
lite, and would ~ke someone to share them ing, witty, very attractive, and easily adapt· 
with. Seeking SWF, 22·31 , under 5'6", who able. At home in a small town or big o ty. 
would Ike to share what life has 10 offer with You're a classic lo'-'g lor the same to 
someone special 1r5551 share Ille with. U'5697 
WANTED BY SWM, 33: GOOD AS IT GETS 
Woman with the same qualities as my pup- Tall, dark, handsome, classic dresser yet 
py. Loyal companion, petite, pretty eyes/ fashionable, lender, drawn to lamily life, 
hair, lun, active, healthy. loves the outdo- very romantic, very passionate, ready to 
ors, ocean, long walks , enjoys riding , loves experience a deeply committed relation· 
to cuddle , very affection ale. Me: clean-cut. ship with a woman who wants il all. No 
5'6", 1601bs, brown/brown, NfS, light drink· leminists, please ... only a woman strong 
er, NlDrugs. 'U'5525 enough to be hersell. 'U'5693 
EASYGOING HANG BY YOUR THUMBS 
Not too dim, dark hair, 30s, fascinating, 40ish, physically fit and lunny. That's a 
devastatingly handsome, very modest and description of you. I'm 5Oish, lairly fit and 
unassuming. I've traveled overseas a lot somewhat funny, Call me, or, if you preler, 
lately, recently moved back and would like hang by your thumbs. 1f572t 
to meet someone who is light·hearted, LADIES LOOK HERE! 
slender, 20s·30s, to show me around. 1: Are you looking for an attradive , honest, 
5526 caring, romantic SWM? I'm 41, enjoy 
spectato r sports, dining out, concerts, SPONTANEOUS DAD 
lunny movies. I'm seeking an attractive, 
Faithful, romantic DWPM, 33, 5'1\", 
145100, brownlhazel, NlS, gentleman. opti· 
romantic lady lor lriendship, poSSIble LTR. 
mist, WIth sense of humor. 6 year·old da· 
Serious replies only. "D'5717 
ughter, enjoys dining. conversations, long HIGH ENERGY 
drives, beaches, family and dancing. Se· Attractive , successful DWM, 5'6", 1451bs. 
eking S/DWF, 25·40. HWP, with long hair, blackJbrown, active, N/S, Seeking slim, ed-
pretty smile and pleasant altitude for pos· ucated female. 48·55, with similar traits, 
sible LTR. '8'5527 lets enjoy life together. 1t5723 
A"~· YOIJ~ R~·~ • 
TII'iJ :w~·~aalllf)? 
TAI(J; ~vANn" Of CAScO i_v WUIO.. YS ~w , ' 
~ N91lR/7fJ~/(J • WUK ~~ S'R~. 
THAT'S RIGH1". 
Whether it's 3am on Saturday or midnight on Sunday, 
now you can place your ad anytime of the day or night, 
7 days a week, 
-
lust pick up the phone and dial our NEW toU-free num-
ber, FoUow the instructions and place your ad anony-
mously, Our automated system wiU walk you through 
step by step and ~ve you your private information 
right then and there. If you n~d help, or just hate 
machines, there's always someone available to answer 
your questions and even help you write your ad, And of 
course, you can still us~ our coupon and mail or fall 
your ad to us, 
What else are you waiting for? Pick up the phone, dial 
1-800-710-8726 and start meeting Greater Portland's 
bert singles today! 
MARCH 26, 199 8 35 ..... 
NOT A STEREOTYPE IDEALISTIC WHERE ARE YOU? SPECIAL REQUEST 
But an honest, genuine SWM, 27, lall, thtn, Unattached male. 29, dreaming of the GWPF, 46. 5'8-, 1751bs. dreams 01 two he- Seeks highly motivated, determined "NO-
adventurous, enjoys the outdoors, ani- coming decade. I see a balance of adven· arts coming together forever. ~ enjo)' 
man, has 40-60 pounds 10 lose If you're 
mals, auto-racing, movies, you name it. ture and sohtude, the worldly and spiritual. homelife, animals, writing , waking up In 
tired of wearing sweat pants, long shirts 
Seeking active, intelfigent, female cohort! Seeking someone to share coffee, or beer love. Smoker, rare drinker. Seeking mutual 
that cover your potential and want to gam 
friend, HNI proportionale, to make each and conversatIon. 11'5584 support, spirnuallty, commllment, peaceful-
a meaningful life, then let's suppon each 
others tives a bit more interesting. 'ZrS691 225 POUNDS 
ness and incividua~y. I have dreams tor other, exerCIse and end thIs toumey 01 mis· 
two. 1rS713 ery forever. '1:1'5570 
OUTDOORSY TYPE Fit, solid , sturdy, powerful man, 62, with 
Average PM, 44, with a healthy heart and guy hair, pink face , green eyes, gentle 
18 PHYSICALLY .•. FEMALE CHARMER, SURVIVOR 
Seeking lesbian, or straight mature, wo° 
mind, reverent, responsible, outdoorsy manner, seeks a taU, leggy, feminine, silk· 
but older mentally. Female. enjoys mu~, 
type, wilh two dogs and a pick·up truck. stockinged lady. 1%'5574 
movies , conversation , thoughls, ideas, at· man, for friendship, support on my heaNng 
Desperately wants 10 make one special 
her things I have yel to try. Seeking Ie· Journey, would like to do walks, mOVIes, 
DOUBLE AQUARIAN concerts . talks, over coHee. Must be, N/S, 
woman dream come true. Let's start with a 
male , for companv. I'm not picky and hope 
conversalJon. 'D'5685 
with Leo kissing. Spiritually Inch ned musIc neither are you. 11"5590 
emotionally stable, portland area. 11'5615 
and art kwer, seeks womanly companion' 
ANEW DAY ship, 30·45, cross·country skiing (well 
maybe not thiS winter), and outdoors, na· Very attractIve, DWPM, early 50s 5'8", 
meN~meN Lost souls enca of humor, financially secure, jazz ture lover. Let's learn to swlng dance. 'D' 
buff, loves salling , and romanlic week- 5576 
ends, seeks attractive PF, mld-40s. 1r JUNGLE FEVER??? BULL MOOSE MUSIC 
5679 Nah, but I love dark·skinned women. all REGULAR GUY It was Saturday, March 7. approximately 
ON THE ROAD AGAIN nationalities, so II you're a fit , attractive, 
Honest, down·to-earth, well educated, dri· 5pm, We made eye contact severalluTlBs. 
Warm, sensitive, outgoing, honest, trust· 
sane, exotic, lun, 20·30 year-old woman, ven man, 29. t have bIg dreams, would I had glasses, beard , and a brown leather 
wor1hy DWM. 29, 5'1 0", 1951bs, blondJ 
who seeks a LTR, with Mr. Right! tr5577 love to share them With the right person, jacket. We stood together in the ~blues" 
blue, mustache, medium build, enjoys, qUi' BLACK, ASIAN 
enjoys walking , falling leaves. cool nIghts, Section. Please call . This time I'll speak 
et times, movies, talking. Seeking sincere , Hispanic or Native·American female want· 
and all things natural. If you're superficial, more quickly. 'ft'5623 
honest, emotionally secure SF, lor friend· ad by attractive SWM, 5'10-, brownlbrown, 
please don't call . 11'5722 
LOOKING FOR JOEY 
ship, possibkt LTR. Must love kids. 1r5625 prefer s~m·average , 2()'35, under 5'4" , TAKE ME TO MARS If 80ckland rings a very big bell with you, 
CULTIVATED, SECURE 
children ok. Lorenzo Lamas type without Spaced out GWM, 28, 265lbs, N/S, NlD you're the one, saw you recently at shop 
the molorcyde. 'lJ'557e seeks sincere GBM for an adventure. Agel and save. I would really like to meet you. 
Assertive , romantic, highly educated, sen-
SWEET AND SENSiTIVE 
race unimponant. Let's explore ouler 'lr5610 
sual, confident, sensitive, thoughtful, affec· space togetherl 'lr5622 
tionate DWM, 5'11 ", 1701bs, attractive , Artirulate, alhletic, chivrurous, affectionate RED OR 
'muscular. enjoys classicaVpopular music, SBM, 23, college graduate. smooth bald 
IS YOUR LIFE COMPLETE? STRAWBERRY 
European travel, theater, reading, French head, seeks intelligent, opintonated, se- Are you missing that special someone in You have the most stunning red hair, and a 
cuiSine, good conversation, and cozy cure, confident woman, 20·30, who enjoys your life?? Call 900·370·2041 and lInd daughter named Taylor, 4, who loves to 
home. Seeking feminine, educated, inde- lively discussion, drinking good wine. and that person today!! Calls cost $1 .99 per color, she had a barbie book altha laundry 
pendent, intelligent. refined, sensuous just plain relaxing . And want a change ... minute, 18++. 
mat on 3/2198. Bul I wanna know you 
woman, 35·49. shapely, pretty. 1%'5621 Call. 'ff5579 NEARLY EVOLVED 
instead, ok. 1f5568 
IMPOSSIBLE .•. HONEST, SENSITIVE GWM, 33 , warm heart . open mind, sarcas' 
SEEKING 
in Portland? Conservative, gentle, clean· This lonely SWM, 50 , is tired 01 cooking 
tic sense 01 humor, seeks irreverent romeo UNCOMMON GUY 
cut, lamily·oriented, romantic, ex·military and cleaning nights alone. I'd rather do It 
lor long walks down off beal paths. Me: Your personal ad read : Uncommon guy 
country boy, 29, Catholic, athletic, clean- with a physically fil SWF, in her 40s, likes 
masculine , good looks, heavy build with seeks adventure .. . SM, 37, loves dogs, ler· 
to cuddle, watching a good movie on tv. great legs. You : younger, still smoking cig· rels, and inspired people ... Lookmg for F, cut, N/S, legal professional, reserved in 
public. strong Maine roots, moving back Let's talk. 1rS580 
areUes, bohemian senSibilities a plus. adventure wanting to play. I wanted to 
'lr5645 respond, but didn'l. Please give this Fad· 
nor1h next year. Seeking similar woman for PRO MARINER venlurer a chance . You won't be sorry. 
LTR. No on. in therapy need apply. SWM, 45, no baggage, N/S. 6'. 160lbs, MATURE & SECURE 'lr5572 
tr5619 dark/green, lives in Cape Elizabeth, seeks Settled GM, 40, 5'8-, I 8OIbs , blond/gr.en, 
UPBEAT attractive, inlel~gent woman. 30·42, with a 
seeks buddy lor ell her short or Iong·term, 
WAL- MART BRUNS. 
Down-Io·earth, tall, dark, handsome , fn, great smile, who enjoys travel, theater, bo-
but hoping lor LTR. Activities·oriented. Our palhs keep crossing here. You brown 
aling, spontaneity, laughter, and positive loves music, gardens, and rooking. I'm 
curly haired male. Me: brown curly haired 
humorous, traveled, cu lturally d iverse, 
communication. 11"5501 passionate, romantic, and fun. Let's have 
female, We've talked twice at Toy dept. 
educated SWM. NJS, enjoys outdoors, some. 1t5624 and pharmacy. Can'l stop thinking about 
seeks lall, slim, attractive SF, 38·48, with INDEPENDENT LADY you. Feels like I've always known you. 
combination 01 warmth , intellect. adven· Educated, well·traveled SWM, 43, NiS , so- AFFLUENT, WASPY, SKIER Coffee or drink sometime. 1r5596 
lure, integrity, pizazz, for counlerpart. cial drinker seeks SF. 30·45. with similar Clean·cut, well-educaled, unpretent10us MARK 
'lr5644 qualities, fQ.1 LTR. 11'5522 GWM. 40, 6', 1701bs, brown/green, enJoys CALL AGAIN 
CHUBBY GUY PASSENGER WANTED 
sailing, biking, cooking, and gardening and 
You called my voice mail on Friday, Jan· 
more. Seeking GM. with similar/comple· 
SWPM. 29, 6'1-, old·fashioned vakJes, for motorcycle rides to the beach, moun- mentary interests, lor LTR. 'ft'5567 
uary 23rd, at 6:08pm and 2ft 6 at 9:08pm. 
enjoys dining out dancing , rountry rides, tains and in between, to share camping, The tape ran out before you left number. 
candlelight dinners, cuddling. Seeking SF, boating, Ilea markets, quiet times, and ani- HEALTHY 40 YEAR-OLD You like Southern hospitality, and I liked 
for soulmate, to lulfill my hIe. '0'5638 mals. DWM, 49, 5'9", NIS, brOWfllblue, se- HispaniC college studenl , with HIV+, your voice. Pv1uch in common? Yesl Please 
THIS IS IT •.. 
eks SWF, NlS, outdoors type, lor LTR thought I was doomed for 14 years, but call and leave number. Southern Redhead. 
York county 11"5534 now living a heaHhy 6fe, and getting it 
'lr5518 
I'm giving up. Moved to Maine because I togelher. I workout everyday with weights. KEN WHERE ARE YOU 
was told there are beautiful women there. RESPECT YOU .•. 
Where are you? Smart, neurotiC, inl rovert· as an equal. Shy, caring, sharing DBPM, 
I'm 155UJs, brownlhazel. together body breakfast at governors was greal, did you 
and spirit. I want to have fun. 'U'5598 
ed, extroverted, whalever, listener, talker, 60, looks SO , N/S, NID, passionate, spiritu-
get stuck In phi lly, please call me. 11'5514 
eater, starver, S, M, S, NlS, W, H. J , K, L, ally centeled, enjoys bodybuilding, music, FIRST TIME AD WAL.f.tART 
man, 55. '!r5650 singing, dancing, qUiet dinners, walklng. Male, 27, 5'10", ' 60Ibs, brownlblue, very Scarborough, Saturday, February 21 , air 
QUIET BUT FUN 
Seeking SF, 40·55, NlS , light drinker ok. gO<>d-looking , humorous, seeks male with out 4:30pm. You : Attractive , black·hwred 
Often quiel but easygoing SWM, late 305, 
Portland area only. 1fS537 similar qualities . 1t5542 lady with a small boy. Me: Green IIlght 
CLASSY CATCH ATTRACTIVE 
jacket and black beret with a cap badge. 
medium build, enjoys weekend cooking . 
movies, and hikes. Fan 01 the Jerky Boys Talented, handsome. professional DWM, Honest GWM. 32. 5'10", 1451bs, NIS, en-
You thought it was ~neal·. I would like to 
make contact. Coffee, talk, etc. tr5519 
and South Park, have my unique sty le of young 405, 6', 160lbs, artistic, honest, ~s· joys dancing, travel, watching sports, se· 
humor. Looking for bookish or nerdy lener, kind, sensitive, enjoys arts, travel, 
eks similar male, early 20s·late 30s, who Is FOREST AVE. RITE AID 
woman to laugh with. 'Z!' 5648 outdoors, dogs. Seeking classy, down·to· 
good-looking, lit, to share my interests and 2/24 Tuesday, 7:15 p.m., you: dar1c. hair, 
- BE MY FRIEND earth, attractive, fit, smar1, educated, special times together. Please be honest. baggy jeans, made eye contact as you lett. warm, leal, special lady, 30·46. 1J'5550 'lr5543 Overheard your mom's birthday is Monday 
40s OWM, 5'6-, 158 Ibs, brown hair and 
UNIQUE MAN KITTEN SEEKS TOMCAT 
3/2 . You left in minivan wla woman and a 
eyes, medium build, N/S, easygoing, girl. Me : buying cigarettes. red half and 
warm, Iriendly, attractive , affecti onate. Compassionate, honest, healthy DWM, 6' , 
SGWM, 24, brown/brown, 5'10~, 1751bs, headband. Must meet. 11" 5521 
Seeks very similar, docile, nurturing, hon· 180lbs, NIS, creative anist , painler, sculp--
good shape. not seeking LTR, just night of 
est, affectionate romantic DWF, 43·49, we lor, carpenter, nourished by years 01 rich 
playful biting/nibbling. Tomcat must be 24· 
love home time, music, beach, cuddles, . life experiences. Open to explonng an inti· 
40, good shape, N/Drugs, little or NID, 
lriendship to LTR. 11"5614 
male friendship/relationship wilh a slender, open·minded, frisky. Call me_ I'll make you SINGLe paReNts sensuous, evolved woman, 30s·4Os, NIS, roll on your back and purr ... meow ... '8' 
NICE GUYS ... childless or grown children. mid·coast 5593 
finish last. Please show me this isn't true. area. 1J'5552 SPRING HAS SPRUNG DESIRE 
DWM, 41, 5'6", 1401bs, NIS, NlD, enjoys CUDDLY TEDDY BEAR Easygoing GWPM, 36, 5'10-, 1751bs, One truly extraordinary woman to share 
auto-racing, cars, outdoors, music, dimng Honest, sincere, kind , loving SM, 29, 5'10-, bk>ndlblue·green, financially stable, NIS, 
deep Iriendship, valued partnership, With 
out, quiet times at home. Seeking SF. with dark brownlhazel. N/S, NID, enjoys moon· N/D, NJOrugs, enjoys antiquing, auctions, 
handsome gentlemanJdad. Artisan, entre· 
similar interests. Age unimportant. 1J'5641 lit walks, dancing, outdoor activitIes. Seek· gardening, hiking, biking, ' beach. Seeking 
preneur, 46, Ught brownlblue, fit. seeks 
MAN WITH A HEART ing cuddle companion, 18·40, with sense similar qualities in level·headed, sponta· 
very attractive fair haired lass, 33·43, 
Diverse, caring, sensitive, fun SBPM, 41, of humor, in Portland area. 11'5569 neous man. 1%'5674 
who's posnive, fun , exciting , warm-heart· 
ed, sensual. Portland/south 1f5683 
5',,-, 1901bs, athletic buiki, nol a jock, en· SMART AND FUN 
joys kids. Seeking caring, sensitive, tun Caring, witty GWM, Ie, 5'9". red/hazel, en· 
StOWF, HNJ proportionate, for one-on·one WOmeN~WOmeN joys travel, movies, nights on the beach. LTR. 'lr5636 Seeking intelligenl. sensitive GWM, 18·24, 900# ARE YOU FROM AWAY? who's looking tor a LTR with an average 
Not a reqUirement but if you are we have SEEKING MISS RIGHT 
guy. N/S, NlDrugs, occasional drinking. 
Block? something in common. DWM, 48. seeks I am a 26 year-old GWF. I am a loving, car- 'lr5562 WF, 30-40, NIS, tor mutual appreciation, jng. sensitive woman, looking for someone YOUNGER GM WANTED 
shared tun and LTA. I'm honest, ethical. to share my ~fe with, Seeking someone This attractive, nOfmal-looking/acting GWM, 
and a passionate lover of music and art. who wi ll not play games. Looking for late 305, 5'10", 1901bs, seeks thin, medium No Problem No Geminis/strong extrovens. "D'5649 someone honest and willing to have a rela· SM, 20s-305. Let's have coffee. Please be , .. 
SCREEN WRITER tionship. Seeking LTR. 'U'5646 
normal·looking/ading. '6'5573 
Purch ose blocks o f Co seo 
OWM, 50ish, screen wnter, Lab lover, sail· SHE'S OUT THERE!! 
or, racing fan , seeks caring, affectionate We have her number!! Whal are you wait· 
fRIeNDS fiRSt 
Boy W eekly Pe rsonols time 
SF, NlO, NIDrugs, with personality, inlel6· ing lor? Call 900-370-204 I and see il by usin g your Moslercard, 
gence. honesty, lor LTR. No head games, she's the one lor youll Calls cosl $1 .99 
'lr5629 per minute. 18++. VISA, p ersonal check o r cosh. 
ENERGETIC SOMEWHERE ••. LESBIAN COUPLE To purchose your colling 
Easygoing DWM, 41,5'10-, 2051bs, brownl Big, beautiful, spiritual woman, NlS, NtO, This tun couple is in search 01 other gay or cord co li Jo line NOWI 
brown, N/S, social drinker, enjoys dancing, looking for someone who likes to walk the lesbian cou~ friends. we're tired of aN our 
movies, sports, exercise, and all of li le's beaches , watch the sunsets , listen to ro- friends breaking up. We like movies, clubs 775·1234 pleasures. Seeking StDWF, 33·42, H/W mantic music, and enjoys learning new and going out for dinner. Us: early 2Os. Ex-
proportionate , who likes to cuddle, and things. Wil~ng to take a chance with some- pand your horizons with this outgoing cou· 
have lun and lei loose . 1J'5609 one, 35-55. 'lr570 ' pie. 'lr5714 




starts Wedt1e5day, April 29 
FREE INTRODUCTORY 
TALK &. DEMONSTRATION 
WetJre&day. AprIl 15. 7::30-9pm 
Dr~ty Stu.:jJo In PortlaM 
222 Sc. John Sc. Suice 240 
Tor~5cerorFMf. 
-2142 ",967-5965 
• Therapeutic Massage 
• Polarity Therapy 
• Reflexology 
• Bach Flower Remedies 
• Colon Hydro-Therapy 
Cherie Howard CMT, NTS 
781- 2132 
VOGA 
FI'tIII Introductory CIa ..... 
W .... 8:30pm April 1 
IIet. 1:00pm April 4 
Moving Into Deeper Change 
Ocean Rolfing Associates 





Practitioners dedicated -to your health ... 
~?Itacite~~ 
884 Broadway, South Portland, ME . 




Ikitpunctu~ • ChiNese Herbs 
lilf Shi" Do~ BodYIlfilfd ACJlPI'l'Ssal~TIoI 
Free Initial ConsultAtion 
Therapeutic Massage 
Swedish· Sports· Neuromu5t:ular 
WSHEILA McKENZIE, N .. tion.ally Certified Musilge Therapist 
767-7543 
CranioSacral Therapy 
\'1 I ~ Work with you, 















Natural T,,"l1p~ljljC SfHCiAli$/ 
Cnrifi,d M"'MK' T"""pisl 
Holistic Health Education 
Massage Polarity RcAtXology 
Movement Classes 
ra ~.!!tR!~. ~!!lER 
~ II,.. I. 0.. ""'.," 
E ...... ~ Eolualion 
207-865-0617 
• ·Whol. penon· 'l'prDOch to stress 
• p.normall" & I •• min, "ha".m,,' 
for all .,os 
• Body. Hind & lpinl illl"raoOll 
Privale Stuions & a.ms 
http:// ammi.(om/i 1111 erfocus 
aeIJd _ .... IeIten-Pl .... 
a.rId _ CuroI1 D. PIper 
JituDbmr of W RsW A1UarJoe 
Pree ReOr.1 C11nJo at lla1ne KedlcaJ. Cent.er 









Spring S("..8Mion B~ginll March 9th 
• 7 Days A Week, All Holidays 
• same day appointments 
• Gift Certificates available 
• Regular Basis Discount 
TRAUMA GROUP 
For Male & Female 
Survivors of Sexual Abu;. 
P,~sl!ntly suiting male participants 
Co-Lcd by Male II< 
Female Psychologists 
Call 1m i"lor71f4tim, II' Cun{,dt'lItMl/lnltnlitw 
MERLE BRAGDON, PH.D. 
772·1570 









• Adult Children of Alcholics 
MllllcllIIl/nlU.11e1 
IIlmlluPllbl1 
S"III •• ICIII FII 
Individual/Couples/Family Therapy 
175 LIIClltl' It. 
GDv't Cilltl' Iultl 214C 











302 Stevens Ave, Portland 
Sun@ 10:30 
772·8277 
~ Anxiety. o.pn.nlon, SUb'lMK. Abu .. 
.. Relationship Problems. Se.u.tt 
Dyrlunctlon, ElL 
~ C,..,ivIty 1Sock!, lung/on 0.. ... 
Interpretation 
Ov., 2S y .... 01 Experience 
AU Insurance Plans Accepted 
E~nlng Hours Av.ilable _ 
Sliding Scale 
Initial Consultation Free 
". was blind ... 
to the beneAts of massage 
FOCUS ON SINGLES 
!VI inlerdenominational agency that 
COITl1TlIricales a message of wtxieness, 
healing and int~, on the journey loward 
healthy relationshiQS. Call T 00d Denson 
761-0228 
Join the tape of the week club: 
This month's tape:'The Mystique Woman' 
'The 'Body Jirm 
l\ody1culphng shrough Weight troining 
In our ash yeor of operation 
. Beginning through advanced 
weight training 
. Sports specihc weigh'lraining 
Leah Aranovikh, BA, MA, CPT 284-5376 t. 
Cer1ified Personal T miner 




Klf\ieE,MATIl;CS I' _1IIIIIIlD ATIIf1E _ , 
loo-r" in1 ..... PIlley ~y. CMi r 




. LOOK GOOD· FEEL GOOD 
I'" Revitalize you7 1ife with 
a weight management 
program 
Just Call: 1-800-337·6275. 
HERBS & HEALING 
ApPRENTICESHIP 
Hands-on Insensive Course 
for Ihe Beginning. Inser· 
mediale & Advanced Herb 
Studenl or Ihe Heallh care 
Professional. Taughl by 
Herbalisl Corinne Marr in . 
Learn 10 idenlify and use 
Medicinal Planss in Ihe con· 
lexl of Whole Heallh. 
April - November 
Bridgton, Maine 
647-2724 
Using Your Chakra 
System as a Tool 
with John Moulton 
6:30 - 9:00 $20 
APR. 9 - Channeled Teachings 
ofVywamus 
with Ann Hastings 
6:30 - 9:00 $20 
"::11011 -Jri 10-6, SlIIIO-5. SIl 1l ')IJf}{Hl -5 
Books. Crystals, Tarot and Psychic Readings. Gifts. Jewelry 
32~ Fore Street' Portland, ~laine' 207-828-1710 ' Open Daily 
JOAN MURRAY 









INDMDUAI.I. COUPLF.I AND GROUP THEtAPI' 
&I[£Slrrm. &Itt,,..,},, ~ ..t ......... ry. • 
DrfrN/ .... Sncul ~fo....,i(,.I. 
5,..,,-'il]. fI~rCNII"J, 
PlEASE CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION 
K 1"'11 I.r. 1 ngs 
* Cryslals 
* Ta rm Rtad ings 
* Palm Rc:adinBs 




* Astrological Et 
P~n;Ual Charts 
* Gift Ctrtifi cal~ 
A\l8i lablt 
761-5655 







New Spring Classesl 
Starting March 30 
Kripalu Yoga - 871'8274 




Dip!. C.G. Jung Ins!. - Zurich 
32 Pleasanl St. , Portland, ME 04101 
772·2779 
Cathy langevinr lCSW 
Psychotherapist 
Individual/Coupl .. <::OUn .. lino. 
Women',luu." Sub,tance Abu .. 




Elizabeth Berks· Patricia Bennett 
MmJbm ..t.M. T . ..t. 
774-6876 
SfrQI Reduction Leads 10 H~lh Improvtmtnl 
MARCH 26, 1998 37 




IND IV IDU"LS - CoUPUS • GROUPS 
Stephen R. Aronson, Ph.D. 
Licc n"ed P\ychCl l o~i .. t 
Practice Si nce 1970 
Anxiety, Depression. Grieving. 
Panic Attacks, Suess. 
Rct..:ovcry I ssues 
Brief or Depth Psychothe rapy 
Individual, Couples, Groups 
Jungian Orientation 
772-3176 
Mcn's .'I'hcr.lPY Cruup. Mun. 7~9rm 
Mixct..l Therapy Group, Tues. 4-hpm 
to place your ad here 
call 775·1234 
EA TING PROBLEMS, 
BODY IMAGE & 
SEXUALITY ISSUES 
lnd;vjdual, Family. Worltshops 
LISA BUSSEY, LCPC 
775-7927 





M •• IClld/lnIUrinCI 
R,I.lla'lllIll 
Ilidl •• ICII. FII 
176 Llncllt •• It. 
Gov't Cuter Iultl 214C 




A holistic approach 
combining traditional 
and alternative treatment 
to assist you towards 
improved health. 
87 Baribeau Dr_ • Brunswick· 729-1164 
insurant( rrimbursabk with physician prrscription 
? 
38 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
bull.ti" bo ... d 
lo.t fi found {fy ••• 
Yideshare .. ,Y .... 
help wanted 





aptal ... "t 
condos/rent 
"oom.' ... nt 
I •• o"al rental 
offices/re"t 
art studios/rent 
.tor ••• I"e"t 
bUs,"eSJ .... nt.t 
", • .,tals ""a"ted 
hOUI.sUth,. 
.... 1 .stat. 
condos for ••• .-
hind tOY s.l. 
mobUe hom., 
auctions 




pyofessional • ., .. vice, 
business ..... "ice' 
computer, 
financial 
items fo .. sale 
yard sales 
antiqu.s 




th •• tye .... 'ts: 
bed & b"' .... t.,t. 
getaways 








ca .... pgrounds 
su .... mer camps 
publicatio,u 
a.,imals 
' ..... l notices 
da se.,.vices 
R A T E 
fjfll a, wo.d. - St_oolwk_. 
• dditional wds • ilSC ea . 
s 
"Y J wk •• ,.1 Ih. ~Ih , ... 
Who.b 6' Keeb Doot - h,l.uo 
'til 
itselll -hs words ; vehich'J and 
boots oolyf C.II 'or dot.lls_ 
hdeY-"et tl.utft.d. - a. 10 ... a. 
$2S for 6 months fo., SO words! 
DII,I.y Ad R.I •• , W.h •• lbl", 
."dfrequ."cy dhcoullt iI.to 
aV'.tl,bleupon requelt. 
GET IT TO US 
D .. dll •• : "'00., 1P" p.o-p.ld 




P.O. Boo ,,)1 
Portl •• d, "'E o~.o~ 
Ha"ti:,61 eon,un St. 
FINE PRINT 
wnll elill. "'1 ... 1 ....... , .,4.r. 
VI." Ir NlUhfU'. ' Lod e F .. R4 It •• , 
Iflh. I'll. C.luslfittl Ids ., • ... ·.,.t ••• · 
,"Ilt. C .... ,k,II"ot It, It,ltt, t., '''Y 
,.,.,IIIUI ,,""'n .•• IIII ...... r t ... .., •• ilt 
U ••• 4 .... ieh- ,I. Itot .ned U.t .... 1 ••• f 
eo .. t ... t .r ", •• hRUIUy clt.",_ the ... ". 
hll of tit. ",1. Gutllt .. ttl II. bsnt! .he. 
\1 .... 1 •• '.0" iii .. b ... tI",r.lutl.mllt, 
••• Wet' ., , •• "edt ... R .... " ", 
.4'1i1" tlt.t ••• tt."". w.s .d. to 
til' utkulitit, .f ,II •• t, It.t th.t I.elt 
",riflull •• 11 .. t .hr'" pon"' •. 1"-
•• tt., "Ihlln t." .... , hn •• r. 
1.' ..... 11 ••• It III, co.' .... I" .tlv.rtisl., 
HOW GOOD ARE YOU? 
Casco Bay Weekly is currently seeking qualified applicants to fill a new 
opening in our Display Sales department. 
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE 
Responsible for selling ads both in person and over the phone, you 
must possess a strong work ethic and have zero understanding of the 
word '00: A willingness to go the extra mile helping clients to achieve 
their goals while you achieve yours combined with a pos~ive an~ude 
and internal fortitude are crucial. 
This pos~ion offers unlimited income potential, complete benefits pack· 
age and the opportun~ to grow with ar1 enthusiastic team of dynam-
ic, creative professionals. 
If you are interested in expkJring your potential in advertising sales with 
Greater Portland's fastest growing media group, please fax or send 
your resume w~ salary history to: 
Follow up calls are welcome 
We are an EOE rn/f/h/v 
Carey E. Watson 
V.P. Sal ••• Mark"""; 
581 Congr ... Street 
Portland, ME 04101 
(Fax) 207·77501615 
Opportunities at PROP 
YOUTH & COMMUNITY 
OUTREACH COORDINATOR 
Can you meet the Challenge? Become part of a team offering high risk youth 
opportlXlities to make pos~ive choices and expand leadership skills. Our Peer 
leader learn is looking for energetic, diverse, and flexible players to join them in 
facil~ating male mu~i-ru~ural youth groups. Offer support and education to low 
income youth, families, and communities through training opportun~ies, recre-
ational programming and networXing. Knowledge of high risk youth issues, com· 
munity experience, and believing in the next generation a must. BA or BS in 
Human Services or related field; experience facilitating youth groups and man-
aging conflict resolution preferred. Evening hours required. Clean driving record 
required. $9.34-9.90 depending on experience. RESUMES FOR POSITION 
DUE BY 5:00pm on 04/10/98 TO EXECUTIVE ASSISTAt-lT, PROP, 
510 CUMBERLAND AVENUE, PORTLAND, ME 04101 
.......... ,.,., •. 
PROP 
The Board of Trustees and managemenf ofPeopIe~ Regional Opportun;-
fy Program ate 6nn1y commifJed fo assuring non-discrimination in all aspects 
of program par1idpaJion and employment. 
EARN $20.00-$25.00: 
Adults, Parents & Children needed for 
physical erams. Exams performed by 
RN's trainin<) to become Nurse Practi-
tioners in the SimmonstUNE·Westbrook 
Colleqe Nurse Practitioner ProQram at 
Westbrook ColleQe Campus beQinninQ 
April 8th and endinQ May 15th. For 
mort Info call Carole 
191·126t ext. 4309. All exams 
supervised by Certified Nurse Practl· 
tloner Faculty_ 
TAXI DRIVERS 
LEASE SPliT SO/SO 
ON FIRST 5100 OF FARES 
DRIVERS KEEP TIPS + OTHER FARES. 
7~7 -7176 LEAVE MESSAGE 
AKARI HAIR CARE ne.ds MOOEI5 for Trainee 
culS Program. CAII772'9fJ60 and ask for Zahra 
or Tricia. 
AMAZING METABOLISM BREAK THROUGH. Loose 
10-200 pounds. Or. recomH'lded, herbal all naturt 
based products. Call. 666·8035. 
CALL DARLENE at 717·564·5553 and 
ask ml! how you can make money! 
EARN MORE THAA A CEO. Inlernalion.1 Mklng. 
Co. seeking to expand. Looking for ambitious 
peopll! with I!xpl!rience in public speaking, train· 
ing or owned a business . (omm. only. 
1·888'280·6677 • 
GOV'I POSTAl lOSS, Start al SI8.67Jhour. For 
appiiation and info, call 1-818-506-5354 ext. 6152. 
HEAD PRESSMAN, TO OPERATE 12 UNIT COLO 
WEB Press. Position could involve Production Mgmt . 
for Qualil'ied individual. Requires strong supervi-
sory and mechanical skills. Flexibility with hours. 
OUTSIDE SALES REP, AUTOMOTIVE PUBUCATION. 
One position in Coocord, leDanon, Claremont, 
NH area, another in Northern VI. Requires strong 
sales and marketing background;print media a 
plus. 8asesalary, commission and bonus on team 
sales. Comprehensive benefit package. Mail or 
fax resume to BD Press, lnc/Buver's Digest, Altn: 
Human Resources. RR '2 box 1257 Fairfax VT 
01454. Fax 802·1193·6790. 
LESBIAN COUPLE NEEDS CHILD CARE !>SAP for 2 
year old boy. Need.d 9'3oam'4pm M-f, can be 
flexible. Own transportation; non-smoking. Send 
letter, will cal~ to: Advertiser 1000. P.O. Box 1238. 
Portland. ME. 0410q, 
MALE MODELS 18'21 WANTED formagazine/video 
production, Great way to earn eKtra great cash in 
spare time. Beginners welcome- Gfles, 751-1724. 
PEPPERCWB RESTAURANT is looking for 
reliable PIT dishwasher. Must be available week-
ends. Apply in person at 78 Middle St. or (all 
772-053'-
SMALL GIRL'S HORSEMANSIlIP (AMP IN SOUTH 
WESTERN N.H. seeks young woman with good 
equestrian skills and an ease with children to fill 




S ANNUAL INCOME S S.asonal business. Tim H. 
SI02,80)/18 weeks. Seakoaling driveways. Eq~p­
ment. training. 100% financing. 1-800-783-7452 
extr.606. 
VISA/MC ACCEPTED 
A FREE PRESENTATION 
APRIL 6TH 7P.M. 
Career Opport!Jnities 
in Holistic Massage & 
Polarity Therapies 
RSVP (207) 828-8622 
Proftssional L""I Trainings 
Polarity Realization Institute 





• Stenci[ crosses. 
• Custom stendung 
htt.u:/lunvw,cybertours,ccnn!periwinKje/ 
(207) 985-8020 • :Fa>.:J207) 985-1601 
\ I~ I . \ \I I(JI I- .... . C{) III-(I IIlI f: ' 
OY! ... A Shoppe 
383 Stevens Avenue 
Portland, Me. 
772-3155 
"BOLDI BOLDI! BOLD!!! It sellsl Ask 
for bold lines when you place your 
ad, ns·U34-
BARAKAI Middl. East.rn Dance Ensemble. Lec· 
ture/demonstrations and celebrations. Josie Conte 
828-6571. 
fREE INVENTION KIT: Patent and Market your 
new product idea! Call (oncept Network. 
1·800-8)5'2246. ,,'-67. 
I please Recycle I 
IMMUNE DEfiCiENCY SUFFERERS. TREATMENT 
WITH IV infusions of Gammagard in 1993'1994 
could helve caused Hepatitis-( entitling you to 
compensation. Attorney Charles Jo hn son. 
1·800-m'5727· 
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY? CONSID· 
ERING ADOPTION? Portland's MY CHOICE 
provides personal support and related expens· 
es. You choose a loving family and can always 
know how your child is doing. Many families 
waiting, in and out-of-slate. Call 772-7555. or 
1-800-640-7550. 
WE CAN LOCATE ALMOST ANYONE! Schmidlin 
Tra<:er Services. Inc. 1-800-717-0525-
LOST & FOUND 
LOST OR STOLEN PURSE on 2/28198 WITh all of 
. my bill money. Police have not found yet. tam 
a mother of twa young children in need of finan-
cial help. Anv small amount'" hetp and kind· 
nesswoutd begratefully appreciated. K. Bonville. 
P.O. Bolt 4000. Windham, ME. 04062. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
$1,000 WEEKLY stuffing envelopes at home. You'll 
eam $1.00 for every envelope you process. GUAR-
ANTEED! Home wo ..... needed now! fREE OETAILS 
send 5A5.E.lo P.O. Box 754501·KO, Coral Springs, 
fL 1)O7~ 
S800 WEEKLY! PfO(essing Government Refunds "at 
home. No E1.perience Ne(essary! 1-800·696-~779, 
ed·417· 
ATTENnON EVERYONE! Work from home folding our 
financial brochures! Homeworters nteded immedi· 
alley! We pay you! No gimmicks! (all Now! 
1.800-774-9141. 
Altentlon Prof!sslonalsl StOt+/Mon from Your 
Home, Not ~i-Lev!I. Serious Inquiries 800-600-0341 
U.-l0 24 hl5. 
BURNING DESIRE To Mak. S2-IK Weekly from home? 
Excellent On-Going SUpp<lrt In Your Enterprise. Nol 
MLM.l·888·281·St96· 
EARN SI000-SI500 WEEKLY STUffiNG ENVELOPES 
AT YOUR PREMISES. MONEY ne .. r slops. h .. sup-
plies. Rush SASE: lighting Quik Mail Distributors. 
PO Bo, 18027, PIliladeiphia. PA 19141. 
GOVERNMENT WBS, NOW HIRING IN YOUR AREA. 
St6,ooo-68.000.oo TOlLfREE.I-800<!8)-0819,1'124-
GREAT PAY! Assembly al home. Arts, (rafts.loys, 
jewelry. sewing. typing, computers. Free info. Amaz-
ing recorded message. 1-8oo"}95-D380. ext25. 
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY NEEDS h.lp wilh mall 
order .. 300 billion dollar a year industry. PT{FT 
polenlial $500·$1000. f",e book~1 (207)871'5235. 
lOCAL CANDY ROUTE, 30 vending machines. Earn 
appro~ $8oo/day. AllforS9,995. 1~-VEND. 
MILLIONAIRE WILLING TO TEACH FIVE MEN OR 
women a proven method for becoming wealthy 
in less than twelve montns! Must have a strong 
desire! Call 888-303-8668. 
PERfECT PART TIME HOME BUSINESS! 2 HOURS 
per day earns you S2k,S20k per month. Hands 
on training. 24 hour message. 1-888-276-)255. 
Serious about Success? Looking for .mbi· 
tlous self-starters to train In new Industry. Aexl-
ble work schedule, decide your income. 
1-888'501'4435· 
WOULD YOU UKE TO WORK fROM HOME doing 
assembling ord.OOI wo ... ? Send $4 plus SAS.E. 
to: W. luke, 11 Shepley, Portland, Me. 04tOl. 
ROOMMATES 
AWSOME APARTMENT! On Wesl.rn Prom., roof 
access, parking. 5258/mo. + 1/3 utils. 775-2521-
Looking for non·smoking female. AYailable 4/1. 
BE ONE OF THREE. Share large Victorian home 
wilh two GM and pets. $300/mO. includes utili· 
ties, cable, and W.O. No smokers and no drugs. 
Woodford Comer area. 874-7475, Chris. 
fEMALE SEEKS fEMALE N/S for lar&< 2BOR apart· 
ment. Parking, clean, great location. Security dep. 
S32s1mo. + utils. Heat & H.W. included. 854·q634. 
GM SEEKS ROOMMATE FOR 3BDR. apartm.nl near 
USM. Off·street parking. spadous, quiet, S23o/mo. 
plus utilities. Call 772'5997, leave message. 
PORTlAND· GAY FRIENDLY WF 10 share 2BDR, inl ... n 
apartment. Hardwood floors, off street parting. 
S33oimo. includes heat. hot water. ]61'7095. 
RESPONSIBLE N/S GAY WF for cule 2BOR apart· 
ment. S2Bo/mo ..... 112 utilities. Available 4/15198. 
775·6435. please leave message. 
SCARBOROUGH-Looking for responsible M/F, to 
share large t.ouse w/2 males. Swimming pool. 
fireptace, parking S307/mo ..... utils. 88)-5197. 
SEBAGO lAKE AREA: Seeking gay friendly roommate 
to share nice home. Easy commute to Maine Mall, 
and Windham. S)oo{mo. all inclusiYe. 787'346-4. 
Si:,KING GAY fRIENDLY MAlE, N/S. for2BDR. house. 
Bay views. yard, pa*ing, laund~. heat included 
S6s/wk. plu~ 879'7323. 
SEEKING HOUSEMATE· )BOR. house near Brighlon 
Medical. Parking. washer/d~er, yard. S24s/mo, .... 
utilities. 828-179L 
SEEKING NEAT, RESPONSIBLE, N/S PERSON 10 
share sunny 28DR apartment off Baxter Boule· 
yard. Parking. slorage, washer. small deck. 
52501mo. + 1/2 utilities. No pets. 773-6701. 
TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED for apartmenl n.ar 
Payson Park. Rent S25o/mo. Deposit $250. M/F, 
N/S. 871'9791. 
WEST END: Responsible N/S housemate needed 
for three story victorian townhouse. Hardwood 
floors, fireplace, washer/dryer, off street parking. 
Available April lSI. $325 + 1/2 utilities. 761·6981. 
APTS/RENT 
fREE RENT FOR HELP OR PAY RENT.L.ase/oplion 
available. Near USM, MMC, & Old Port. 879'9143. 
MAINE MED.· Sludio, 1 & 2BOR. apartmenls. 
H/H.W., oak Hoors. new kitchens & bath, nicely 
redone, S375,S600/mo. 773'1814. 
PLEASANT AVE, 2BDR. hardwood floors, skylights, 
off·street parking, dishwasher, WID hook·up .. 
572s/mO. Includes heat. Chris. 871-1848. 
SACO INTOWN· 2BDR., 2 baUlS, hook·ups, oil heal, 
parkin!. N/S. S~7s1mo. + • Evenings 2830(77), 
STATE STREET- NEAR MERCY HOS~TAl, 
1&2BDR. in 3 buildings. A Victorian building with 
water view of harbor. A Federal period building 
with high ceilings and large rooms. All redeco· 
rated, bright rooms. oak floors. H./H.W., start at 
S45o/mO. 77)·1814· 
OFFICES/RENT 
CPT CMT looking for counselor or bodyworker to 
rent office. Wood fords comer area. 797-D3)1. 
FIRST FLOOR, 2/RooM suil •• S42s1mo. 2nd. Hoor 
small office Sus/mo. both have adjoining baths, 
on-site pa ... ing. utiUties included Convenienl S.Port· 
land localion. fMI 799-8648. 
ART STUDIOS/RENT 
ARTISTS STUDIO, ARTISTS ONLY BUILDING in Port· 
land. All indusive rent. $12S-$300/m0, Very cre-
ative/supportive atmosphere. 828-0031. 
RENTALS WANTED 
MATURE GM SEEKING ONE BEDROOM condo/apt. 
rental for April lSt. Quiet, N/S environment. off 
strffi: parking. Excellent references. Write Box Hold· 
H: P.O. Box 4118, Sta. A. Portland, Me. 04101. 
MIDDU AGED PROfESSIONAl needs 2BOR apart· 
ment in quiet residential area Uke West End or 
Deerinl. $6ooImo. Call Brad Strause n5·5703. 
SEASONAL RENTAL 
lONES: 
llOUlllW (Toa. !WMIlMI) 
I. MlOCOAIT (1IKOUl, lJIOlC, WIIJO, ~ 
HOC) 
II. AWIIl (lWKo<X) 
" . DOWlIWT (WASIIINGTOI11 
, . lEJIII!Il( 'AUFr (ru1Q!(, AllDlQl(06-
Gill) 
'I. W!lTOM """MTUNs (OX_. -Ill) 
'II. C!IfTIAl _ (SOMOS£T, _TAQII~, 
PUIOIscon 
'IL IIOITlI!IM (AlOOSTo<X) 
It's not too early to start 
advertising you, summe, property. 
WE HAVE RATES FOR 
INTERNET ADVERTISING TOO. 
775-1234 
BIG SESAGO lAKE. STANDISH. MAINE. Sandy b.ach 
front camps (4). sleeps 6-8. Bright. dean, well 
equipped. DOCK & MOORING TOO!! Various weeks 
available S6soJwk. (207),81'3057 after 5:00pm. 
(Zone 0 .. 
DAMARlsconA LAKE- Secluded rustic cabin. 
Sleeps 6. Beautiful sunsets. float. screened porch. 
Bring your (anoe and paddle along the wooded 
shores. S.50",k. ('07)549')441. (Zon. II). 
IS YOUR SEASONAL RENTAL PROPERTY 
BOOK FOR THIS SEASON? No? then 
give us a call at 1-800-286-6601 and 
get your phone ringing_ We have spe· 
dal rates for internet packages. also_ 
REAL ESTATE 
1000'S Of FOREClOSED GOVERNMENT HOMES. 
VA. HUD. FHA. etc. Government financing avail-
able. Toll free 1·800-974'2)96 .xt. 2095. 
BARGAIN HOMES. THOUSANDS Of GOV'T fore· 
closed and repossessed properties being liqui-
dated this month! Government financing. low or 
no down. For current listing. call nowl 
1.800-501-1777 exl. 2798. 
GOVERNMENT FOREClOSED HOMES. Pennies on 
SI lax Repo·s. FDIC. VA, REDC, HUD. Local Lisl· 
ings. 1-800-883-0819, eJlI.H-1240. 
---'----
HOMEOWNERS, NEED CASHI?! CREDIT 
problems, self-employed, even bankruptcies. Fast 
approvals. no application fees, personal service. 
GOOD PEOPLE HAVE HARD TIMES TOO!! Toll Fre. 
1-888'383'6168.8:]0 am - 8:]0 pm 
LAND FOR SALE 
COLORADO ACRE MUST SELL S1I.500! ON FISH· 
ING creek. Beautifully located in high fockymoun· 
taincanyon. Quiet. private. accessible. S5oodown. 
SIlO monlh~. Call owner. 719.812'0935. 
MAINE'55+BEAUTIFUL WooOEDACRES. Take over 
paymenls of S151.84 monlhly. 35 miles NW of 
Bangor. Power, telephone, road frontage. 207 
942-0058. 






WITH A REAL 
GIFTED PSYCHIC 
NO GIMMICKS' NO HASSLES 
1-900-267 -9999 
EXT.81~ 
MUST BE IB VAS· 3.99 PEA MIN. 
SEAV-U (619)-645-8434 
BE IN TOUCH. GIVE THE GIFT OF LOVE AND HEALTH. 
Ilona Silverman, Certified Massage Therapist. 
871-1610. 
CELTIC MYSTIC Amazing, pmonal hand wril· 
ten Tarot readings! Send DOB. lSI name, and S10 
<ash/money order to: PO Box 6841, Scarboro. Me. 
040 70 
BODY & SOUL .. 
FOCUS ON SINGLES, an Interdenominational 
agency that communicatfS a message of whole· 
nfSs. healing, and Integrity on the journey toward 
h.allhy relationships. Call Todd Denson al 
838'9342. Ooin lilt lape of lilt monlh dub· Ihis 
month's tape: -How not to be single' 
FROM SURVMNG TO THRIVING Week· 
1y&~1!i beginning April Z1 & 22, TO GO WAI.J(· 
ABOUT WITH GOD Weekend retreat, April 
24- 25 & 26. CALL, 799'1024-
INTRODUCTORY TAROT ClASS, 8 week 
session begins April 14th, $145. FMI. jeanne Fior· 
ini.799-8648. 
PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP FOR YOUNG AOULTS 
Weekly therapy group is being offered for young 
adults. ages 18'22 who struggle with their sexu· 
al orientation and self·esteem. (all Barb loux,. 
lCSW, or Peg Dineen, LCPC at 772-6599 for more 
infonnation. 
SACRED BOOYWORK,A synlhesis of Mas-
sage, Breathing. Cranial· Sacral. Energy Clearin! 
and Capital Movement. Kristine Schares. 
829'5411/874'2171. 
SUNBIRD~READINGS- 35 YEARS EXPE· 
RIENCE. IAROT & PAST LIFE READ-
INGS_ APPOINTMENTS ONLY, 883-6198. 
WOMEN'S HEALING GROUP_ Openings in several 
co-facilitated groups. Down to earth. supportive. 
motivating. For more info, call 883-5597 or 
767-3848. 
WOMEN'S HEALING GROUP. Openings in several 
(o·facilitated groups. Down to earth. supportive, 
motivating. For more info. call 88)-5597 or 
767'384B. 
FITNESS 
CONSTIPATED OR lUST SICK AND TIRED Of fEEL· 
ING sick and tired? Are you ready 10 do some-
thing about it? for more information call 
800-442'7592. 
ANIMALS 
HANO FED,1-iAND TAME baby Cockatiels, P.ach· 
face Lutino Lovebirds S40-60/ea. Great selection. 
1 year old Umbrella Cockaloo, ~ Call 797')759. 
ROVER is a pleasanl, plump, middle aged bea· 
gle looking for that special someone who enjoy 
long walks on the bea(h_ Tnis guy is a reill clown 
and is guarantefl:l to keep you amused. Rox-
anne arrived at the shelter with most of her 
nose gone. She has held reconstructive surgery, 
battled an upper respirato~ infe<:tiona and is now 
looking to relocate. Both can be seen as The Ani· 
mal Refuge league at 449 Stroudwater St. in West· 
brook, 854-9771----- --
THE ANIMAL REFUGE LEAGUE al 449 
Stroudwater St. in Westbrook has many animals 
that are waiting for loving homes. 854-9771. 
FINANCIAL 
S10,OOO CREDIT CAROS GUARANTEED! Bad c",d-
k.bank"'plcyOK. V ... f,\\: &otllt ... pro-approved! 
1-704'561-2208,7 days. 24 hours. 
ARE YOU RECEIVING PAYMENTS ON Property You 
Have Sold, Annuities,lnheritance, Structured Set· 
tlements? Get CASH NOW! 800-872'5686. 
BERTELLE BR()()I(ING. INDIVIDUAL MONEY CON· 
SULTING. Bookkeeping, all systems. Financial 
court/tax organization. In·home visits. 874'4080. 
BILL PROBLEMS? 1·800'408'004-\ EX..i003 9AM· 
9PM. 7DAYS. DEBT consolidation loans and pro-
grams available. Bad credit OK. No advance fees! 
Free consultation. Non·profit.lower monthly pay-
ments. 
BILL PROBLEMS? WE CAN HELP! Debl Consolida· 
tion Loans and Programs Available. Bad Credit 
OK! No up front fees. Free consultation. lowe, 
your monthly payments. Save thousands in inter· 
est. Call 1-800'408-00«, ext.9QO. 
CASH NOW!! Structured Settlements, State lot-
teries. Annuities. Settled Workers Compo 
1-8oo-835-2979.eltt.300. 8.B.K Finandal. Inc. 
CONSOLIDATE. 9.9%AVERAGE RATE. $)0,000 PAY 
S710. S20,OOO PAY $500. $15,000 PAY S375. 60 
minute results. call now! 1·800-667'1536. 
INSTRUCTION 
For more: info 
coli 832-5531 
GET IN TOUCH ... 
Come to the Only COMTA 
Accredited Program in Maine!!! 
,. Flexible schedules for even the busiestl 
.. Versatility of programs to enhance skills! 
.. Large, diverse faculty for greater instructlonl 
.. Payment programs for flexible flnanclng! 
Accepting applications now for upcoming courses!! 
PO BOX 24, 99 Moose Meadow Ln, Waldoboro, ME 04572 
MARCH 26, 1998 39 
BUSINESS SERVICES I oIckars· ~ ............ gal ot*1s.1W'" begs -lloece - • to, 
Come in and visit I j our retail store • 
I ""SOUt 0 . t -fPi- 9ge (.,~ i 
MUG SPECIAL ! . . 
J i 
r--------~-------,I WEPRINTON • 
~ --I .~. EVERYTHING! ~ 
NEW HAMPSHIRE NSTITUTE """-'<II! .~.SfOCIl!I."""""'MI.&I!rw_.&IBlUIq.~."'· 
FOR THERAPEUTIC ARTS FOR SERVICE PROFESSIONALS you can MUSICIANS WANTED 
Massage Therapy Certification Program I",sllo do qualil)' work, don'l forgello look in 
the BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY Pmft,r.riOllal Prtparatioll ill Naillral TlxrafXlllic.r Sinct 198} 
. 207.647.3794 ME 
39 Main 5,-, Bridgron, ME 04009 
603.882·3022 NH 
t53 Lowell Rd .• Hudson, NH 03051 
Learn the Healing Arts of the Future 
RYSE 







Polarity Realization Institute 
portland, ME 207-828-8622 
Professional Level Traiaings I Accredited IMST AC 
.... icenscd by Maine Dept. of Education Free Parking 
ORAWING: LEARNING TO SEE. Colored 
pencil. nature drawing classes, beginning April. 
SpringlSummer brocflu",. CAl~ K.8oId~ 799'5728. 
PARALEGAL TRAINING PROGRAM by Blackstone 
School of Law .. Approved, affordable home study 
since 1890. Free catalog 1·800-826"9228 or write: 
P.O. Box 701449(NA) Dal~s, TX. 71370. 
FINANCIAL 
CREDIT CARD PROBLEMS? ONE LOW MONTHLY 
PAYMENT. Cut interest. No harrassment. No lee. 
Counseling available. Non-profit agency. NACCS 
1-800-881-5353, bt..47. {Not a loan (ompany.) 
FREE CASH GRANTS! Never repay! Use for busi· 
ness, personal. education, etc. Free information. 
2q hours .. 1-800-726-6094. ext. 1514. 24 hours, 7 
days. --- ---'------
GUARANTEED! Unsecured S2,5OO (redit card. Bad 
credit OK! Checking account required. (all 
1·800-27)-40)6. 
NEED A LOAN? We Can Help Consoli dale Credit 
Cards. Fast Results. Good and Bad Credo 
it.1-888-667-889l Retainer may applv. 
NEED CASH NOW?? Colonial Financial buys mort· 
gages, annuities, and business notes .. Free esti· 
mates. 1-800-969-1200, exl.3l 
NEED MONEY?? No fees. any purpose. Good or 
bad credit. Call 1-800-)25'9450. 
ITEMS FOR SALE 
8.9 CENT LONG DISTANCE. Rat Rale, 24 hours. 
No minimums. no fees. Business and Residen-
lial.l·888-246'746L 
ACR METAL ROOFING & SIDING FOR AGRICUL· 
TURAI. Commercial and Residenlial Low (OSI. 
Guaranteed 2OYrs. We cut to Ih@ inch. Fast deliv· 
I!ry! Free literature! 1·717·656-t814-
COOCEiT GRAND PIANO. 7 1/2 fOOl, Ivers and 
Pond. Beautifully refinished mah"olooy with great 
sound. Asking $3500. 780.6538. 
CRAFTSMAN TRACTOR, 18H.P., 44" mowing deck. 
with trailer. decent shape. S45018.0. Trades COli' 
sider@d, 929-3421. 
00 YOU NEED A LITTLE EXTRA CASH? 
Got some stuff'tou don't need, seU It 
through Casco !:lay Weeklv for FREE. 
15 word ad for Items umfer $100.00 
IS freell! cau 775-1234 F,M.I. 
EARN A COLLEGE DEGREE QUICKLY. BACHE· 
LORS,DOCTORATE by correspondence based on 
life experience, knowledge you already have. prior 
education and a short study course, Forfree infor· 
mation booklet phone Cambrid!@ Slate Univer-
sity at 1·800"964-8316, 24 hours. 
ITEMS FOR SALE 
GlASS BATHTUB/SHOWER doors .... S31. H.avy 
duty garage door opener ...... S70. Cail 839'5572. 
LOVESEAT with new blue denim slipcover .. Sl00 
or B.O. 773'1146. 
PRIVACY HEOGE· WILL MATURE INTO PRIVACY OR 
WINDBREAK. Cedar/Arborvkae, )-4h. bush S9.91 
ea. 12 tree minimum. Guaranteed .. Discount Tree 
farm. 1·800·889·82)8. 
STAINLESS STEEL hOI high pressure washers 
4ooopsi. Gasoline·Electric. Facto~ direct. 55% dis-
counts. Financing 1.800'324'2822. 
T·SHIRTS CUSTOM PRINTED. $4.50, heavyw.ighl, 
Fruit of the loom. Hats 52.75. mugs & more. Free 
catalog. 1·800-242-2374. Berg Enterprises. 40. 
URGENT -CANCEUED BUILDINGS MUST SELL) sleel 
buildings still in (rates. )01t35·40X55-5txl}6. Will 
sell for ba~nced owed. 1·800-)73'5783. 
WUCO CAROIOGIIDE SYSTEM. paid $2 50. last Spring. 
asking SI00/8.0. Trades (onsidered. 929-)4'1. 
WHITE METAl twin dayb.d, 1 year old, S45. Call 
Mickie al 874'4981. 
YARD SALES 
rrsYARDSALESEASONAGAINUI-.-
lise y<1II'yonI sIIe holt FREEIIlliAr5 RIGHT_.FREEI! 
Col nS'll.,. F .M.I. 
LOTS OF FUN STUFR Sonday 3/29. ",00-5'00, 
183 801ton St. Portland. 
MOVING SAU· Grill, plan Is. couch.loys. T.V. molor· 
cycle, ed ... Sat. 28th .. 15 GreenleafSt. loam-4pm. 
WANTED 
WE 8UY COLLECTIBLES DEPT 56, VILLAGES, 
SNOWBABIES. Merrymakers. Beanie Babies, Har-
bour Lights, Cherished Teddies, Disney Classics, 
Swarovskl Crystal. Harmony Kingdom, Etc. Free 
bid packet;888-26s-98u ,or fax 802-447-2961 or 
jcjOquiethorizons.(om .. Quiet Horizons, Route 7A. 
Shaftsbu~,VT 05262. 
~ery week! 
HANDYMAN,(reative repairs throughout your 
home at (ommon sense prices. Rain gutters 
cleaned/repaired. David,829·5411/874-2171. 
HOUSE CLEANING PAR EXCELLENCE. Effid.nl, "Ii· 
able. reasonable rates. 12 years experience. ~ef­
erences. Free eslimates. 207'741' 2010. 
ARTS & CRAFTS 
PROMOTE YOUR WORK with color postcards. SOC 
minimum. Box 145 York Harbor 0)911. 363'4665. 
THEATRE ARTS 
SONGS Of GOOD CHEER. Roll & Go Drinking Con· 
cert, March 28, 7:30, 55. Swedenborgian, ]02 
Stevens. 774-120). 
MUSIC SERVICES 
WANT TO STUDY PIANO? Eliott Cherry has new 
openings. Sensitive to the needs of adult stu-
dents. All ages welcome. Also Cello and compo-
sition. 772 '2442. 





BASS LESSONS: Blues. funk, jazz and Rock. Offer· 
ing theory and technique. UMA degree and pro-
fessional bass player. Call jay at 773·6096. 
DO YOU WANT to learn drums? I am a drummer 
giving drum lessons .... .from rock 'n roll to reg-
gae. Call Bruce 874·6560. 
LOOKING fOR A WEDDING SINGER? Open mind· 
ed. versitile tenor look.ing for an opportunity with 












'77 STYLE PUNK/oi' band looking for a drummer. 
Calilosh, 647'8180. 
BASS AND DRUMS NEEDED for origional rock band. 
We lik. Sm~hs, Cost~lo, Church, et~ 756'7512. 
8LUEGRASS MUSICIANS· loin us and jam wilh 
acoustic. un-plugced. stringed instruments monthy. 
The non-profit all volenteer Bluegrass Musk Asso· 
dation of Maine needs you. F .M.!. Call Bill, 879"949.2. 
DRUMMER NEEDED to complete melodic hardcore 
punk quartet. Upcoming shows- all we need is VOU. 
774-3880. leave a message. 
DRUMMER WANTED FOR local indie rock band. 
All original, with female vox. Please be experi-
enced, able to play in odd time sigs. and dedi· 
cated. Some infuences: Come, Portishead. Sonic 
Youth, Pi harry. Call ~son @ 871.9968. 
ESTABUSHED ACOUSTIC DUO looking 10 form inlo 
band. Seeking M{F base. drums. keys, etc 
929.8436. 
FEMALE MORRISSEY IMPERSONATOR ... ks musi· 
cians for Smith tribute band. Please help! 839'8982. 
FEMAlE SINGER L()()I(ING TO form band: need 
guitarist and keyboards. A1lern itive rock base. 
Want to perform origiom'll material. Call Niki at 
799-91197· -------
FEMALE VOCALIST SEEKS MALE piano accompa· 
nist. 40'S standards. Call Kathy 766'2456. 
GUITARIST fOR ORIGINAl BAND inlo 16 Horse 
Power. S1P, Sound Garden, 854""9208. 
Guitarist wanted (VOlt a must) for classic rock and 
ahernitive band. Already have keys. bass and 
drums. lots of equiptment and practice area (Saco) 
Call 2B)-8015. 
Gutair player & drummer OO's) looking for anoth· 
er gutair. bass and VOlt into 60's 70'S and So's 
music. 767-8097 or 767.6329 after 5pm. 
KABBAkO REGGAE BAND seeM a trumpet player 
and keyboardist. Call Dave at 725'1170 
KEYBOARDS & HORN sought for function band • 
Jazz/pop standards. Vocals a plus. not a must. 
Call Guy al 88J·2618. 
LOCAL TOP 40 band seeks guITarplay"and bassist 
Have gigs lined up. Only serious Inquiries please. 
Call Rus~ 247'5685. 
LOOKING fOR IAZZ MUSICIANS TO pertorm al a 
POftland nightdub. Friday & Sat. needed, tall Dean 
828-11)6. 
MUSI(IANS WANTED: experiented only. VOlta must. 
For Dylan. Byrds. McGuinn tribute project. Origi· 
nals also. You must realty know material. No guess-
work. Call Dave (207)772-2366. 
NIlE n DAY. All female rock band. Needs key-
boards with vox; rythmn !uilar witn vox. Origi· 
nal and covers. Rehersal space in Freeport. Call 
8n·lS40. Shannon. 
Originat band seeking versnile hilrd rock drum-
mer .. Must have chops. Call Laurie, 641'2257 Of 
Andy, 657·60)5. ---
ORIGINAL, ECLECTIC PROJECT seekscrealive musi· 
cians, call Matt 77S-2034, 
POP/FOlK guitarist ~eks gutairis!/\:;eyboard pla~­
er to form (oltaboralive effort in performin&!wril-
ing. No drugs, please. 799"3215. (flris. 
ROOMS OF SEVEN is seeking an aggressive melod-
icsinger, a-la Tool, Oeftones, Korn, Pantera. Limp 
Bizkit, etc. Call Ray, 934-0712. 
SINGER. COOL LIKE B£TH/PORTISHEAD low lik. 
Tricky Wicked like Polty down with Sonic Youth. 
PiJlies. Flamenco, Noise. (all Chris 780-036S. 
SIX DEGREES seeks intense guitarist. Jam in Port-
land' area. call 377'5116 and leave message . 
WANTED: be-bop drummer w/chops for interest· 
ing club project. Some alt·injected rock, ongion-
als. Experience a real plus. call Dan, 775'7282. 
DON't fOR&et to 
CHeck out tHe 
peRSONals! 
PbS. 34 & 35 
. . 
, } , 
















. digital recording. Housed in 
10Oyr.·old barn wi super ambi· 
ence and comfort ... like being in 
the country, yet convenient to 
downtown! Owners!Operators: 
Pip Walter of The Piners and 
Matthew Roberts of King Mem· 
phis - real musicians that can 
give yo the sound yo are seeking 
... Come by or call us: Pip/799-
9872 or Matl/773-5622 
$l8/hr + engineer. What are you 
waiting for? 1095 Sawyer St., 
Cape Elizabeth. 
ACOUSTIC duo/solo act available for hire. Can be 
opening ad also. Extensive West Coast lour back· 
ground in '97. New album out soon. looking for 
new management. (all 929·84J6. 
BASS PLAYER, some experience in R&8, country, 
rod. 'n' roll, etc. Call Scott 499-7354. 
EXPERIENCED DRUMMER with "cal ability seeks 
working or forming band. covers and origional. 
8,8'\\19 
JAZZlROCK drwnmer & vox available for projects. 
)0+ years experience. Pener (olaboration with 
seasoned musicians. Call Jim 793-2809. 
LOCAll YRICIST lookingto collaborate. Influenced 
by all styles of rock. blues. reggae and spirituals 
fOrgottM bY' most and remembfrtd by SOmt. Vocal 
and guitar expo Call 8rian. 774-3702 and leave 
message. 
SINGER l(X)KING TO FORM or Join country band. 
283'0435 anytime. 
VOCALIST: 41 year old male with velSitile vox and 
some harp 10 form/join local band for localligs. 




Complete Automotive Repairs 
See coupon on page 32 
799-7314 
601 CoTTAGI~ RD .• S. PORTI.ANn 
1987 DODGE OOAV~- Ve'\'Good coodition. 87,000 
mi les. $).\00. Call 799'7l14 (7'loam'\:lopm) or 
761'2650 after 5:30Pm. 
1987 DODGE CARAVAN-90.000 miles_ $',000. Call 
799'7114 (7'loam'\:3Opm) Of 767·,6\0 after 
\:3Opm. 
1987 MAZDA RX7, BLUE. \ speed, high miles, 
looIts/nms good. $2200 810. 8,8'\134. 
1988 HONDA ACCORD txl. B~ck, loaded. Power 
locks/windows, moonroof, auto, new tires. brakes. 
111k. Very reliable. $1700/1>.0. 797'1'9\. 
1990 Daytona 76k, V6. Excellent condllion. Hew 
brakes. shocks, tires, paint. $4000 or B.D. 
829"6199. 
1992 Mitzubishi Eclipse GSX Turbo. detatchable 
sunroof. CD. tapt, se<urity syslem. New tires, runs 
great·must sell for college $. Book $9200, ask· 
ing $77~.O. 761-05,8. 
1991 ACURA INTEGRA great shape, 47.000 miles . 
$10,900. Call 799'7l14 (7:10.m·\:10pm) or 
767'2650 after 5:30pm. 
199\ FORD EXPLORER XLT. Excellent shape, 4 door, 
4l4o $1\,900. Loaded. Call 799-7N 0:10am· 
\:3OPm) or 767·,6\0 after 5:30pm. 
199\ VW GOLf SPORT. , door, red with black 





Factory Warranteed Starting at 
$9.95 
Tire Warehouse 
Portland, 195 Riverside Dr, 
828-1622 
1996 (HEW BlAZER· 34,000 miles. Excellent can· 
dillon $18,900. 4 doo" 4X4,loaded. Call 799'7114 
(7:1oam'\=lopm) or 767-,6\0 .fter 5:30pm. 
1996 T'I00 4><4. EXTENDED CAB, ssp, .m/fm/cass. 
cclair, cap. 22.Sk milts. Greilt truck! $18,500. 
931.-7311. 
1997 TOYOTA (AMfff LE V6. excellent shape,loaded. 
18.000 miles, $,8.\00. Call 799-7l14 U:3oam· 
5:30pm) or 767'2650 after 5:30pm. 
BUICK lE SABRE '97' SE package, Iraction can· 
trol. grand louring. dual power seats. Balance 
$'/.9'7. 946'7079· 
CARD $100·$500. Police Impounds 1980'5' 1997'S. 
Hondas. Chevy, leeps and Sport Utility. Must Sell'! 
800-772'7470, ext_7041. 
CARS $100 TO $500. 1980's to 1997'S. Police 
impounds. Honda's. Chevy's. Jeeps. sports utili· 
ty. MusrseIl1·800-772·7470, eXt. 7052. 
CARS $100 TO $\00. 1980'S TO 1997'S Police 
impounds. Honda's. Chevy's.leeps. Sport Utility. 
Good Condilion. 1·800-772-7470. ext.7007. 
CHEVROLET $-10 Tahoe Pick-up, 1988· V6, auto-
matic, gold + white. $299s/B0. Cau 773'2480. 
DETOMAS PANTERA GT\. 1977' Yellow. wfolack 
leather. Owned since new. $35,000. 
78)-)116/78)-)7'9. 
DODGE COLT, '99" Runs great. 4ompg. A/C. New 
tires. battery and sticker. Asking $2.500/8.0. 
828-0191. 
ESCORT EXP. 1958- 66,000. stickered 1>197. Runs 
great. no rust. 2 seats. carBO area. SI)OO. Call 
771-0109· 
GAS TANKS! NEW GAS T~KS in stock foc GMC. 
Ford, Chevy, Dodge, AMC's Including: C.O.D. & 
freight $99.00 (Imports $119.00) Delivered U.P.S. 
Call GT!g ",-800-\61·8,6\. 
Scarborough, Route One 
883-5308 
xxx CARS UNDER $100 XXX!! Public seizure. auc-
tion, spons, import. W & more! Call toll free 
'-800-974"196 ext. 4'1'· 
MOTORCYCLES 
HONDA CM4soE. 1982-BK mites, burgundy. comes 
with helmel, stored last Syrs. Trades considered, 
$495/firm. 929-3421. 
'fRUCKS!VANS 
GMCJIMMY, 1997' Black. 4X4. loaded. low mileage. 
Take over lease payments or best offer. can after 
6PM. 89"971' 
BOATS 
16' DAYSAILER W/GALV. TRAILER. Excellent con· 
dition. Vellowfwhite fiberglass. Cuddy cabin sleeps-
,. Roomy cockpit. $2,800. 799'4101. 
21' REPCQ. Deisel, radar, VHF, LB., flasher, (am· 
pass, AM/FM cassette. 10' stainless .steel hauler 
(on port side) Anchor & brlge pump. $12.500/8.0. 
225-8439 evenings. • 
BAYLINER 24'- Volvo in/out, Ust·StO.500. seU for 
S3.000/trade. Excellent urchin boat! Moored, East 











DOCKET NO. CV-!J7-84 
ORDER FOR SERVICE 
BY PUBLICATION 
Thill ClU5t arne on 10 be helrd on tM motion 
of Plaintirrll allomey. 101m P. Gau.o;e. w~ offlCt 
~i5Bennan&Siml'l1OM, P .A, I 29UobonStrtel, 
i.zwioilDn, MaUle. forliCl"Vicc by pubiicltioa upon Defen-
dant Heather A. BIOW1I pLmlUllnl 10 Maine Rule of 
Civil Procedure 4(g). and II ilppellring lhallhis l~ an 
ac1ion lrilling out of IIIlulomobile accident ocnrring 
00 May II. 19115. brought by the Plaintiff. Jean 
Dahms. agaiMC He.ather A. Brown.the Defendant. and 
thai the Dr:fendiJnI CJnnot wilh duediligence heseTVed 
by .ny other prtllCfibed method; (and thai the :.ddr~ 
mille Defendant ill not known and canoot. he~· 
llIined by rea.wn~bIe diligence); it is ordered thaI the 
Defendam appear Ind defend the ca_.nd !itrve In 
ar1!\wer 10 the Complaint upon the Plantifr, al\omey 
al thi!; ~id lKklTe'i." on or berOle the Kth dily of May 
IQQ!!. 
The Pllintiff. Jean D~hm., ~ tlegUB;! laWliuil 
~glIin~ you in Ihl~ Court, which hoId~se.<>.~ion~at South 
PaM, in Oxford County. If you wi~h 10 ~ Ihis 
lawllult you Of yOll"" attorney mIN. prepare <100 file a 
written Ans~r La the Complainl. You 01' your attor· 
ney mlll\l fitt your Amwer by delivering it in person 
Of by mail eo the offn of the Ocrk of !be Superior. 
Cour1. 1/1 We.<.lern Avenue.. South p. . fi:i;, M~ine. On 
or before tOe dlIy you file your Answer. you or YOUI 
I teomey mu.~t nuil it mpy of your Afl'i'4ellO the Pllin· 
tilT~ lilomey. whoM; name ~nd »ddr~u~rlbove. 
IMPORTANT WARNING: IF YOU FAIL TO AlE. AN 
ANSWER WOlllNnlE nME~iATEU A80VE OR It'. 
AFTF.R YOU ALI YOUR ANSWER. FAIL TO APPf.AR 
AT ANY n!.4EniECOUR'fN01lAES YOU TO 0050. 
A JUDG MENT OF DEFAULT MAY BE ENTERED 
AGAINST YOU IN YOUR ABSENCE FOR TIlE MONEY 
DAMA(;ES OR OTIIER RF.UEF DEMANDED IN THE 
COMPLAINT. IF TIllS OCCURS. YOUR EMPLOYER 
MAY BE ORDERED TO PAY PART OF YOUR WAGES 
TOnlE PLAINllFFOR yooR PERSONAL PROPERn'. 
INCI U[)ING RANK ACCOUNT'S. AND YOUR IF.AL 
EST An: Mil Y BET AKENTOSAT1SFYTIIEIUDGMOO. 
IFYOUINnNOTIlOPPOSETHIS LAWSUIT. 00 NOT 
FAIL TO ANSWER wmtlNnlE REOUIREOnME. 
Ir you believe the Plaintiff i~ I'IOt entilled to IU 
Of pi" of the claim 5tt forth in t!"le Complaintor iryou 
believe you IuIvea claim of yourown again.~tlhe Plain· 
tiff. 100 ~Id tdk IoJ ltiwyer.lfyou feci you can· 
not Ifford kl fYY I 1ft: 10 • lawyer. you may I..~ tbe 
offICe of !he Clerk of the Suptrior Coort. at 26 West · 
ern Avenot. South Park Maine. Of the offICe of Iny 
ClIner CIer\: of the Superior Cour1. for information <L~ 
In pI~ where yoo Ny \Ctk legal a5.~i!lbnce. 
It j~ fUr1her ordered Ihat thl~ order be pubfi.c.hed 
in a weekly newspaper publimed at Cuco. once • 
week (or three lI~e week.' (Mnd I copy of Ihj, 
order II.~ puhltwd shaU be !ltnt try ordinary fim dll'i.' 
mail 10 Ihe Derendantll her 1a.~1 known addrC$!i; name· 
Iy RR II. Box 347. CII.~. M.ine "115). 
DATED.lII~ 
HONDA ACCORD EX SEDAN, 1994' Au.o. A/C. sun· Till 
roof, new tires, snow tirH. 89K/miles. one owner • . ; 
Below booklSlI,\oo. 88\-9147. ,..::....;..-~....;;---:...-~-------------"i 
IAGUAR XJ6 1987' Peart white, sadie interior. All 
faClo,\,options. 8oK. $\,99\. 781' )3)6/78)-)7'9. 
JAGUAR XI6. 1988· Vll. British racing green, sadie 
leather interior. All factory options. Bok. Dr's car. 
$10_. 781-1116/781·17'9. 
LINCOLN TOWN CAR. '98" 91K miles, all power. 
new tires. minor rust. Must sell, S99s/B.O. 
,81-8\1\. 
MGB 1977' Burnt orange. black interior, 4SP., 
ellpremely good condition. MG alloy wheels. 
$499\· 78J-l116/783-17'9· 
MGB. 1977' new top. 28DR. webber cam., ansen 
exhaust. misc. new parts. 61K miles. Stored past 
Syrs. minor rust. excelent project car. Trades can· 
sidered. $2995 .. 929'342L 
ROADRUNNER.197J-26.ooo miles. automatic.. fat· 
tory air, 340 slapstick. candy apple red. w/big 
block hood. $10,\00. 78J·1l36/78J-l7'9. 
5MB 9OOS. 1984' s!speed, >ldoor. sunroof. New: 
tires. brakes. battery. Runs ex.cellent. SI.200/B.0. 
874·6924. evenings. 
SEIZED CARS $1\o.HONDA, AQJRA, PORSCHE, 8MW, 
JAGUAR, MOTORCYCLES, TRUCKS, 44'S. WATER· 
CRAFT. LOCAL SAlES. 1·800-883-0819. EXT.A·I240. 
sUBARU GL HATCHBACK. '98\' I08K miles, runs 
well. As~ng $7~.O. 767'7191. 
TOYOTA CAMRY. 1993' Power: steering, brakes. 
windows, locks. AIC. stereo. (ell phone. roof·rack. 
mellent condijion $9.\00. 9,6'111' after \:oopm. 
VOLVO 740 Gl, 1990" 99K miles. Exceptionally 
dean. $6,600. 87B-881)/days, 767-o719/after6:00 
M·f, or _ends. 
VOLVO P18 '97l' Sports wagon, 4 speed, w/O.D. 
31K. $\,99\· 781·ll16!783-3729· 
VWGOlf,1986, SSP, 4DR, SUNRoof,ll\K miles. 
Dfpendabte w/many new parts. $1700. 772-7732. 




Voice Personals -Direct Connect 
FREE TO Br:NseAds !o Respor: 10 Ads -0 Re<:8ra YOUi own Ad 
Pub. 742 
207·828·0000 
~ PHOIO DAlE Q 
IF YOU FEEL THE AllRACTION HAS 
WH-EELS OR TO IE THERE - THEN COME TO OUR OPEN HOUSE 
SAT 3-28-98' 11-4PM 
1 MlllIIlOND MCDOIWD5 
KEELS ON RIGIfT HAND OfF ROUTE 1 FROST IIQOI[ LANE SIGN UP SlIT. AND IKIM 
1 FREE MATCH I 
Q FREEPORT 865.0828 . ~ 
New S S We'll run 'em 'til you sell 'em! England INGLE 
CONNECTION 
Only~51 Dating & Friendship Single Adults Network Professional • Intelligent 
We are confident we have 
a great program, so ... 
FREE Trial 207·775·1234 Membership 
What can you' lose? 
800·286·6601 'GET CONNECTED' 
800 - 775 - 3090 
and we're offering 
free line ads to 
help celebrate! 
Casco Bay Weekly's readers will be 
having their homes remodeled, 
renovated, landscaped, painted, 
re-decorated, updated_ 
IF YOU'RE IN THE HOME IMPROVEMENT 
BUSINESS, THEY'LL NEED YOUR HELP! 
Begin advertising in the April 2nd 
Home Issue and receive SPECIAL 
DISCOUNTED RATES and 
a free line ad as well! 
OGE HUNTE' ~ f;;. \.E"E PROPERTY MAIN TEN. 118 
OOtltP ~o\IC~ 
Landscaping 
mowing power raking 








Nice eyes, great 




General Contracting & Maintenance 
RemodeHng, ba1t1rooms, 
kitchens, finished basements, 
roofing, decks, additions, interior 
and exterior painting, vinyl 
siding, complete mobil home 
sel-up and service. 
No job too big or small. 
Prompl, reliable service. insured. 
AI Merola 
Call 871-0093 
you're looking for you'll 
find him or her through 
the personals_ Pick out the 
features for you and call someone 
today_ 
To listen and respond to ads, call 
1-900-370-2041 
Call costs $1.99 per minute. 
Must be 18 or older. 
NASTY'tf NEAT 
COMPULSIVE ClEANING 
. '.' and other life support services 
If you've ever cleaned 
up for the cleaning people .•. 
or worse, cleaned up 
after tbem". 
You nerd me in your ji!e. 
Katherine Clark· 772-8784 
residential' commercial 
MARCH 26, 1998 41 
l~ Jaz's 1 Cleaning-
Service -t 
I 
OUALITY Cl..EANING IN 
ALL K.JNDS OF PLACES 
EXCEu.nrr REFERENCES ~ 
Jaspen Towle' 828-8092 1 ___ ..J 
TUCKER'S t1lJ!!!a. 
Trucking & Moviq ~
_ FLmittn McMng' _ Removal 
• DemolitIon • Bying An1lques & -
Kevin Heffernan 
Attorney at Law 
Family Law Criminal Defense 
Guardian ad Litem 
WHY PAY MORE!?! 
SAVE MORE THAN 20% 
WITH OUR LOW RATES! 




'Vllfiely Specialist , .. 
Y"," ., 
12071761·0193 
Reasonable Rates. Fro< Consultarion 
MirUzm Otis illlen 
11 06 Highland Ave. 
S,f.Orlland, ME 04106 
207,741.2010 
874-9052 





Elissa Conger 774-1682 
24-HOUR SERVICE Creatillt repairs al 829-541I 
common ltnst prius 874-2fll 
.;:-
Alyssa Rose COo, Inc. 
SPRING SPECIAL 
Heating Oil System Cleaning 
March 26-April 15 $59.95 
.1'onroI R«tri<tiono AtItIII • No _ .. 1'riIq 
CIwinC DIIt - Priot 
893-0466 839-0466 655-2626 
LET'S GET BUSY! - YOUR AD COULD APPEAR HERE FOR AS LITTLE AS $8 PER WEEK 
Electricians, snow removal, plumbers, builders, paint~rs, housecleaners, handymen/women, masons, movers, roofers, siders, or anyone else providing ser-
vices in Greater Portland; please call our classified department @ 775-1234 
42 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
ADULT SERVICES PttoNl: ENT!RTAI .... [NT DISCLAIMER: TIISCl.I.SSIFlC.lTlGl COlT .. US fOt tomt5llllDll CllIUIIIDlI ImSAiG TMICUGH TIl US( or TWf'MDIIS. TO AD't'£I'f&IS PIO¥ID[ A smK(rOI Am. CJ.w TOstlCM lIUIIm !MY HSUlT .ACliAKETDMc.wJIC IIJWl. Yu NOlI: UJ IE D[JItJ Aam TG sa UllUS n t.WJIICi ATWOC 8m AT ,..SOO-585-4466' IlCUS_" 900. w aocl. NoT All 900 -.-.s oUJ.OI' • w,c( mIOI 01 .... 10"01£ hi( UI.l IS WICO TO 'fOIl PIlOtE aL lIlY IDfPtIOI( IDAlID 5lIYIW All Tn!ttllMlllOJIOIIS AID Aal UQUTEI n TIE fCC. Cowwm BY. DlltCTU TO rcc. 1919 N. Smn N.' •• WASIIIICTOI. D. C. 20554 
PORTLAND 
PLEASURE SEEKERS 
Just enter the box # below. and 
Make direct contact where the adults play 
1900255-0888 Creditcard 800790-6699 
2. 99 per min you must be over 18 
Box # 344188 Angela BOI # 323082 Jeanie 
27 yr old Portl .. d pi who I'm a 25 yr old Portland 
• till believ .. iD ro ... play. I brundU who IIUs 10 be In 
feel the best way to uhieve control when U comes to 
the hi, .... t point or a ... usal sexual play. 1 like /D play-
is .till holding, c ...... ing inJsbIg my lovers with 
Box # 208486 Pamela 
Portland ucrdluy and par-
dme I., mod~1 would /JU to 
mut men over 40. I'm. 34-
24-34 with vuy say 1_ I 
would /JU to mut. vuy 
controlling mn,. who would 
IiJu to lUI! me at lIis pla-
su,.. V...., pretty pleou call 
Ind deep kissiDK your lover. erotic lotions, toys. 1 hll~ II 
I like to lay on my couch in vuy nice hllg-4b1~ body with 
I black teddy with my lover nice brellSls &: legs. J 'lIlake 
'lowly kissing me behind my ~caJJs=::.:~:.;2:;.:;;:OO;.a::nL:':" __ -IF== ______ """ _________ -1 
.. rs, geDdy stroking the Box # 332963 Arial Box # 334770 Jessica 
sensitive parts of my body. Tan blond witb a great If you can't find anybody to 
If you feel that. man and a figure. Free most weekends callistc It night or Iduring 
woman should take tbeir for dinner & dance. Also tbe day then calland come 
time slowly, gently stimula.- candle light body massage. see me. J am a very oral 
iog each other to the point You touch me I touch you. loving and giving 30 yr old 
or ecstasy, plcase call me I Will try .nything once. Portland wom.n with a very 
would love to talk and meet Very erotic & se.y. Let's nice body 5'4 1l31bs. I 
with you. XOXOXOXOX have a tim.. take good care or myself 
ho..---.....,=-::-....,...-.....,~.::~;.;;::;..:;;.:;;:.;;:;;;;..-....j and look great in lingerie. I 
Actwll 
Photo 
Box # 319920 
I am I very Sf:XY very .t~ 
tractive Black r.mlle 3S-2S-
38 wanting to meet men of 
Iny race for reciprocal 
cratificatioo.l enjoy submis--
!live men who enjoy pleasing 
me. I wiD definitely plea .. 




Spy in on live erotic 
calls or join in 
1 900 725-5569 
hive painted fingers & toes 
and always moisten my soft 
lips witb tbe appropriate 
color to matcb. I have an 
oral flUtiOD & love men 
who .... do. 1 Ilke to be 
Da't/lJeredand rubbed, kissed 






1 800 774-8252 
n t e r 
Maine's premier upscale 
adult entertainment service 
You can call us 24 hrs. a day, 





Must have own fetish «ear 
Paid. Professional Work. 
Slaves Welcome on Set 
$s .... oo/hour 774-5459 
CIMA INC. 
*SWINGING COUPlES SEEKING SIN-
GLE MEN*-PORTlAND NAMES & HOME ' ·5. 
l~l88-1m '"" 1411. 'J.~ T.T.IIt. N.,t,1L MIt·1I. 
~ln brI tit tHunl 





Serv·U (619) M$.Ml4 
AMBER· 1/IyT5. 1" -, IO llb~. blood. blue eyes. 
·well endowed. seeks hot guys for hoi ta lk & to 
Box # 319920 Diane 
Single female liviD&: just 
outside of Po rtland seeks 
relationship with married 
man. I'm 24 with brown' 
hair & green eyes very onl 
and knows bow to please. 
Can me and I'll be the other 
AAH!! EAVESDROP ON LIVE. EXPLICIT SEX! 
>'473'407-8910. Bi<urious? Gay? i.Ne? 1·473·407-8.!' 4-
Cross dressers and admire rs. live, un<ensored action 
>'CjOO-468-\\78 or I·Soo-99<>MS(8887) from .99. 
live hot gIrts waitins! www.michaelsalem.cOtn or 
1' 212'')86'1711/8. 18+. 
meet. 1·914·704·7l 86. L!:~~~~~~~Y.~~~ 
CHEATING WIVES- PORTlAND. GET 
ActuII GIRLS of Portland names and phone ..... 
bers. ''900"737-11 .... 1.352. $2.9sftnIn. _ be 
18+. NNL {]oz)59J-<>JOJ. TouchT .... 
NAMES and private home numb .... Cali "OLDER PORTlAND WOMEN"-privale 
1'9OO", 88·5111 ext. 37' · $'·9s!min. T ouch·ton.. phone .umbo .. ! ''9OO"7 J7'112' Ext. ]96,$'.95/mi •. 
must be .8. NilI-N (]O' )193-<>JOl· T.T .. 18+. NNI (]02)S93·OJOJ. 
NORTHERN 
X-POSURE 
SERVES GREATER PORTLAND 
Irresistible Male/Female Dancers 
& Escorts for 1-on-1, 
Bachelor/ette Parties, 
& EXtraordinary Duo Shows! ... ... --a 
o 
o 










Mild to Wild Phone Sex 
Many Women to choose from!! 
• $25/t5min. · $35/25min.· $60/l1our' 
* Direct Callbacks * 
* Very discreet, personal service * 
Sc>a-a~2-~227'" 
VISA/MC/DINERS CLUB Prepayment optionS also 
24hrs. - Aduhs only 
see hot pictures aI www.sensuous-secrets.com 
"' c.o,-... 51 •• lIOn 114-1311 
-l1li(1) 
RI. 236 • (!On 439-6111 
Home Phone Numbers. Try it, it works! 
1"900"421>-0420 ext. 161. $,.9slmin. 18+ 
,me (]02)j87~61. 
-
Pol113nd Glrl51liYe X·T3Ik 
& Hot D3tes! 
Un I_I 011-613-7983 
hIIete ... 011-683-7497 
Un 2_1 011-683-6122 
...... '" ... 011-683-'689 
.......... 011-683-7691 
PM1IMtI c..ustI Un ...... 
011-683-74981749617495 
11+ -lD nIlS 
) 
ADULT SERVICES 
MIDNIGHT BOUTIQUE LINGERIE 
~ 
Latex' Leather' Hosiery' Exotic & Fetish Wear · 
Lingerie. Bondage Accessories 
571 Main St. Lewiston, Main( 04240 
(207) 753-0443 
Guys & Gals 
fI Qff)®®Qff)®ff)Q@j@j fI ff) 
INT RATES ONLY 18+ 
GUYS & GALS • 1·919-719·4060 
MAN 2 MAN • 1·919-719-4649 
l .D. Ral •• Only 
MODELS-
WANTED 
Females onty, 18+ 
Nud. Bondage Photography 
Paid. Professional Work 
FriendsWek ome on set 
$so-.OO/IIour n4'5459 
CI MA INC. 
WORK IN 
ADULT FILMS 
No expsience. /U Ijpes. MaIesIF""'*>s. 
Magaroes. Videos. FOms. Uve Inlernet SHes 
Make Maney IM1IIe Ha"og F",I 
Call ACCESS INC. 
1-800-322-8551 
OLDER 1I1Dln ... 
'(j6RnflIE l WILD. 
111-76'·'01. 
tjm' fREE. 




3" per min Must be 18 
Serv-U 619645-8434 
WCQ),,~l ~ UJJ ~ ~ 








18+ INTL LD rates apply 
1-900.745-1154 
1·800-456-5639 
1-900 - 745-1157 
1-800-709 - 7883 
$UO.l.,,",,- 11+ ~ 
IlID H.' •• I -•• • •• E '''LK .-... -, ., ..... 
DIR T Y DATE LI NE 
f- 90 0 - 3I3I6-7566 
GAY EROTICAIDATES 
1 -2 68·404 · 5686 
PENIS ENLARGEMENT 
Prolessional yacuum pumps or 
... gicaI. Gain 1"-3". PemtanenI, sat .. 
Enhance erection. ffee brocIue. 
Dr. Joel Kaplan (312)409-5557. 







Nikki 25 yrs. 
3600-28-36 
Matthew 21 yrs. 












Mercedes 18 yrs. 
Veronica 21 yrs 
Kala 25 yrs 
Tyler 25 yrs 
See us on the web 
lNWW.tonysangels.com 
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otHeRS \0 l<e'I'o"'l> \0 .INV .II> < .I II 1-900 - 370 - 7130 11< " _ '2 25/rn1N _ 
t Oll< II lo"'JP I ' II ON(, ONI \' 
TRIANGULATE NEED lliE HEAT FUN TlMES 
Cla.SSiC, conlemporaryl authentic dyke, 45 year-oki, married WM wishes to meet a MWM.39, 6', lB01bs, weI-builtinallnghtplac-
blondel blue, strong, ~. seek~ 2 ~bians hot, .sey;y ladv for great rendezvouses and 0$, seeks MWF or couples lor stra.ght. satIs-
of likeness to form a fun-fifled, pmk triangle. plavtJme· ,,1292 tying flIl 1171 
28-35. NIS, N/O preferred . • 1293 . " 
SEEKING TRANSVESTTTE ------,,=------
81-CURIOUS Clean SWM. 3~. 1001< •• body. 5'9". 005'/- HElP 
Asian woman see!<s B< lady for indoor fun with going. tunny. . TV or men who want 10 MWM, 30. _ . tall. good·looking. suf-
my boyfriend and I. I am :1:1, attractive, cute., rIVe as women, my rst time looI<i~ _Size. k>- fers from lack of nookleo5is If you're tI mar-
innocent yet curious. He: 2Os, clean-cut, ado- oks, race unimportant, no one night stands, lied female, 2s-45, who's also a lack of nook-
cat~~ (you'll see) and funny. We are dean, want special relationship Portlarid area. • Ieosis sufferer, ONe me a call. The doctor says 
optimistic, and fun. UB2. ,..1 262 1261 thale's only one ox • . .,.1172 
8EST OF 80lli WORlDS GOOD TlMES 
Hispanic/Indian pre-op transselCual, 40, ful · SWM, 28, bk)od,obIue, 5'8~, 1601bs, seeks mar. FUN & FANTASY . 
figured, 38·34·36, extraordinarily sexy. ried BiWM, for friendship, Must be easygoing, SWM, 38, straight. tall, good400king, rugged 
Seeking_ blue·coIlared worker, 30·35, light fit. attractive, and masoJline, No strings or build. dean, disaeet. seeks erobe women and 
smoker/ drinker ok. for quiet evenings, LTR expected, absolute disaetion assured. couples for fantasy encounters, .. 1173 
movies. dinners, taking it one day at a time . .. 1265 
,,1209 FREE WEEKDAYS .• I KNOW HOW . 
HEAT UP YOUR WlNTERII Sincere. married WPM, 43, attractive. seeks MWM, 36, 63 , 1751bs, veryweH~pped se· 
SWF, bfown/brown, top-heavy; hot Italian sal. sensuous, passionate bisexual/straight SF, ~~ women, maybe couples for dlsaeet, safe, 
isfaction guaranteed for a ~tleman indeed. 25-50. Rubenesque desirable. Race unlrnpor- Intimate encounters. Guaranteed disease· 
I'm 5'9-, nice and fun . You re taller, nice. and tant. .. 1253 free, expect the same. Possibly could be Bi 
not on the run. Please be 25-39, single and IJlder the right cirOMTlstances . .. 11 n 
whitel ,.. 5442 CAN" MISS ___ --..==~==.-- -- &MI. . 29. see!<s gay couple for first lime GOOO-LOOKING 
HAPPY & HONEST experience, Race unll1lportant. Me: fit, dis- MWM 32 seefts females thai would enpy 
Intelligenl , carin,9, romantic, . attractive, ease-free, attractive. You be the same. They orderi~ this nice body around the house. 
~atthy, seH·sufficient D\l{PF, mid-3Os, .NIS, say two heads are better than one . • 1259 11 80 
Sll1!lIe mom, enJOYS cooking. conversations, " 
walks on the beach 8X8fClS8, music, quiet ROCK-N-ROLLER -----====-----
dinners, family. laughler. Seeking S/DM, 3()" Straight·cut man, seeks someone W'ho likes to PLEASURE 
f!lid-40s, ~S, with smilar int8fesfs and qu~li· put on show. !ncr:edlble edible lov8f. MUS! be SWM , 35, enjoys giving ladies non·sexual 
ties, for friendshIp, LTR. Portland area. -eS462 able to 1?Ok life !n ~ eye and weather the body massages In the privacy of own home. 
.~ ____ storm withOUl blinking. Be bold, open. and Only requirements ale friendly pet'sonahty and 
NEEDS MORE sure of yOU'seH most of the time. ,,1250 cleanhness 1185 
OIerweight MWF, late 20s, seeKs W!13M for . ,.. 
occasional evening meetings under the CXJV- MAY I UCK YOUR SHOES? - ---;;;=====,---
ers. I need more than I can get. Clean and dis-- MWM, 36, 6', 1BOtbs, seeks cruel. dominanl NICE GUY WANTED 
creet, you be 100. 11'1188 woman or couple to publicly or privately hLmil. WM, 39, browrvbrown, seeks male, 25-45, for 
__ ~=======--- iato me under dirty, smelly feet Serving your friendshIp and more. Must be very romantic 
TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE boyfriend or husband would add to the Ina-ed· and en;oy having a good lime. '\!I'1184 
Married WF, 34, looking for a female friend- ibis humilialion. ,,1256 
ship and company. I am Bi, but have nol met - FANTASY 
the right person yet. I'm still trying to find the SUMMER IS COMING • Submissive SWM 26 200Ibs brownJblue S&-
one, so call and (aI's talk. ,,1226 SWM, 44, ~, NIS, NIOruas, Woman and eks ~~ or ~~r for my' first lime e~nA-__ -.."""""""... .... ""'"'=..-__ couples, I hkes to sun bath In the nude. . ~~ ,..-
ATTENTION SINGLE MOMS Looking to have fun in the sun. Straight but n~ 10 B&D and 81M. ,.. caJ\s answered. 
This single dad, n~of a break from laull- open·minded. I will call you, if you call me. Discretion assured . • 1152 
dry, dishes. and fN y chores of parenting. e 1257 
~ow's aJ?out you? 's gel together, whire ____ -.. ... ==_____ MASSAGE 
kids are III sdlool_ Share a morning of adult, I'M BORED for males gay bisexual or straight Relax with 
fulfilling passion. Clean, safe, discreet, DID- ~M, who's confin:oo to bed du.e to injury. Se· a full ~ m~ge. ~tisfaction guaranleed 
free. UB2. e561 2 ektng WF, for erotIc conversations. Help me 1153 ____ -.=== _____ please, or it's going 10 be a Ionety six months. 11' 
MASSAGE ,,1 248 ---=,.,..,=~==~--
Free fall, married SF only, mornings, satisfac- W1U TAKE ANYONE 
lion guaranteed. '11'1 312 OPEN YOU TOY BOX SWM. 22OIbs, red/bfown, seeks a girl or coo· 
___ ======~--- Too shy to buy them, but want to buy them. pie, 20-45. to expore fun and games. ,, ' 155 
PLAYMATE WANTED GM seeking same for erolic, toy sessions. ___ -======~--
Me: 6'1", biond, 29, 1801bs, likes any movies What have you got to tum me on? '11'1 268 SPECIAL REQUEST 
V~1~u~~°tocl~~CJ~I~:-~~~~~i FIRSTT1ME MALE Married white couple. mid-20s, seeks SiM, 
first, but if you're a tum·on, we can see from seeks first lime female to explore the thrlll of 20s 10 mld·30s. Husband I~kes 10 walch and 
there. Clean and discreet. e5694 genlng together With another couple to be walch~. Call ~y, lets get logether for __ ~=======~ __ engage In adult strwght play. Attractive, OOCWl, ThLnday night flI'l . BiF welmme. e 1252 
ATTENTION FOOT SLAVES -sale", OJ[).free, very <iscreet. 1I'1260 
Dominant WM, 36, S', 180100, now acoepting HELP ME. •• 
appIie:ations from quality submissives. Must SEEKING FRIEND . surprise my girtfriend. MkI·20s male seeks Bi· 
be shm. lSIder 30; cross-<kessers a plus. SWM, 32, average looks, seeks female friend. fema&e for threesome flI'l We Ble fit disease. 
Prepare for private humiliation as you beg to Maybe best friend, for coffee, conversation free attractive You be ~ Pkt aI 
lick dlrty feet ,,1314 sharing goodIbad news. movies, bookstores ' . '. . same. ~ so _ _ __ ---,,===_---- marguentes, nachos, dinners, breakfast: be oommtrncslive, friendly and open-minded. 
WATCH ME laugfrter. and fibbing about how we meetl Cal loday. ,,1284 
SWM, 42, 5· 1 0~. 175fbs, welJ.endowed, Iook- ,,1254 ---======-;:---
iog _for women or <Xlt4lIes who wanllo l'atch. MWC SEEKS COUPLE 
_99 . TS/TV NEEDED Happily married we, 305. attractive. dean. 
___ ~=====~--- Mame:ct WM, 36, brown/hazel seeks TS/TV, discreet, and for real. Seeking others interest-
. FANT~SY. OE~IRE ~ Intimate LTR. Fun and adventurous and ad in sharing adult fun together, Open.minded 
Very nice SWM, mld-40s, 6 +, loves to cross- dIscreet. 11'1 243 and 0. '-" 1 of all 'sh ~ 'Id be 
dress, seeks women, who want to train me 10 r ~ ... ~' .. WI 85, you s! IUU 
serve them. make me a better woman. W.I BIG GIRLS same. No SIngle males P'ease' 1I'1264 
answer all. ~1 320 Need 1oV1~' too! Married WM, 37, seeks __ ---,,""'''''=,.. .... ==.--__ attractive, us-sized lad\', for a discreet, long· BOY TOY 
JUST WANT A PLAYMATE term frien ship. Vefy selective, open-minded Male, 30, 5'T, 1651bs, browrvblue, looking tor 
SWM, 3Oish, see~ SF, for fri~ndship, mind· available days, be for real and re~ to enjoy. lemales Of' couples who wrud like 10 play wrth 
ben~mg. con~ersation and .erotlc fun. UB ~S, Agel race not an ISSue. Call let's dISCUSS our this cute. erotic lOY. Love X-rated movl85 and 
fit, tnm, Intel lIgent, OPBMni~ and walk with wants . .. 1245 adult fun games So call _ this tov is free' 
the goddess. IB lall, fi l and shghtly warped. I . . , . .. 
hke walking, dancing, and the mountains for YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE 1255 
starters. ,,1316 Tall and dart< walks mto a coffee shop and ------;;=-----
_____ orders a coffee, blonde freak smIles, talks, TRIO 
H:EY LADIES! then blushes when dark pays and winks. On Anractive couple seeks blsex.uaI female for an 
Very happy, SOCIable, and very personable darks w ir'j 001. blonde walks over and says. erotic evening Oisaeel and clean a must 
mare. SO, very happy, sociable, and very per. see yalafer, Blonde is left wondering. ~1246 e5670 
sonable. Looking to meel ladies or couples for --""""",,,,,,,,,,rn.==,,,---
very dIscreet, intimate times. Hope to hear CUDDLY TEDDY BEAR ---'F=R"'IE=N"'D"S-'P="I.A-=:f~M~ATE=S---
from you, tr5700 Sincere, kind, honest, lovmg, caring SWM, 29, we ' __ L ' for BiF 'I h . I . 
___ -. .... ...-;;,.."""" _ ___ 5'10-, dark brown/hazet, medium ooild , seeks ,lUI.IPolng ,, os are In our antasles. 
VINTAGE MODEL married white couplelfemale for 8\lenfng get- for adult fun. Both m earty 40s, love mUStC, 
Luxury size, well-maintained, older model aways, and possible LTR. '11'1224 movies, talktng_ Both clean, drug-free, dis· 
male. No rust Accessories work well . Seeking creet, expect the same. Will answer atl. 'D'1267 
female sports model to occasionally park in . WALK ON THE WILD SIDE 
same garage .. Considering all.makes. models AttractIve , discreel, clean, disease·free, (8- TRIO 
and yew:s. Flxer·upper ok, if ~o rust and spectful WM, 46, 6' , 1801bs, N/S •. lisht drink!'"', Attractive while couple seeks Bi female for an 
accessones can be coaxed Into life. '\!I'1317 seeks attractive , se~, busty, feminIne TS With erotic nlghl Oean safe d'screet s a m st ____ --..==,... _____ grealleas. Do you liKe good food . wine. mas. ." I I U . '\!I' 
W1LD SIDE sage, V"doria secret, heels, painted hps/tlps 1258 
Very discreet and clean SWM, 31 , 5'8~, and know how 10 pamper your man. '\!I'1186 ' --,c-:=====~=_=_---
2OOlbs. ute is too short to waS1e. Don't think . LOOKING TO EXPLORE 
~ it, ~o It. r want t~ know y<¥ fantasIes. FUN WITH YOUR CLOTHES ON, Married white couple, mld·3Qs, he's 5'8-, aver· 
Age I~ no Issue. Attra.ctlVe comes In all shapes MlNtwt seek~ females for unusual eKpertenoe, age..built. she's 5'4-, 1751bs, very attractive, 
and SIZes. Escape WIth me. 11'1318 from voyeunsm, to makIng out, 10 one·O!1-one blonde. Both very dean, discreet. SeekIng BlF ____ ~=== __ ---- and beyond. You choose how far you II go. t shar adutt fu d d 
FANTASY??? Size, looks and nudity areunimportanl. CaJrto a e n, ean, tscreet 100 . .. 1251 
GWM, 36, 5'6~, 155fbs, seeks several straighl hear more. '11'1 187 VERY HAPPY COU 
men, 25-30, to help fu lfill his lifelong fantasy. PLE 
Discretion assured. 11'1319 REUEVE DAILY PRESSURES She's 24, slim, and sexy. He's 30, tall , and 
Step inlo Ihe relaxing world of erol ic pleasure tame. Seeking young couple or WM, 25--30, 
. SE.EKS .BUDDY . and spen~ a f~ nours of eni?Vl!'ent and for fun and conversation. Enjoy camping. din· 
Mascuh,ne, athletic, dIscreet, IBI~back, 0/81 mutual sallsfactlon, DWM, 47, 5' 1"0 , 1551bs, ner, movies, good times. FamilY-Ofiented with 
WM, 6, 1601bs, brown!h~, light partier, blue ~es, seeks S/M/DF. Age unimportant. seaet life. Must be discreel. DiD-free, drink. 
seeks cool guy, 18-39, forfr.endshlp.summer 11'1206 iog smoking ok 1247 
fun, and hangIng out !r 1313 . . 11' 
DAYTlME PLAYMATE WANTED ----==.,.,-,------
SPECIAL TIMES Beefy, easygoing, open-minded masculine ~Et<lNG ~.RO . 
OINM, 5'8~ , 1451bs, blad<lbrown, stralght, at· mate, 2Os, seeks str~ male, for hot day- GWC seeks thIrd male to PIn OU' family, You 
f!'active, seeks attractive BiF, 45--55, for fun time sessions, lookIng for -no ~Wings should be nocmal, capable of being i1 a reia-
times. 1r 1315 attached" fur!. I'm dean, healthy. and disease tionshlp. Health status unimportant. Give us 
___ ~=====~--- free, UB2. Disaebon guaranteed and expect· call '11'1205 
WISH FULFlLLMENT ed. Let's eKpiore! ,,1 225 ' 
Great legs? Luscious lips? Long nails? Clean. - -,========::---
trim, respecttu1 WM fetishist, wants to photo- TARZAN SEEKS PlAYMATE WE DESIRE SENSUOUS FUN... . 
graph you .. . maybe more with mutual agre&- For no strings atladled fun, for this Ialt. hand- With a woman C!" couple, who are mature m 
ment. Tell me your fetishes, desires ... what do some, blue--eyed. very fit, yooog, mature, dis· years, have with weight proportlonale 10 
YOU wanl? Uve ft. d6n't i~s1 dream iI. All creet. playful guy in need. ·She must be height and sense of humor. If you enjoy eroti· 
responses answered ... promise. 11'1321 sewre, Ws".minded, fit, advenlurous with ca, music, and candlehgh1, and outfits to set 
YOUNG AND FUN sen. 11' 1 8 the mood for fun, then you are the coupkt for 
S ma ll WM. 57. 1151bs. short brown/sI<y blue, I UKE IT UKE THAT usl,,1229 
QOOd guy, never married, expert skier, seeks Hibernating, submissive, (and when request· ---=FU:::N-=-L:-:O=VJ=N:::G=-C"'O"'U:::p" LE-=----
000051, romantic small WM, 18-25, with sense 00) cross·dre~ SWM, 32, 1801bs, t~ . 
of humor. I enjoy dancing, skiing , volteybalt bear. Looking for quiet but &fofic times from Wife, 32. 1251bs. bIondeibIue. Husband, 51 , 
s'!"'imming, shoPPing, traveling to "Boston, ana gentleman c8Rers, fellow aoss-<iressers, and 145/bs, brown/blue. Seeking sirge BiF to 
ntghts on the town. ,..1269 papa bears. 11'1151 share lots of flI'l . .,.1181 






is high energy & motivating: it's the 
nOrK:ontact kickboxing workout with 
the kicks of Tae Kwon Do & the punch-
es from Boxing. 
ICARDIO KlCKBOX 
will give you the results you've always 
wanted. while also learning to defend 
yourself in any situation. From shou~ 
ders to calves you will become lean & 
strong. You'lI tighten. tone & firm your 
body while building a positive self-
image, increasing your self-confidence 
& reducing your stress level. 
KARDIo KJcICBOX 
is for everyone - from those who want 
to get in shape to those looking for the 
ultimate workout. 
FREE INTRODUCTORY CLASS 
TO ALL WOMEN IN THE COMMUNITY 
. LIMITED TIME ONLY· 
A new year ... 
a new you!! 
CALL 774-3478 
TODAY 
Fournier's Olympic Karate Ctr. 
550 Forest Ave_, Portland, ME-
774-3478(FIST) 
It's been a great four years! 
Tabitha Jean's Restaurant regretfully announces 
its closure March 20, 1998. 
Market conditions do not allow us to continue 
our uncompromising standards of service. 
We deeply appreciate the support of our 
wonderful customers, our fabulous staff, 
our terrific vendors, and the people ofthe 
Greater Portland region. You made 
Tabitha Jean's Restaurant the beautiful 
and vibrant place it was! 
Thank you! 
Unredeemed gift certificates may be redeemed 
by mailing them to: Hestia Corp., P.O. Box 1559, 
Portland, Maine 04104 
PORTLAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
Toshiyuki Shimada. Music Director & Conductor 
A Beethoven Primer 
SATURDAY, APR. 4, 5:00 p.m. 
Concert Conversations: 4:00 p.m. 
SUNDAY, APR. 5, 2:00 p.m 
Concert Conversations: 1 :00 p.m. 
Portland High School Auditorium 
Nichol~s Orovich. 
PSO principal trombone 
BEETHOVEN Prometheus: Overture 
Maine Yankee 
~~ 
Sche~ Fletoher & Aeaociatee 
SALIERI Overture to Axur, Re d'Ormus 
AlBRECHTSBERGER Trombone Concerto J;\ 
MOZART .f Symphony No. 31 ("Paris") J 
HAYDN .' !P " S'YIJ)phony No. 101 ("The CtOeR") \, 
;,., 
Hear works 6y'teaclJers that tried to tame the"ir~ost difficult student, 
, .} 
the great Beethoven. 
Tickets $29. $39: Half-price for stud~nts; 
PortTix: 842-0800 • fax: 842-0810 • Mon:-Sat., N'oon-6 
www.portland.com/symphony 
